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5.22 The ratio of S D dijet to N D dijet event rates as a function of xp measured at ^/i = 630 (filled circles) and 1800 G e V (open circles), in
the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2 for the S D data
sample. Dijet events are selected by requiring Ei/11,2 > 7 G e V and
£ * = (E3Tetl + EJTet2)/2 > 10 GeV. U p to three jets with E T > 5 G e V
are used in evaluating xp
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5.23 The ratio of S D dijet to N D dijet event rates as a function xp measured
at (a) y/s = 630 G e V and (b) y/s = 1800 GeV; in evaluating xp, up
to three jets with E T > 5 G e V are used (circles), only the leading two
jets are used (upward triangles), and up to four jets with E T > 5 G e V
are included (downward triangles)
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5.24 The ratio of S D dijet to N D dijet event rates as a function of xp measured at y/s = 630 (filled circles) and 1800 G e V (open circles), in the
region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2 for the S D data samples.
(a) Only the leading two jets are used in evaluating xp. (b) U p to four
jets with E T > 5 G e V are used in evaluating xp
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G e V and E ^ = (EJTetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 G e V for the region 0.035 <
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5.26 Distributions of Ffi((3) extracted from dijet events with E^tl'2 > 7
G e V and E*T = (EJTetl + EJTet2)/2 > 10 G e V for the region 0.035 < £ <
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A b s t r a c t

A measurement of the effective diffractive structure function Ffi of the antiproton

obtained from a study of single diffractive dijet events produced in association wit

a leading antiproton in pp collisions at the center-of-mass energy y/s = 1800 and 63

GeV is presented. Inclusive samples of single diffractive events were collected duri

the Tevatron collider run of 1995—1996 using the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF)
by triggering on a leading antiproton detected in a forward Roman Pot spectrometer.

From these samples, single diffractive dijet subsamples were selected by requiring t
or more jets with transverse energy ET > 7 GeV in an event.
From the dijet data samples, an effective leading order diffractive structure func-

tion Ffi of the antiproton is extracted. In the kinematic region of antiproton fract
momentum loss 0.035 < £ < 0.095, four-momentum transfer squared \t\ < 1.0 GeV2
and (3 = xp/£, < 0.5, where xp is the Bjorken scaling variable of the struck parton
the antiproton, Ffi(/?,£) is found to have the form Fg (/?,£) oc /r 10±01£-0 9±01
yfs = 1800 GeV.
To address the question of QCD factorization in diffraction processes, i.e. uni-

versality of the diffractive structure function, several comparisons are made on the

measured Ffi. In comparisons with expectations based on results obtained in diffrac-

tive deep inelastic scattering experiments at HERA, Ffi measured in this analysis is

found to be smaller by approximately an order of magnitude, indicating a breakdown
of QCD factorization in diffraction processes. In comparisons with results obtained
in pp collisions at y/s = 630 GeV, the ratio in normalization of the measured Ffi at

the two energies is found to be R_mo_ = 1.3 ± 0.2(stat)^o3(syst). This is compatible
with the factorization expectation of unity, but is also in agreement within errors
with predictions in the range 1.6—1.8 from phenomenological models that explain the
suppression of the diffractive structure function in pp collisions relative to that
collisions.
Comparisons with results from a study of dijet events by double pomeron exchange
and single diffractive events containing a J/ip meson by the CDF collaboration, and

with results from a study of single diffractive dijet events obtained by the UA8 col
laboration in pp collisions at y/s = 630 GeV are also presented.

C h a p t e r

1

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The fundamental theory of strong interactions, Quantum

Chromodynamics

(QCD), has been very successful in describing hadronic interactions at high momentum transfers; predictions based on perturbative QCD have shown good agreement
with experimental measurements of high transverse momentum (hard) processes, such
as high-pr jet production and high-Q2 deep inelastic scattering (DIS). However, interactions at low momentum transfers, which make up the bulk of the hadronic cross
section, cannot be fully described in terms of QCD since they do not contain the
hard energy scale that is needed for the perturbative QCD calculation to converge.

Low transverse momentum (soft) processes in hadronic interactions include diffractiv
phenomena, such as elastic scattering and diffractive dissociation.
Approximately 15 % of the high energy inelastic pp collisions are due to single

diffractive dissociation, p + p —> p + X ox p + p —> X Ap, in which either the incomi

proton or antiproton escapes intact retaining a large fraction of its initial longit
momentum xF, and X denotes "anything". The value of xF is typically xF > 0.85.

The quasielastically-scattered leading particle is separated from the diffractive fi

state X

in rapidity1 space. T h e region in rapidity space devoid of final state parti-

cles is called a rapidity gap. The rapidity gap is generally thought to be associated
with the exchange of a strongly-interacting color-singlet object carrying the quantum numbers of the vacuum. This color-singlet object is generally referred to as
the pomeron in honor of the Russian physicist I. Y. Pomeranchuk (1913-1966), who
studied the asymptotic behavior of high energy elastic scattering, the "mother" of
hadronic diffractive physics. The single diffractive dissociation process was predicted
early in 1960 by M. L. Good and W. D. Walker [1] and has been studied since then;
however, the underlying mechanism of this process and the nature of the pomeron
are not yet well understood.
With high energy accelerators becoming available worldwide, it was suggested
that it would be valuable to study diffraction processes which have soft and hard
properties at the same time [2]. Such processes are called hard diffraction processes.
Studying hard diffraction processes could give us some understanding of the underlying dynamics of diffractive dissociation in the framework of perturbative QCD. It
might also allow us to probe the parton distributions in the hadron contributing to
diffractive dissociation, called diffractive parton distributions, which may lead to the
parton distributions in the pomeron. This would be an important step toward a
better understanding of soft interactions and of color confinement.
A typical example of hard diffraction processes is jet production in pp collisions
with a leading proton or antiproton associated with a large rapidity gap. This process
was first observed by the UA8 experiment at the CERN SppS collider at y/s =
630 GeV [3, 4]. Later, hard diffraction processes in ep collisions, such as diffractive
DIS [5, 6] and hard diffractive photoproduction [7, 8], were observed by the ZEUS [5, 8]
1See Section 2.2 for the definition of rapidity.

and H I [6, 7] collaborations at the D E S Y ep collider H E R A . These collaborations

investigated the quark and gluon contents of the diffractive exchange by measuring t

diffractive DIS cross section and the diffractive F2 structure function of the proto

10, 11, 12], as well as the hadronic final state in diffractive DIS [13, 14] and dif
photoproduction [15, 16, 17].
More recently, two experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron pp collider, CDF and
D0, reported results on hard single diffraction processes in pp collisions at y/s =

and 630 GeV, including W [18], dijet [19, 20], 6-quark [21], and J/ip production [2

In these analyses, single diffractive events are identified not by the leading parti
but by using the rapidity gap signature. W production is sensitive to the quark

content of the diffractive exchange; on the other hand, dijet production and 6-quark
production are more sensitive to the gluon content. By combining results on single
diffractive W, dijet and 6-quark production, the CDF collaboration obtained the

gluon fraction in the diffractive exchange (pomeron), Ffi = 0.541^4 [21]. This resul
is in agreement with the gluon fraction obtained by the ZEUS collaboration from

measurements of the jet cross section in diffractive photoproduction [15] and of the

diffractive F2 structure function of the proton [5]. However, the production rates f
hard single diffraction processes measured at the Tevatron were found to be about

5—10 times lower than predictions [23, 24] based on the diffractive parton distribut

functions of the proton extracted from the HERA data on diffractive DIS [5, 6, 9, 10
and on diffractive photoproduction of jets [15]. This discrepancy in the production

rates indicates a severe breakdown of QCD factorization in diffraction processes, i.
the diffractive parton distribution functions of the proton extracted from the HERA
data are not directly applicable to the Tevatron data.

In the analysis described in this dissertation, an effective leading order diffracti

structure function of the antiproton is measured using single diffractive dijet events

produced in pp collisions at y/s = 1800 and 630 GeV collected with the Collider Dete

tor at Fermilab (CDF). The single diffractive data used in this analysis were collect

by triggering on a leading antiproton detected in a Roman Pot spectrometer installed
downstream of the antiproton beam line. The diffractive structure function measured
at y/s = 1800 GeV is compared with that at y/s = 630 GeV, and with expectations

based on results obtained in diffractive DIS experiments at HERA [9, 12], as well as
with results from a study of dijet production in double pomeron exchange events at
the Fermilab Tevatron [25] in order to further characterize how QCD factorization
breaks down in diffraction processes.
This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents an introduction to
high energy hadronic diffraction, including an overview of phenomenological models of hard diffraction. It also addresses the physics motivations for the analysis
described in this dissertation. In Chapter 3, the Fermilab accelerator complex and
the CDF detector are described, placing a special emphasis on the detector components relevant to the analysis. The data collection, trigger requirements, and the

single diffractive/non-diffractive dijet candidate selection are described in Chapte

This chapter also presents comparisons between single diffractive inclusive and sing

diffractive dijet events, and between single diffractive dijet and non-diffractive d

events. In Chapter 5, results on the ratio of single diffractive dijet to non-diffra

dijet event rates as a function of the momentum fraction x of the antiproton carried

the struck parton and the measurement of the effective diffractive structure functio
of the antiproton are presented. The results are compared between y/s = 1800 and
630 GeV. They are also compared with results from the DESY ep collider HERA [9],

results from a study of dijet production in double pomeron exchange events at the Fe

6

milab Tevatron [25], results from a study of single diffractive J /ip production [22], and

results from a study of single diffractive dijet events at the CERN SppS collider [4
Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary of all results from the analysis described in
this dissertation and conclusions.

C h a p t e r

2

D i f f r a c t i o n

2.1

High

Energy

P h e n o m e n o l o g y

Hadronic

Diffraction

Hadronic diffraction is generally defined as a reaction in which no quantum numbers are exchanged between particles colliding at high energies [26]. The exchanged

object between the colliding particles which carries the quantum numbers of the vacuum is generally referred to as the pomeron and will be denoted by IP. There are
two classes of diffractive phenomena in high energy hadron-hadron collisions: elas-

tic scattering and diffractive dissociation. Diffractive dissociation can be subdivi

into several categories. Typical examples are single diffractive dissociation, doubl
diffractive dissociation and double pomeron exchange. These processes are summarized below and in Figure 2.1.

Elastic scattering: both incoming particles escape intact from the collision,

a + b-^a + b. (2.1)

Single diffractive dissociation: one of the incoming particles is scattered quasiela

tically while the other dissociates into a cluster of final state particles,

a + b —)• a + Xb,

(2.2)

where Xb l has the q u a n t u m numbers of b.

D o u b l e diffractive dissociation: each incoming particle dissociates into a cluster
of final state particles with the same quantum numbers as the incoming particle,

a + b ->• X a + Xb.

(2-3)

D o u b l e p o m e r o n e x c h a n g e : both incoming particles are scattered quasielastically
and a cluster of particles X with the quantum numbers of the vacuum is produced,
a + b^a + X + b. (2.4)

Figure 2.1: Illustrations for (a) elastic scattering, (b) single diffractive dissociation,
(c) double diffractive dissociation, and (d) double pomeron exchange.

2.1.1

Elastic

Scattering

Hadronic elastic scattering is analogous to the classical diffraction of light. In
optics, the intensity of the light diffracted off by an absorbing disk is given by
'2Jx(xY2
1(0) (l - r-(k9)2^ ,

1(9) = 1(0)
x
1The subscript is omitted in the other sections.

(2.5)

where Jx(x) is thefirstorder Bessel function, r is the radius of the absorbing disk,
9 is the scattering angle of the light, k is the wave number of the photons, and
x = kr sin 9 « kr9 at small angles.
The differential cross section for hadron-hadron elastic scattering at small angles
behaves as
'EL
(l-bEL(p9)2), (2.6)
dt

UOel
dt

e-bEL\t\ ^

^ l
t=0

where t is the four-momentum transfer squared and p is the momentum of the incident
hadron scattered at the angle 9. The slope parameter bEL is related to the radius
of the absorbing disk by bEL = r2/4. For a target proton of radius « l/mn, where
m^ is the pion mass, bEL « 13 GeV-2. This agrees approximately with the measured
values of the slope parameter for pp/pp elastic scattering at high energies [27].

2.1.2 Single Diffractive Dissociation

Single diffractive dissociation can be thought of as the quasielastic scattering between two hadrons, in which one of the hadrons escapes intact while the other is
excited into a high mass state without changing its quantum numbers. To keep one

of the colliding particles intact, not only the transverse momentum transfer but als

the longitudinal momentum transfer between the two colliding particles is required t

be small. In single diffractive dissociation in which a proton is scattered quasiela

cally, the longitudinal momentum transfer ApL to the proton is required to be smalle
than the inverse of the longitudinal proton radius rL [28],

ApL < — « m* • ^-, (2.7)
rL

mp

where p0 is the momentum of the proton and mp is the proton mass. In terms of the

fractional momentum loss of the quasielastically-scattered proton £, Eq. (2.7) can b
10

written as
ApL m*
f«
p0

< —
«0.15.
mp

(2.8)

The kinematics of single diffractive dissociation can be described with two vari-

ables, £ and t. The variable £ is related to the mass Mx of the dissociation products
X by £ & Mx/s. In the pomeron picture of single diffractive dissociation, £ is the
momentum fraction of the incident hadron transferred to the pomeron, and t is the
square of the pomeron mass and is always negative, indicating that the pomeron is a

virtual object. Experimentally, before the Tevatron data were available, it was know

that the cross section for pp/pp single diffractive dissociation at low £ and low \t
well described by
d°SD oc2i J>svt (2 g\
dfrdt ~ £

'

[

]

where bSD is approximately one half of bEL [28]. This can be understood in terms

of the form factor of the IPpp vertex, F(t). The amplitude of elastic scattering has

two IPpp vertices, and that of single diffractive dissociation contains only one IPp

vertex. Therefore, the i-dependence of the elastic scattering cross section is given
by F4(t) & ebELt, while that of the single diffractive cross section is expected to
F2(t) « ebsDt, so that bSD = bEL/2.

2.1.3 Regge Approach

Traditionally, Regge theory is used to describe diffraction processes [26]. In Regge

theory, hadronic interactions are described in terms of ^-channel exchanges of Regge
trajectories, a(t), and scattering amplitudes have a sa^ dependence. Among all
Regge trajectories, the pomeron trajectory ajp(t) has the largest value at t = 0,
2The symbol " °S " means "approximately proportional to", and is used throughout this
dissertation.
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Figure 2.2: Regge diagrams for (a) total, (b) elastic scattering, and (c) single diffractive dissociation cross sections [28].

resulting in a dominant contribution to hadronic cross sections at high energies.
The pomeron exchange diagrams for pp interactions are shown in Figure 2.2.
Through the optical theorem, the total cross section is proportional to the elastic
scattering amplitude at t = 0. The total, elastic and single diffractive cross sections
due to pomeron exchange are given by
ajp(0)-l

/ S V
OT = PjTppiO)^-)
doEL
dt

=

fePP(t)

( S \ 2 ^ ^
(2-11)

16tt

so)
/s ajp(0)-l'

d2oSD
d£dt

(2.10)

l-2aP(t)
16tt

^

pFpp(o)g(t)

s0

(2.12)

where aF(t) = I + e + a't is the pomeron trajectory, (3Fpp(t) is the coupling of the
pomeron to the proton, g(t) is the triple-pomeron coupling, s' = Mx « s£ is the
square of the center-of-mass energy of the P-p system, and s0 is an energy scale
parameter traditionally set to the hadron mass scale of 1 GeV2. The most recently
determined value of e, obtained from a fit to the pp, pp, 7r±p and K±p total cross
sections, is e = 0.104 ± 0.002 [27]. The value of a' obtained from elastic scattering

12

data is a' « 0.25 G e V 2

In analogy with Eq. (2.10), the term in the bracket in

Eq. (2.12) may be interpreted as the IPp total cross section,
^ / <?' \ "A0)-1 / „/ \ qjp(o)-i
4 V ) = PjPpp(0)g(0) ( A j

= o f * \^-j

,

(2.13)

where g(t) = g(0) is used, since it was found experimentally that g(t) does not depe
on t [28]. The remaining factor in Eq. (2.12),

fip/P(U) = %^1_2a'W = Ke-2aF{t)F2(t), (2.14)

where K = (3]ppp(0)/l6iv, is generally called the pomeron flux factor, which may
be interpreted as the probability that the proton emits a pomeron. The function
F(t) represents the form factor of the IPpp vertex. A. Donnachie and P. Landshoff

proposed [29] that the appropriate form factor for pp/pp elastic scattering and sin-

gle diffractive dissociation is the isoscalar electromagnetic form factor measured i
electron-nucleon scattering,
, x 4m2-2.8rA 1 \2
™

= A f ^ F

(i-t/(0.7GeV))

(215)

These formulae were found to provide a good description of experimental data in
the Fermilab fixed target and CERN ISR collider energy range (y/s < 60 GeV) [28].
However, as the energy increases, they suffer from unitarity problems, which are

especially severe in the case of single diffractive dissociation. At a given s value

total single diffractive cross section, which behaves as oSD gc s2e, exceeds the tot
cross section, which behaves as aT gc se. The CDF experiment reported [30] that the

s-dependence of the single diffractive cross section is approximately flat at Tevatr
energies, in contrast to the Regge expectation of s2e dependence.
Several solutions have been proposed to account for the discrepancy between Regge
theory expectations and experimental measurements. One solution was proposed
13
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Figure 2.3: T h e total p p and p p single diffractive cross sections measured for £ < 0.05
along with predictions based on Eq. (2.12) and the p o m e r o n flux renormalization
model [31].

This figure is adapted from Figure 1 in Ref. [31].

by K. Goulianos, and is generally referred to as the pomeron flux renormalization
model [31]. In this model, the pomeron flux factor fjp/p(£,t) has to be normalized
to unity when its integral over available phase space exceeds unity. This procedure
practically cancels out the s2e dependence of the single diffractive cross section and
gives good agreement with the experimental data as shown in Figure 2.3.
S. Erhan and P. E. Schlein originally attributed this discrepancy to a damping
of the hadron-hadron diffraction cross section at low £ and low |i| values [32], and
more recently to a decrease of the pomeron intercept at higher y/s energies [33], as
expected in unitarization (multi-pomeron exchange) calculations. C.-I Tan explains
this discrepancy by implementing a final state screening correction to the factorization
formula with "flavoring" for the pomeron as the primary dynamical mechanism for
setting the relevant energy scale [34]. This solution shares some features with that
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proposed by S. Erhan and P. E. Schlein [32].

2.2

Rapidity

and

Rapidity

G a p s

In hadron collision experiments, the longitudinal distribution of final state parti-

cles is often discussed in terms of the rapidity y (longitudinal rapidity) defined a

where f3z (= vz/c = pz/E) is the relativistic longitudinal velocity, pz is the longi
dinal momentum, and mT is the transverse mass (mT2 = rn2 + Pt2)', Pt denotes the
transverse momentum. If a Lorentz transformation is made to another frame moving
at velocity f3'z along the longitudinal direction, then
yl = ln/E' + p'z \ = ^ (j(E - P'zPz) + j (p, - (3'ZE)
mT
=

J

\

rur

y+-ln(IT^J=y-tanh-1^,

(2.17)

so that the rapidity y is additive under longitudinal Lorentz boosts. In hadron-hadr

collisions, the center-of-mass system of the interesting parton-parton scattering is
generally boosted along the longitudinal direction with respect to that of the two

incoming hadrons. Therefore, it is convenient to discuss the longitudinal distributi

of final state particles in terms of rapidity, which transforms simply under longitu
boosts.
In the non-relativistic limit, i.e. v <C 1, E f« m and pz ^ mvz, the rapidity y

reduces to the longitudinal velocity of the particle vz. In the case of small m, i.e
m«p, the rapidity y can be approximated as

y^-ln (F—^) = ^ln -,) = - ln tan - = 77, 2.18)
2
\p — Pz/
2
\l—cos9J
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2

where 9 is the polar angle of the particle with respect to the colliding beam direction.
The variable 77 is termed pseudorapidity. The variables rapidity and pseudorapidity
are used interchangeably throughout this dissertation.
In the case of no interaction taking place between two incoming particles, i.e. no
four-momentum being exchanged between them, both incoming particles retain their

original four-momenta, which is equivalent to setting pT = 0. Therefore, the rapidit
y+ and y_ of the particles in their center-of-mass system are
y+ = -y_*An^, (2.19)

where y+ (y_) is for the particle running in the positive (negative) z direction and
the approximation E = y/s/2 rs |p2| is made. For simplicity, all particle masses are

assumed to be equal to m in this paragraph. For non-diffractive events in which both
incoming particles dissociate into a system X, the maximum and minimum rapidities
of the system X are given by

yx,max « ln , yX,min « ~ In • (2.20)
fit

I'o

For single diffractive events in which the particle running in the negative z direct

is scattered quasielastically, the minimum rapidity of the quasielastically-scattere
recoil (leading) particle yreCoii,min is attained when pT = 0, that is,
, \/^(l-£) , y/s ,09v
yrecoil,min « - In

« - In — .
lit

(2.21)

lib

The maximum rapidity of the system X is the same as that in non-diffractive events,

yx.max

ln^A.

(2.22)

777.

The minimum rapidity of the system X pertains to a particle with longitudinal momentum pz ~ £ • y/s/2,
yx,min~- In . (2.23)
m
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Figure 2.4: Rapidity distribution in the final state of (a) a non-diffractive event
(b) a single diffractive event.

Therefore, the rapidity region devoid of particles, called a rapidity gap, between t
quasielastically-scattered recoil particle and the system X is expected to span the
region
^ygap = yx,min ~ yrecoil,min ~ ~~ ln<~. [Z.ZQ)

According to the scaling law proposed by R. P Feynman [35], the longitudinal
distribution of final state particles is

^ ~ p, (2.25)
dy

where the particle density p is approximately constant over the phase space availabl

for the dissociation products. In terms of rapidity intervals Ay between final state
particles, the distribution obtained from Poisson fluctuations is given by
™ oc e-pA, (2.26)
dAy

Thus, in non-diffractive events, rapidity gaps are exponentially suppressed. In diffr

tive events, the distribution of rapidity intervals between the leading particle and
system X behaves as
constant. (2.27)
dAy

Therefore, diffractive dissociation is often defined as events containing large rapi
gaps in the final state which are not exponentially suppressed [26].
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2.3

H a r d

Diffraction

Diffractive physics drew considerable attention when it was suggested [2] that it
would be valuable to study diffraction processes containing a hard scattering, which
are generally called hard diffraction processes. B y studying hard diffraction processes, one would be able to probe the probability distribution for partons in the
hadron which is scattered quasielastically, which m a y lead to the partonic structure
function of the pomeron. The important point of this idea is that it gives a possibility of understanding the mechanism of diffractive dissociation in the framework of
perturbative Q C D .

2.3.1 Hard Diffraction at Hadron Colliders

The cross section for a hard scattering in a non-diffractive pp interaction can be
expressed, due to the Q C D factorization property, as a convolution of parton-level
cross sections with the parton distribution functions in the proton and antiproton:

dxndXfjdt *—r at
V V
a,b
where xp and xp axe the m o m e n t u m fractions of the interacting partons in the proton
and antiproton, and fa/P(xp, Q2) and fb/p(xp, Q2) are the parton distribution functions
of the proton and antiproton, respectively. The cross section for the scattering of
partons of types a and b is denoted by aab, and i is the square of the four-momentum
transfer between the interacting partons. In Eq. (2.28), the renormalization and
factorization scales are assumed to be equal to the characteristic scale of the hard
scattering denoted by Q. For hard scattering processes such as dijet production and
W / Z production, the parton-parton scattering cross section is calculable. One of the
remarkable features of Q C D is that, at least for non-diffractive interactions, the parton
18

distribution functions of the proton and antiproton are universal. In other words,
the parton distribution functions can be extracted from any process and applied to
other processes. The parton distribution functions are derived from a global fit to
experimental measurements of a variety of scattering processes.
The cross section for a hard scattering in a single diffractive pp interaction may
be expressed in a similar manner to Eq. (2.28) as

5-Ag^.=Ew,«,)fe«'.i'^. <™»
where the antiproton is assumed to be scattered quasielastically. The function

fbD,p(xp,Q2,£,t) represents the probability distribution for partons in the antipro-

ton which is scattered quasielastically with particular values of £ and t. This func

is generally called the diffractive parton distribution function. One of the most im

portant issues in diffractive physics is whether hard diffraction processes obey QCD

factorization. In other words, the question is whether the diffractive parton distribution functions are universal. This question can be addressed by comparing the

diffractive parton distribution functions extracted from different processes or at d
ferent energies.
Another important question in hard diffraction is the validity of so-called Regge

factorization. Assuming Regge factorization, the diffractive parton distribution fun
tions of the proton can be expressed as products of a function which depends only on
£ and t, and a function which depends on (3 — x/£ and Q2,

fa/p(^Q2,^t) = fP/p(Z,t) fal]p(PAQ2)- (2-30)

The variable j3 can be interpreted as the momentum fraction of the interacting parto
in the pomeron emitted from the proton. Under Regge factorization, which is assumed

in the Ingelman-Schlein model [2], diffractive dissociation can be thought to be due
19

the exchange of a pomeron with the parton distributions fa/jp(l3,Q2). The function
fp/p(£,,t) is then the pomeron flux factor, which in this model is the same as that
soft diffraction.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, single diffractive dijet production in pp collisions was

first observed by the UA8 collaboration [3, 4] at the CERN SppS collider at y/s = 630
GeV, and later by the CDF [19] and D0 [20] collaborations at the Fermilab Tevatron
collider at y/s = 1800 and 630 GeV. The CDF collaboration has also observed single
diffractive W [18], 6-quark [21], and J/ip production [22].
W production is sensitive to the quark content of the diffractive exchange; on the

other hand, dijet and 6-quark production are more sensitive to the gluon content. By
combining results on single diffractive W, dijet, and 6-quark production, the CDF
collaboration measured the gluon fraction in the diffractive exchange (pomeron) to

be Ffi = 0.54^0^4 [21]. This result is in agreement with the gluon fraction obtained
by the ZEUS collaboration from measurements of the jet cross section in diffractive
photoproduction [15] and of the diffractive F2 structure function of the proton in

diffractive deep inelastic scattering [5], which is described in Section 2.3.2. Howe
the production rates for hard diffraction processes measured at the Tevatron were

found to be about 5-10 times lower than predictions [23, 24] based on the diffractiv

parton distributions obtained from fits to the HERA data on diffractive deep inelast
scattering [5, 6, 10] and on diffractive photoproduction of jets [15], indicating a
breakdown of QCD factorization in diffraction processes.

2.3.2 Hard Diffraction at HERA

Experiments at the DESY ep collider HERA, the ZEUS and HI collaborations,

have made extensive studies of diffractive events in deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
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Figure 2.5: S c h e m a t i c d i a g r a m s describing particle p r o d u c t i o n in (a) d e e p inelastic
ep scattering and (b) diffractive dissociation in a deep inelastic ep interaction.

and photoproduction. The non-diffractive and diffractive DIS processes are shown
schematically in Figure 2.5.
The cross section for non-diffractive DIS can be written as
j2„ o„„.2

^ ? = ^ ( i + d - , ) 2 ) ^ ^

(2.31)

w h e r e a e m is t h e electromagnetic coupling constant, a n d the longitudinal structure
function and Z° exchange are neglected. Deep inelastic scattering events can be
described with the variables,

Q2
Q2 = -q2,

x

-,
2P-q'

P-q
y
*

PA'

where Q2 is the negative of the squared four-momentum transfer carried by the
virtual photon, x is the Bjorken scaling variable, y is the inelasticity variable, i.e.
the fractional energy transferred to the proton in its rest frame, and P, k and q
are the four-momenta of the incoming proton, incoming electron, and virtual photon, respectively. The center-of-mass energy of the virtual photon-proton system is

W = yJ(P + q)2 « y/Q2(l/x-l).
With diffractive variables £ = q • (P - P')/q • P and t = (P - P')2, where P' is the
four-momentum of the quasielastically-scattered proton, the diffractive DIS cross section can be expressed in terms of the diffractive F2 structure function F2D{x,Q2,£,,t)
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(2.32)

as
feS = ^S(1 + (1-v)>)^(*.0,.f.')- (^
Changing variables from x to j3 = Q2/(2(P - P') • q) = a;/£, the above equation can
be written as

gi = f(> + (.-rf)^,«',y). (2.34)

Based on Eq. (2.34), the diffractive structure function F2(f3, Q2, £, t) can be extra
from the diffractive DIS cross section. When diffractive dissociation is identified

by the presence of the leading proton but by the presence of the rapidity gap, t can
be measured and the F2D(j3,Q2,^,t) is integrated over t, giving F2((3,Q2,C).
In leading order QCD, the non-diffractive F2 structure function can be written in
terms of the quark and antiquark distribution functions fq.(x,Q2) and fq{(x,Q2) as

F2(x,Q2) = 5>2.* (fqi(x,Q2) + fqi(x,Q2)), (2.35)
i

where eqi is the electric charge of the quark qi, and the sum is carried out over al
the quark flavors. Note that the F2 structure function does not depend on the gluon
distribution at leading order, since the photon does not couple directly to gluons.
However, at next-to-leading order, the F2 structure function depends also on the
gluon distribution through the g -+ qq process. In analogy with Eq. (2.35), the

diffractive F2 structure function can be expressed in terms of the diffractive quark
and antiquark distribution functions ffi(x,Q2,t,,t) and ffi(x,Q2,£,,t) as

F2D(x,Q2,U) = Yl4>x(fqDAxAQ2,Z,t)+fqDAxAQ2,U))- (2-36)
i
Under the Regge factorization assumption, F2D can be factorized as

F2D(P,Q2,U) = fP/P(U)F2F((3,Q2). (2.37)
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Figure 2.6: Schematic diagrams for (a) non-diffractive dijet production and (b) single
diffractive dijet production.

The function F2F((3,Q2) may be interpreted as the F2 structure function of the
pomeron. The F2 was found to have a Q2-dependence consistent with logarithmic behavior as in normal QCD evolution. Therefore, the (3- and Q2-dependence of
F2 has been analyzed in terms of the QCD evolution of the structure function of the
pomeron, as suggested by J. C. Collins tt al. [36]. Assuming the evolution of Ff,

the diffractive parton distributions, including the gluon distribution, were extract
using the DGLAP equations [37].
Diffractive photoproduction of high-pT jets is sensitive to both the diffractive

quark and diffractive gluon distributions through the jq —t qg and jg —> qq processe

and thus has been used to check the diffractive parton distribution functions derive
from diffractive DIS.

2.3.3 Single Diffractive Dijet Production in pp Collisions

A typical hard scattering process in pp collisions is dijet production. Schematic

diagrams for non-diffractive dijet and single diffractive dijet production in pp col

are shown in Figure 2.6. The cross sections for non-diffractive dijet production and
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single diffractive dijet production can be expressed as
d3oUn *-^ . , „•>,„, „o„ don
y

r

a,0

In Eq. (2.39), the antiproton is assumed to be scattered quasielastically. The partonparton scattering subprocesses gg -+ gg, qg —> qg and qq —> gg give the dominant
contribution to the dijet production cross section in hadron-hadron collisions. In
leading order matrix elements, these dominant subprocesses have very similar angular
dependence. Furthermore, their magnitudes are approximately
C t'C \2
g g ^ gg-qg^qg-qq^qq~'\---(Y : (^ a )

>

(2-40)

where CF — 4/3 and CA = 3 are color factors. Therefore, in terms of the single
effective non-diffractive structure function of the proton defined as

FJ3(x,Q2) = x[fg(x,Q2) + ^Yt(U(x,(f) + fih(x,Q2))], (2.41)
i
the non-diffractive dijet cross section is given by
d aND ^ rjj{Xp,Q ) rjj{Xp,Q ) dogg^.jj
dxpdxpdi

xp

xp

dt

This approximation [38], generally called the single effective subprocess approximation, holds within ?» 10 % over all dijet production phase space [39]. If the single
effective proton structure function for diffractive interactions is defined as

L <^A
(2.43)
the single diffractive dijet cross section can be expressed as
^ ®SD

t1 jj[Xp, LJ ) rjj \Xp, LJ , (~, t) u,0~gg—tjj

(2.44)
dxpdxpdt-~dtdt
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xp

xp

dt

T h e function Ffi(x,Q2,£,t) is referred to as the (effective) diffractive structure function throughout this dissertation.
In this dissertation, the measurement of the effective diffractive structure function
Ffi of the antiproton is presented. To extract Ffi, first we measure the ratio of the
single diffractive dijet event rate in a certain £ and t region to the non-diffractive
dijet event rate as a function of xp, which is, in leading order QCD, approximately
equal to the ratio of the effective diffractive structure function Ffi to the effective
non-diffractive structure function Fjj, as shown in Eq. (2.45),

Rsjd_(xp, £, t)

fF33(xp,Q2)Ffi(xp,Q2,ci,t)do,99^>33
dt
Idx'I
Xp
xp
dt
r jj(xp, LJ ) r jj\Xp, LJ ) dogg_>jj
dt
J P J xp xp di
Ffi(xp,(Q2),U)

(2.45)

A'jAp' v* /)
where (Q2) should be set to the typical value of the square of the hard scale for the
dijet data samples used, e.g. the mean transverse energy squared of the leading two
jets. The usual non-diffractive parton distribution functions have been derived from
a global fit to experimental results from a variety of scattering processes [40, 41, 42],
and are presently well known. The effective non-diffractive structure function can be
reconstructed from the well-known usual non-diffractive parton distribution functions.
By multiplying the measured ratio Rsd_ by the effective non-diffractive structure
function, the effective diffractive structure function Ffi is obtained.
The Ffi measured at y/s — 1800 GeV is compared with that at y/s — 630 GeV
and with expectations based on the diffractive parton distribution functions obtained
from diffractive DIS [9, 12]. To further characterize how QCD factorization breaks
down in diffraction processes, the Ffi is also compared with that extracted from a
study of dijet production in double pomeron exchange events [25].
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2.4

Phenomenological

Models

for H a r d

Diffraction

Several phenomenological models have been proposed to account for the observed
breakdown of factorization in diffractive events. Some models attribute the break-

down of factorization to a suppression of the hadron-hadron diffraction cross sectio

resulting from additional exchanges of soft partons carrying colors and thus spoilin

the diffractive signature of rapidity gaps [43, 44]. In these models, predictions ba

on the factorization formula have to be multiplied by the so-called rapidity gap sur

vival probability [45], which represents the probability that no additional soft par
is exchanged between the colliding hadrons.
The pomeron flux renormalization model, which was originally proposed by K.
Goulianos [31] to account for the observed s-dependence of soft (inclusive) single

diffractive dissociation, also explains the breakdown of factorization observed in h
diffraction. In QCD language, this model basically attributes the suppression of
the hadron-hadron diffraction cross section to the high densities of low-a; partons

high energy hadron-hadron collisions which lead to saturation effects [46]. Recently
A. Bialas suggested [47] that the breakdown of factorization could naturally be ex-

plained in terms of the Good-Walker [1] picture of diffractive dissociation, in whic

diffractive dissociation is treated as a consequence of absorption of the particle w

In this picture, the correction to the factorization formula is obtained in terms of
the elastic pp amplitude at low momentum transfers, and is similar to what is expected in the pomeron flux renormalization model. The models by S. Erhan and

P. E. Schlein [32, 33] or by C.-I Tan [34], which were originally proposed to reprod

the observed s-dependence of soft single diffractive dissociation, may be used to ad
dress the breakdown of factorization observed in hard diffraction processes through
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the Ingelman-Schlein model [2], i.e. by inserting the pomeron flux factor from these
models into Eq. (2.30) and then inserting Eq. (2.30) into Eq. (2.29).
The soft color interaction (SCI) model and the generalized area law (GAL) model,
which have been developed to better understand soft non-perturbative QCD and to

provide a unified description of all types of final states with and without rapidity

were found to give a reasonable description of diffractive DIS processes observed at
HERA and single diffractive hard processes observed at the Tevatron [48]. In the
Monte Carlo program incorporating the SCI model or the GAL model, a new stage
of soft color interactions is introduced after the perturbative processes described
matrix elements and parton showers, but before the hadronization process. The SCI
model is formulated on a parton basis, with soft color exchange between quarks and
gluons, whereas the GAL model is formulated on a string basis. In both cases, the

basic assumption is that the soft color exchange changes the topology of the confini
color force fields given by the perturbative QCD interaction.
The measurements presented in this dissertation will hopefully help us establish
adequate phenomenological models for diffractive dissociation, which will be an im-

portant step toward a more fundamental understanding of diffractive dissociation and
of the nature of the pomeron.
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C h a p t e r

3

A c c e l e r a t o r

a n d

D e t e c t o r

The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) is one of the premier in-

stitutions for elementary particle physics. It is the home of a powerful accelerator

called the Tevatron, which collides protons and antiprotons at the highest center-of
mass energy in the world. The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) is one of two
multipurpose detectors built at collision points of the Tevatron. The data samples
used in this analysis were collected by CDF during the 1995—1996 Tevatron run.
We begin this chapter by describing the process of producing protons and antiprotons, accelerating them to energies of 900 or 315 GeV, and colliding them. We then
describe the various components of the CDF detector associated with this analysis,
and finally discuss the CDF data acquisition system.

3.1 The Fermilab Tevatron Collider in 1995-1996

The Fermilab accelerator complex consists of several stages of acceleration as

shown in Figure 3.1. The first stage of acceleration is provided by a direct voltage

accelerator, the Cockroft-Walton. In this device, electrons are injected into hydrog
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Figure 3.1: A schematic view of the Fermilab accelerator complex for pp collisions.

atoms, and the resultant negatively charged ions consisting of two electrons and one

proton are accelerated by a positive voltage to about 750 keV. The ions are directed
to the second stage of the acceleration process provided by the Linac.

The Linac is a 145 m long, two-stage linear accelerator that accelerates the ions to

the energy of 401.5 MeV. The first stage of the Linac consists of five radio frequen
(RF) cavities that resonate at 201.25 MHz. The second stage of the Linac is a sidecoupled accelerator that consists of nine RF cavities operating at 805 MHz. Each

of the cavities contains alternating drift tubes and accelerating gaps. An alternati

electric field is applied to the drift tubes. When the electric field is in the dire
that slows down the injected negative ions, the ions are hiding in the drift tubes:

when the electric field is in the opposite direction, the ions appear in the gap reg

and are accelerated. Before the ions go to the next stage, they pass through a carbo
foil and lose electrons.
Protons leaving the Linac enter the Booster accelerator. The Booster accelerator is
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a proton synchrotron accelerator about 150 m in diameter. It consists of 96 combined
function dipole/quadrupole magnets with 17 RF cavities interspersed. The magnets
are used to provide a stable and circular orbit for protons. With an RF of 53 MHz,

the booster provides 84 regions of stable acceleration, called buckets. The collecti
of protons residing in each bucket is referred to as a bunch. The protons circulate
in the Booster accelerator about 20,000 times in 33 ms, and are accelerated to the
energy of about 8 GeV.
The Main Ring is also a synchrotron machine with a 1 km radius and 18 RF cavities
resonating at 53 MHz. A total of 774 dipole magnets and 240 focusing quadrupole

magnets are used to maintain protons in a stable and circular orbit. During collidin

beam operation, it fulfills two functions. First, it provides a source of 120 GeV pro

that are used to produce antiprotons. Second, after antiprotons are injected into th
Main Ring, it accelerates protons and antiprotons to the energy of 150 GeV.
In order to produce antiprotons, protons accelerated to 120 GeV in the Main
Ring are transported to a tungsten target. The collisions produce secondary particles that include antiprotons. Those antiprotons are collected and transported to
the Debuncher ring which debunches the antiprotons by the stochastic cooling tech-

nique [49]. The antiprotons are then transported to the Antiproton Accumulator ring.
When roughly 1011 antiprotons are accumulated, they are injected into the Main Ring
and are accelerated to 150 GeV simultaneously with the protons, but in the opposite
direction.
The protons and antiprotons accelerated to the energy of 150 GeV are injected into
the Tevatron. The Tevatron, located 65 cm below the Main Ring in the same tunnel, is
a proton-antiproton colliding synchrotron that uses superconducting magnets cooled
down to 4.6 K by liquid helium. A total of 774 dipole magnets and 216 quadrupole
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focusing magnets are used to steer protons and antiprotons around their 6.28 k m

orbit. A total of eight RF cavities are used to accelerate protons and antiprotons i
the Tevatron. The RF systems of both the Tevatron and the Main Ring resonate at
53 MHz. During Run 1 (1992—1996), the Tevatron counter-circulated six bunches of
protons and six bunches of antiprotons with a time between bunch crossings of 3.5
ps.
In the Tevatron, protons and antiprotons are accelerated simultaneously to 900
or 315 GeV. The two beams are kept isolated by electrostatic separators. When the
beams reach the designated energy, high power (low-/3) quadrupole magnets installed
in the CDF experimental hall are activated to direct protons and antiprotons to a

head-on collision at the center of the detector, and then the beams are scraped usin
collimators to remove peripheral beam halo particles.
The instantaneous luminosity of the Tevatron is given by

£inst = ~~\ ) (3-1)

where Np and Np axe the numbers of protons and antiprotons per bunch, / is the
frequency of bunch crossings and A is the effective area of the crossing beams. The
numbers of protons and antiprotons in the bunches continuously decreases with time
due to beam losses and beam-gas interactions, so that after some time the bunches
are dumped and new bunches are injected. The period of time when the same proton
and antiproton bunches are kept cycling is referred to as a store. During a typical
store of about 8-18 hours, the luminosity decreases by approximately an order of
magnitude.
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3.2

T h e

Collider D e t e c t o r

at

Fermilab

The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) is a multipurpose detector located at one

of six nominal interaction regions of the Tevatron. The CDF detector is approximatel
forward-backward and azimuthally symmetric, with the geometric center located at

the nominal interaction point. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 present an isometric cut-away vie
and a quarter view of the CDF detector, respectively. It is approximately 10 m high,
extends about 27 m from end to end, and weighs over 5000 tons.
Components of the CDF detector include the tracking, calorimetry and muon
subsystems. The tracking systems reside inside a solenoidal magnetic field of about
1.4 T, generated by a superconducting solenoid magnet 3 m in diameter and 4.8 m
long. The solenoidal magnetic field is maintained by circulating a 4650 A current
through 1164 turns of a solenoidal coil made of superconducting Nd-Ti/Cu material.
The solenoidal magnetic field bends the trajectory of a charged particle, and the
curvature of its trajectory allows us to measure its momentum and charge. The

tracking systems also provide a measurement of vertices from which charged particles
emanate in a given event.
The tracking volume is surrounded by calorimeters which are used to measure
the electromagnetic and hadronic energy of both charged and neutral particles. The

charged and neutral particles make showers in a large mass volume of the calorimeter

and deposit their energies. A jet, a cluster of particles traveling approximately in
same direction, is measured using calorimeters by making an energy cluster from
energies deposited in calorimeter cells. Muon detectors are mounted outside of the
calorimeters. The calorimeters and other materials between the beam axis and the
muon detectors absorb a large fraction of hadrons. Therefore, most of the particles
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reaching the m u o n detectors are indeed muons.
CDF uses a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) with its origin at

the nominal interaction point. The positive z-axis lies along the beam line in the p

ton running direction (from west to east), the positive y-axis points vertically upwa

and the positive x-axis points radially outward in the horizontal plane of the Tevat
ring. In addition to this coordinate system, a cylindrical coordinate system (r, 9,

is also used to describe the detector and characteristics of particles. The distance
is measured from the z-axis. The azimuthal angle (f> is measured from the positive
x-axis. The polar angle 6 is defined as the angle measured from the positive z-axis.

It is usually given in terms of the pseudorapidity n. The coordinate system employed
by CDF is shown in the inset of Figure 3.3. Two forms of pseudorapidity are used

in this dissertation. The detector-?] measures the pseudorapidity with respect to th

nominal interaction point at the center of the detector. It is generally used to spe
the physical segmentation of the detector. The event-n measures the pseudorapidity
with respect to the event vertex.
The following sections present a brief description of the CDF detector components

that are important to this analysis. A more detailed description of the detector can
be found in Ref. [50].

3.2.1 Calorimetry

The CDF calorimeter system consists of electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HA)
components, and is partitioned into three main detector regions according to their
pseudorapidity coverage. The central region (\r)\ < 1.3) contains the Central Electromagnetic calorimeter (CEM), the Central Hadron calorimeter (CHA), and the
EndWall Hadron calorimeter (WHA). The endplug regions (1.1 < \n\ < 2.4) con34

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the C D F calorimeter subsystems. The quoted energy
resolutions for the electromagnetic calorimeters are for incident electrons and photons,
and for the hadron calorimeters are for incident isolated pions. E T is given in GeV.
The position resolutions are averages for the calorimeter subsystems. X 0 refers to
radiation lengths and A0 refers to interaction lengths, respectively.
Calorimeter |r?| Energy resol. Position resol.
subsystem
CEM

coverage

a(E)/E

(cm2)

^

\n\ < 1.1

13.5%/y/E~T® 1.7%

0.2 x 0.2

18X0

CHA

\n\ < 0.9

50%/y/ET'®3%

10x5

4.5 A0

WHA

0.7<\r]\<l.3

75%/y/ET'®4%

10x5

4.5 A0

PEM

1.1 <

<2.4

28%/v/£^©2%

0.2x0.2

18 - 2 1 X 0

PHA

1.3 <

<2.4

130%/v^e4%

2x2

5.7 A0

FEM

2.2 <

<4.2

25%/v^©2%

0.2x0.2

25 XQ

FHA

2.3 <

<4.2

130%/v^©4%

3x3

7.7 A0

tain the Plug Electromagnetic calorimeter ( P E M ) and the Plug Hadron calorimeter
(PHA). The forward regions (2.2 < \n\ < 4.2) contain the Forward Electromagnetic
calorimeter (FEM) and the Forward Hadron calorimeter (FHA). The CEM contains
the Central Electromagnetic Strip chamber (CES) which measures the shower position
and transverse shower profile at the depth corresponding to the maximum average
transverse development of an electromagnetic shower. The pseudorapidity coverage,
energy and position resolutions, and depth of these calorimeter components except
for the CES are summarized in Table 3.1.
All of the CDF calorimeter subsystems use shower sampling to measure particle

energies. They consist of many layers of absorber material (lead for the electromag-

netic calorimeters1 and steel for the hadron calorimeters) interleaved with layers o
tive media. Each calorimeter subsystem is segmented in pseudorapidity and azimuth,

forming a projective tower geometry that points back to the nominal interaction poin
1 Precisely speaking, the absorber of the F E M is comprised of 96 % lead and 6 % antimony as
described later.
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Figure 3.4: Segmentation of the C D F calorimeters in r}-§ space. The E M calorimeters
have full <f> coverage out to \q\ —4.2. In the shaded region, the hadron calorimeter is
short in depth due to the cutoff for low-/? quadrupole magnets. The black region is
not covered by the hadron calorimeters due to the hole for the Tevatron beam pipe.

The tower segmentation and nominal coverage of the various calorimeter subsystems
is shown in Figure 3.4. The size of each tower is approximately 0.1(77) x 15°(0) in

the central and endwall calorimeters, and 0.1 (rj) x 5°((f)) in the plug and forward
calorimeters.

Central Calorimeters
The central calorimeters consist of 48 modules (24 on each side of z — 0): each
module covers 15° in (f> and extends about 2.5 m along the beam axis on either side
of z = 0. These modules are stacked into four free standing C-shaped arches which
can be rolled into and out of the detector.
The Central Electromagnetic calorimeter (CEM) [51] is located immediately out-
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side of the solenoidal magnet. It covers 360° in (j> and —1.1 < rj < 1.1 in tj, and has a
depth of 35 cm which corresponds to 18 radiation lengths. The CEM consists of 31

layers of 3.175 mm thick lead absorber interleaved with 5 mm thick layers of SCSN-38
polystyrene scintillator. Each wedge module of the CEM is divided into ten towers
with a projective geometry. Every tower covers approximately 0.1 units in n and 15°
in </>. The general layout of a CEM module is shown in Figure 3.5. The light from
each tower is collected by two wavelength shifters mounted on opposite sides of the
tower in azimuth and transmitted to phototubes (Hamamatsu R850) by lightguides.
The energy resolution of the CEM for electrons between 10 and 100 GeV is
a(E) 13.5% , „„,

v 'E

y/E~r

©1.7%,

where ET is the transverse energy of the electrons in GeV and the symbol © indicates
that the two independent terms are added in quadrature.
The CEM is immediately followed by the Central Hadron calorimeter (CHA) and
EndWall Hadron calorimeter (WHA) [52] which cover the pseudorapidity regions of
\n\ < 0.9 and 0.7 < \rj\ < 1.3, respectively. Both CHA and WHA consist of 48
modules. Each module is segmented into projective towers, each of which covers an
area of about 0.1(77) x 15° ((f)). Each tower in the CHA and WHA is matched by a
tower in the CEM. The CHA is made up of 32 layers of 2.5 cm thick steel absorber

interleaved with 1.0 cm thick layers of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) scintillator.
The WHA is composed of 15 layers of 5.0 cm thick steel absorber alternating with 1.0
cm thick PMMA scintillator. The absorber of the WHA is twice as thick as that of

the CHA since, for a given ET, the total energy in the WHA is on average a factor a/2

larger than that in the CHA. Both calorimeters have a total depth of 4.5 interaction

lengths. The light from a plastic scintillator is collected by wavelength shifter st
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Figure 3.5:
(CEM).

A cut-away view of one wedge of the Central Electromagnetic calorimeter

which lie along the long sides of the scintillator sheets. The light from each tower
collected by two phototubes positioned on opposite sides in azimuth. The 12-stage
Thorn-EMI 9954 phototube is used for the CHA and the 10-stage Thorn-EMI 9902
phototube is used for the WHA. The energy resolution of the CHA and WHA for
charged pions between 10 and 150 GeV was found to be

o(E) 50%
E

y/Er'

a(E) 75%
E

©3%

(CHA),

©4% (WHA),

y/E~T

respectively.
The initial calibration of the central calorimeters was performed with 50 GeV
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electrons and pions in a test beam [53]. A cosmic-ray test was also performed on all

modules of the central calorimeters [54]. To maintain the initial calibration, three
calibration systems [55] are employed in the CEM.

• A 3 mCi 137Cs gamma source was used to monitor long term variations. The
source was moved into the calorimeter module by a motor driver.

• A Xenon flasher system was employed to test the response of the wavelength
shifters. The trigger signal passed through a pulse shaping circuit and caused
a Xenon bulb to flash. A specially designed optical fiber passed the light into
a scintillator rod. The scintillator rod absorbed the light and re-emitted it into
the wavelength shifters.

• A green LED signal was used to check short term variations of the CEM phototubes. (A nitrogen laser system was used to check short term variations of the
CHA/WHA phototubes.)

The 137Cs source calibration was performed during the accelerator shutdown periods,

while the calibrations with the flasher systems were carried out about every 20 hour
(before the beginning of a new Tevatron store).

Endplug Calorimeters
The endplug calorimeters cover the holes at 9 « 30° and 150° outlined by the CEM
and WHA like "endcaps". Each endplug calorimeter consists of four fan-shaped 90°
quadrants. There is a concentric conical hole with an opening angle of 10° with
respect to the beam axis to accommodate the Tevatron beam pipe.
The Plug Electromagnetic calorimeter (PEM) [56] covers 1.1 < |r;| < 2.4 in 77. The
PEM is about 53 cm long in the z direction, which corresponds to 18—21 radiation
39

Figure 3.6: A n exploded view of the layer of the Plug Electromagnetic calorimeter
( P E M ) proportional tube array. The lower layer shows the cathode pad segmentation
that provides a projective tower geometry.

lengths depending on the polar angle. The PEM consists of four fan-shaped quadrants

with an outer radius of 140 cm; each quadrant consists of 34 layers of gas proportio
tube arrays interleaved with 2.7 mm thick lead absorber panels. An exploded view
of one quadrant of the PEM is shown in Figure 3.6. The proportional tubes are
made up of conductive plastic tubes of a square inner cross section of 7 mm x 7
mm with 0.8 mm thick walls. Each tube contains a 50 pm gold-plated tungsten

anode wire at the center. Each plane of the tube arrays in a quadrant consists of 156
tubes which are arranged side by side in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis. A
50 %-50 % admixture of argon-ethane with a small addition of ethyl alcohol is used
for the tubes. The tube layers are sandwiched by a pair of 1.6 mm thick copperclad G-10 cathode panels. On one side of the panel, the copper is segmented into

pads to provide a projective tower geometry. In the polar angle, the segmentation is
A77 rs 0.09 between 1.41 and 2.4 in 77, and smaller (A77 = 0.05) for larger angles.
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segmentation is 5° in azimuthal angle. The area of the pads ranges from about 3 c m
x 3 cm to 10 cm x 19 cm in the first layer, depending on n, and increases up to 30 %
with increasing z. On the other side of the G-10 panel, the cathode signals from the

pads are transmitted radially to the outer edge of the quadrant by etched strip line
Summing up pad signals longitudinally gives a single tower signal. Each tower has
three longitudinal segmentations. The first longitudinal segment contains the first

layers, the second the next 24 layers, and the third the last 5 layers, respectively.
PEM towers were calibrated by a 100 GeV electron beam. The energy resolution of
the PEM was found to be

a(E) 28% nM

v
E '

y/Ej © 2 %

with 20-200 GeV electron beams.
The Plug Hadron calorimeter (PHA), located directly behind the PEM, covers

1.3 < |t7| < 2.4 in 77 and is arranged in twelve 30° sections. The PHA consists of 21

layers of 5.1 cm (6.4 cm after the fourth layer) thick steel absorber layers interle
with gas proportional tube layers. The PHA has a total depth of 5.7 interaction
lengths. The PHA gas proportional tubes are resistive plastic tubes with a cross
section of 8 mm x 14 mm containing a 50 pm diameter gold-plated tungsten anode
wire at the center. The tubes are aligned side by side in a plane perpendicular to
the beam axis, and sandwiched by a pair of cathode planes. The cathode plane of
one 30° PHA section consists of 72 (12 in 77 x 6 in 0) electrically distinct pads on
the inner side, which are connected to the outer side through a hole. Copper traces

on the outer side of the cathode plane lead the cathode signals radially to the oute
edge of the chamber. The signals from each layer are ganged together longitudinally
to form 72 towers in one 30° sector. The PHA tower segmentation is A77 « 0.09 in
77 and 5° in 4>. The calibration of the PHA calorimeter was achieved with charged
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pion beams. The energy resolution of the P H A for 20-230 G e V charged pions was
measured to be
a(E)

130%

,„

Forward Calorimeters
The forward calorimeters are located in the small angle regions in both the proton
and antiproton beam directions. They are completely separated from the central and
endplug calorimeters as shown in Figure 3.3.
The Forward Electromagnetic calorimeter ( F E M ) [57] is located about 6.5 m from
the nominal interaction point and accommodates the Tevatron beam pipe at either
end of the C D F detector. The F E M has a pseudorapidity coverage of 2.2 < |t7| <
4.2 (12° > 9 > 2° on the positive 77 side) and full azimuthal coverage. The F E M
is approximately 3 m on a side and 1 m deep. It consists of 30 sampling layers
of proportional tube chambers with cathode and readout, interleaved with 0.48 c m
thick layers of absorber composed of 94 % lead and 6 % antimony. The total depth
corresponds to 25 radiation lengths. Figure 3.7 shows a cross section view of the
F E M chamber. Each proportional tube has an inner cross section of 7 m m in the
beam direction and 10 m m perpendicular to the beam. A 50 p m diameter gold-plated
tungsten anode wire runs through the center of each tube. The proportional tube
layers are partitioned into four 90° sections. The copper cathode plane of one 90°
chamber is segmented into 360 pads to provide a tower geometry. Each pad subtends
0.1 units of 77 and 5° of 4>. The cathode pads are scaled in size every other layer
so that the resultant towers project back to the nominal interaction point. Cathode
signals are carried to the outer edge of the chamber by ribbon cables. The pads are
ganged together longitudinally with two segmentations, each of which consists of 15
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Figure 3.7: A cross section view of a chamber of the Forward Electromagnetic
calorimeter ( F E M ) .

sampling layers. The FEM was calibrated with electron beams. By changing the
electron energy from 20 to 200 GeV, the energy resolution was measured to be

o(E) 25% nM

The Forward Hadron calorimeter (FHA) [58] is positioned right behind the FEM.
The FHA covers 2.3 < \n\ < 4.2 in 77 (12° > 9 > 2° in 9 on the positive 77 side).
The FHA calorimeter is partitioned into four 90° sections in the same way as the
FEM calorimeter. Each of these sections consists of 27 sampling layers (204 cm x
196 cm x 2.5 cm) of gas proportional tube chambers alternating with 5.1 cm thick
layers (213 cm x 213 cm x 5.1 cm) of steel absorber. The FHA has a depth of 7.7

interaction lengths. The chamber structure of the FHA is similar to that of the FEM.
The cathode surface of each 90° section is segmented into 19 bins in pseudorapidity

(A77 = 0.1) and 18 bins in azimuth (A</> — 5°). The signals from each cathode pad at
fixed 77 and tp axe ganged to form a projective tower. The FHA was calibrated with
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20-200 G e V charged pion beams. The energy resolution of the F H A for pions in the
range of 20-200 GeV is
a(E) 130% aM
E

- y/E~T © 4 % .

The FHA output was found to be consistent with a linear response up to 200 GeV
with no evidence of saturation.

3.2.2 Vertex Detector

The Vertex detector (VTX) is a gas drift chamber that surrounds and provides
mechanical support for the Silicon Vertex detector (SVX). Its main functions are to

provide precise two-dimensional tracking information for charged particles in the r-

plane and to measure the position of primary pp interaction vertices along the z-axi
The VTX is 2.8 m long in the z direction and covers the pseudorapidity region of

|?7| < 3.5. It consists of 28 time projection chamber modules, each of which is divi
into two drift regions by a central high voltage grid. The modules are placed end to
end along the beam direction. Each module is 9.4 cm long in z, and is segmented into

eight wedges, which cover 45° in (f>. The 10 outer modules have an inner radius of 6
cm, while the 18 inner modules have an inner radius of 11.5 cm to accommodate the
SVX detector. The outer radius is 28 cm for all the modules. In each module, sense

wires are strung tangent to the azimuthal direction on either side of the high volta
grid in planes transverse to the beam. There are 24 and 16 sense wires mounted in
each drift region of 10 outer and 18 inner modules, respectively.
The drift regions are filled with a 50 %-50 % mixture of argon-ethane gas. Charged

particles traversing the gas ionize it. The freed electrons drift along the beam axi
to the sense wires, resulting in a voltage drop in the sense wires. The drift time
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and radial positions of the sense wires are used to reconstruct the r-z profile of the
track. Each module is canted 15° in (f> with respect to the neighboring modules so
that some limited (f> information can be obtained for tracks crossing through more
than one module.
The measurement of the z position of the pp interactions was achieved by locating

the convergences of the reconstructed charged particle tracks in the event. The uncer
tainty in the measurement of the z vertex position zvtx was in the range of 1—2 mm,
depending on the multiplicity of charged tracks associated with the reconstructed

vertex. The multiplicity of reconstructed vertices in the event gives a good estimat
of the number of pp interactions in the bunch crossing.

3.2.3 Beam-Beam Counters

The Beam-Beam Counters (BBCs) are two planes of 16 scintillation counters

mounted in front of the forward calorimeters on both positive 77 (east) and negative
(west) sides (one plane on each side). The counters provide a minimum bias trigger
for the CDF detector, and also serve as the primary luminosity monitor.
In each BBC, scintillation counters are arranged in a rectangle around the beam

pipe, forming four concentric squares, as shown in Figure 3.8. The counters cover the
pseudorapidity regions of 3.24 < |?7| < 5.90 (4.47° > 9 > 0.32° on the positive 77

at a distance of 5.8 m from the center of the detector. The dimensions of the counte
are determined such that each counter covers an approximately equal pseudorapidity
interval of A77 = 0.7.
Each scintillation counter is read out by two phototubes mounted on both ends
of the counter. A hit of a counter requires that both phototubes have signals above

a certain threshold. The counters have excellent timing resolution (a < 200 ps), and
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Figure 3.8: A schematic view of one of the b e a m - b e a m counter planes. T h e shaded
parts s h o w the photomultiplier tubes for read out.

so provide a good measurement of the time of interactions. Coincident hits of the
east and west counters within a 15 ns time window centered at 20 ns after the bunch
crossing act as a minimum bias trigger.
The instantaneous (integrated) luminosity is obtained by measuring the rate (number) of coincidences of the east and west counters divided by the effective BBC
cross section. The effective BBC cross section aBBc is oBBC = 51.15 ± 1.60 mb
at y/s = 1800 GeV [59] and aBBC = 39.9 ± 1.2 mb at y/s = 630 GeV [60].
In this analysis, BBC information is also used to look for a rapidity gap signature
in single diffractive events.
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Figure 3.9: A top view of the outgoing antiproton beam line. The elements Dl, D 2
and D 3 are dipole magnets which bend antiprotons toward the inside of the Tevatron
ring, and C D is a correction dipole magnet which bends antiprotons downward and
toward the inside of the Tevatron ring. Q l and Q 3 (Q2 and Q4) are quadrupole
magnets which focus antiprotons in the horizontal (vertical) direction. The elements
VS1 and V S 2 are electrostatic beam separators which bend antiprotons upward, and
the separator H S bends antiprotons toward the outside of the Tevatron ring. R P 1 , 2
and 3 are three R o m a n Pot detector stations.

3.2.4 Roman Pot Spectrometer

Before the Tevatron collider run of 1995-1996, a Roman Pot spectrometer was
added to CDF to detect leading antiprotons carrying a substantial longitudinal beam
momentum fraction xF. The value of xF is typically 0.90-0.97. The Roman Pot

spectrometer was used to collect inclusive single diffractive events by triggering t
CDF detector on leading antiprotons. It also provided information about the devia-

tion and angle of a leading antiproton relative to the antiproton beam line, which g
the fractional momentum loss £ and four-momentum transfer squared t of the leading
antiproton in conjunction with the pp interaction point of the event and the beam
transport matrix between the Roman Pot spectrometer and the interaction point.
Figure 3.9 shows a top view of the outgoing antiproton beam line between the CDF
nominal collision point (B0) and the Roman Pot spectrometer. The quadrupole mag-
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Figure 3.10: A top view of the R o m a n Pot spectrometer. The R o m a n Pot spectrometer consists of three R o m a n Pot detector stations which are spaced 98.5 c m apart
from one another along the beam line. The structure of the scintillation fiber tracking
detector is shown in the inset.

nets QI and Q3 focus antiprotons in the horizontal direction, and Q2 and Q4 in the
vertical direction. The electrostatic beam separators VS1 and VS2 bend antiprotons
upward, and separator HS toward the outside of the Tevatron ring. The dipole magnets Dl, D2 and D3 bend antiprotons toward the inside of the Tevatron ring, and the
correction dipole magnet CD bends antiprotons downward and toward the inside of

the Tevatron ring. In a single diffractive interaction, the incoming antiproton lose
a small fraction (typically less than 10-15 %) of its momentum, and thus gets bent
by the dipole magnets Dl, D2 and D3 at a slightly larger angle than the antiproton
beam, but stays in the beam pipe. Therefore, the leading antiproton can be detected
by the Roman Pot spectrometer mounted close (« 1 cm) to the beam line.
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Figure 3.11: Arrangement of the R o m a n Pot detector. The R o m a n Pot detector,
consisting of a scintillation trigger counter and an X - Y scintillationfibertracking
detector, is mounted in a vessel attached to the vacuum beam pipe and vacuum
chamber by bellows.

The Roman Pot spectrometer consists of three Roman Pot detector stations which
are placed inside the Tevatron ring downstream of the antiproton beam about 57
m away from the CDF nominal collision point. The stations are spaced 98.5 cm
apart from one another along the beam axis and the total length of the spectrometer
including the beam pipe is 266.54 cm, as shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.11 shows the arrangement of a Roman Pot detector station. Each station

is equipped with a scintillation trigger counter and an X-Y scintillation fiber trac
detector mounted in a vessel attached to the vacuum beam pipe and vacuum chamber
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0.833 m m (0.800 m m core)
Figure 3.12: One ribbon consisting of four scintillation fibers used for the Roman Pot
tracking detector.

by bellows. The Roman Pot detectors were brought close to the circulating beams
by remotely controlled motors after beam conditions became stable.

Trigger Counter
The scintillation trigger counter (Bicron BC404) is 8 mm thick, and has a fiducial
area of 21 mm x 21 mm. The scintillation light from the trigger counter is transmitted
through a lightguide to a phototube, HAMAMATSU H3171-03, placed at the back
side of the Roman Pot detector station.

Tracking Detector
The scintillation fiber tracking detector of each station contains four layers of scintillation fiber ribbons mounted in planes perpendicular to the beam line, two for the
X direction and two for the Y direction. The fibers used are KURARAY SCSF81
with a single acrylic cladding. Each fiber is 20 cm long and 0.833 mm x 0.833 mm
square and contains a scintillation core of 0.800 mm x 0.800 mm square. One ribbon
is made of four scintillation fibers which are arranged inline along the beam direction
at the detection side to increase the path length of the particle, and into a square at
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the P M T side tofitthe anode of the multianode photomultiplier tube ( M A P M T ) ,

as shown in Figure 3.12. Scintillation light from the hit fibers is transmitted to t
MAPMT, 80-channel HAMAMATSU H5828, mounted at the back side of the Roman
Pot detector station.
One layer consists of 20 scintillation fiber ribbons. Two layers are mounted in
parallel, forming a superlayer as shown in Figure 3.13. In each layer, 20 ribbons

are placed in parallel and spaced one third of the scintillation core width from eac

other. The gaps between the ribbons are filled with aluminized mylar. The two layers

are displaced from each other by two thirds of the scintillation core width; therefo
each ribbon can be divided into three channels. Consequently, each superlayer has
a total of 79 channels of 0.267 mm width. The distance between the centers of the
layers along the beam axis is 8.5 mm. With this arrangement of the scintillation
fiber tracking detector, we expect two typical patterns of fiber hits: (a) a leading
antiproton hits fibers in both layers, (b) a leading antiproton hits a fiber in one
and passes through a gap between ribbons in the other layer. These two hit patters
are depicted in Figure 3.14.

Acceptance and Resolution
A Roman Pot track is reconstructed from a fit to the X-Y Roman Pot tracking
detector hit positions as shown in Figure 3.15. The Roman Pot track position resolution is approximately 100 pm. The diffractive variables f and t are determined

from (a) the position and angle of the reconstructed Roman Pot track relative to the
beam line, (b) the position of the event vertex, and (c) the beam transport matrix

between the interaction point and the Roman Pot spectrometer, as described in detail
in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.14: T w o typical hit patterns in the R o m a n Pot scintillation fiber tracking
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(b) Only one layer has a hit.
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Ribbon

Track

Figure 3.15: A track reconstructed from hits in the R o m a n Pot scintillation fiber
tracking detectors in the X (Y) direction. Thefilledregions are ribbons which have
a hit.

The acceptance of the R o m a n Pot spectrometer and resolutions in £ and t determinations are evaluated using a Monte Carlo simulation as described in Appendix B.
The simulation takes into account the beam profile and angular spread at the interaction point, the Tevatron magnetic lattice between the interaction point and the
position of the Roman Pot spectrometer, and the geometry and resolution of the
Roman Pot spectrometer. The Roman Pot acceptance at y/s = 1800 and 630 GeV
is shown as a function of £ and t in Figure 3.16. The acceptance at y/s = 630
GeV is similar to that at 1800 GeV at the same £ and for t scaled down by a
factor of (1800/630)2. The average Roman Pot acceptance is 72 % in the region
0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 1.0 GeV2 at y/s = 1800 GeV, and 59 % in the region
0.035 < £ < 0.095 and |t| < 0.2 GeV2 at y/s = 630 GeV. The estimated resolutions
in £ and t are o(£) = 0.001 and o(t) = 0.07 GeV2 in the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095
and \t\ < 1.0 GeV2 at v^ = 1800 GeV, and a(£) = 0.0015 and o(t) = 0.02 GeV2 in
the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and |i| < 0.2 GeV2 at y/s = 630 GeV.
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3.3 Trigger System

In standard Tevatron operation mode with six proton bunches and six antiproton
bunches, bunch crossings occur every 3.5 p:s around the center of the CDF detector,
corresponding to a rate of 286 kHz. The maximum rate of the permanent data storage
media used by CDF is a few events per second. Therefore, the data acquisition (DAQ)

system needs to select interesting events at a rate of a few Hz out of events occurr
at a rate of several hundred kHz.
Another concern for the the DAQ system is to minimize the dead-time that occurs
when event information is being read out of the detector electronics and processed.
During dead-time, the DAQ system cannot access the information from a new bunch

crossing. Because every bunch crossing has an equal chance to produce an interesting
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event, it is important to examine as m a n y bunch crossings as possible.
To fulfill these requirements, CDF developed a sophisticated online three-level

trigger system [61]. Each level examines fewer events in greater detail than the pre

ceding level. The Level 1 and Level 2 triggers are implemented in specially designed
hardware, while the Level 3 trigger is implemented in software running on commercial computers. Individual trigger paths can be prescaled, which means that only
a fraction of events that meet the requirements of that trigger level are accepted.
This is done to keep the trigger accept rate manageable without making the trigger
requirements too stringent.

Level 1 Trigger
The Level 1 trigger system examines every bunch crossing and makes a trigger
decision within the time between bunch crossings of 3.5 ps, and thus has no deadtime. The Level 1 trigger, implemented in custom-designed hardware, uses fast analog

outputs from the front-end electronics of the various detector components. The Level
1 trigger accepts about 1-2 % of events, reducing the rate from 286.278 kHz to a few

kHz. The events accepted by the Level 1 trigger are passed on to the Level 2 trigger.

Level 2 Trigger
The Level 2 trigger system requires about 25-35 ps to process an event delivered

from Level 1. The Level 2 trigger is also implemented in specially designed hardware
and uses fast analog outputs from the detector front-end electronics. During the
processing time, the next 7-10 bunch crossings are ignored by the DAQ system,
causing about 10-20 % of dead-time. The Level 2 trigger accept rate is limited to a
peak of about 40-45 Hz. If an event is accepted by Level 2, the data of the event

are digitized by the front-end electronics mounted on the detector, and then scanner
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read out the full event. The digitization and scanning processes take about 3 ms,
causing another few percent dead-time. The scanners can buffer events (store events
in a queue before processing); therefore once the event is read out, the DAQ system
is alive again and can trigger on a new event.

Level 3 Trigger
The Level 3 trigger is the last stage of the online trigger system. After Level 2,

fully digitized event information is sent to a farm of 64 Silicon Graphics processor
on which a FORTRAN reconstruction code including various filtering algorithms is

executed. The Level 3 reconstruction software is a subset of the offline reconstruct
code. Simpler and faster algorithms are used in the Level 3 trigger due to the time
constraints. The Level 3 trigger uses about one CPU second to process an event. The
Level 3 output rate is about 10 Hz. The Level 3 trigger buffers events and processes

them in parallel, incurring no dead-time. All the events passing the Level 3 trigger
are logged to staging disks, and then copied to 8 mm tapes.

3.4 Data Acquisition System

The CDF detector has a total of about 150,000 electronic channels. To read out
these channels, CDF used two types of crate-based front-end electronic systems: the
RABBIT system [62] and the FASTBUS system [63]. The Redundant Analog BusBased Information Transfer (RABBIT) system was developed at Fermilab by the
Particle Instrumentation Group to deal with the wide dynamic range (1 : 100,000)
required by the calorimeter readout. The RABBIT system is used mainly for the readout of the calorimeters and muon detectors. The digitized RABBIT signals are read
out by MX scanners. Most of the tracking detectors are read out by the FASTBUS
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Figure 3.17: A schematic drawing of data flow through the C D F data acquisition
system.

system. FASTBUS readout controllers (FRCs) read out data from the FASTBUS
front-end electronics, and also provide the interface to the MX scanners.
A schematic drawing of data flow through the CDF data acquisition system is
given is Figure 3.17. The Level 1 and Level 2 triggers receive fast analog outputs
from the detectors through dedicated cables. Once the Level 2 trigger accepts an
event, the decision is sent via the Front-end Readout and Decision (FRED) boards
to the Trigger Supervisor (TS) FASTBUS module which instructs the FRCs to read
out the event data. Six single-board VME-based processors, called Scanner CPUs
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(SCPUs), read out a subset of the F R C s over a custom-built Scanner Bus. The
SCPUs, running the VxWorks operating system, arrange the information received
from the FRCs into data banks which are organized by the detector components. The
SCPUs are controlled by another VME-based processor, called the Scanner Manager
(SM), through a dedicated reflective memory network, scramnet (shared common
RAM network). When all the FRCs finish loading an event, the TS notifies the SM
via the Trigger Supervisor Interface (TSI), and when all the SCPUs finish loading
the event, the SM tells the TS via the TSI to release the front-end buffers so that
another event can be loaded. The SM also controls the data flow through a ultranet
distributor to the Level 3 system and notifies the Level 3 system when the data
transfer of the event is complete.
The data of events accepted by the Level 3 trigger are transfered to a dedicated
Silicon Graphics machine, the Consumer Server (CS), via ultranet. The CS then
passes event information to Consumers through ethernet for monitoring luminosity

conditions, trigger rates, detector performance, rates of well known physics process
(e.g. J/ip production) and so on. The CS also runs data logger programs which write
accepted events on staging disks and subsequently to 8 mm tapes.
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C h a p t e r

D a t a

a n d

4

E v e n t

S e l e c t i o n

Before the Tevatron collider run of 1995-1996, the R o m a n Pot (RP) spectrometer
was installed downstream of the antiproton beam as described in Section 3.2.4, and
a trigger system based on antiprotons detected in the Roman Pot spectrometer was

prepared to collect inclusive single diffractive (SD) events, p + p —> X + p. In thi

chapter, details of the diffractive1 trigger system and the diffractive event select
are described.
In addition to the diffractive data samples, non-diffractive (ND) data samples are

used in this analysis to compare diffractive events with non-diffractive events. The

non-diffractive data samples and event selection are also described in this chapter.
1 Hereafter, "diffractive" a n d "single diffractive" are used interchangeably.
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4.1

D a t a

Samples

4.1.1 Diffractive Triggers and Data Samples

The diffractive trigger system is designed to collect events with a high momentum
leading antiproton in the Roman Pot spectrometer. The selection requirements at
each of the three trigger levels are described in the following paragraphs.

Level 1: Level 1 requires a three-fold coincidence of the Roman Pot scintillation
trigger counters. The timing of the coincidence was adjusted to the outgoing
antiproton bunch to veto background due to the incoming proton bunch which
passes the position of the Roman Pot spectrometer about 370 ns earlier than
the outgoing antiproton bunch. In addition, during the latter part of the Tevatron run at y/s = 630 GeV (run > 75000), some minimal energy deposition
was required on the east microplug calorimeter at Level 1, since a significant
fraction (approximately 46 %) of triggers up to that time were found to be due
to beam halo particles. The triggered events were prescaled to 50—200 Hz and
sent to Level 2.

Level 2: At level 2, the diffractive trigger is split into two paths, one is the dif
tive inclusive trigger and the other is the diffractive dijet trigger. Since events

collected with the diffractive dijet trigger are not used in this analysis, only the
diffractive inclusive trigger is explained below. The diffractive inclusive trigger
performed prescaling of events to the rate of about 1 Hz. The prescale factor
was dynamically varied depending on the instantaneous luminosity.

Level 3: During the 630 GeV Tevatron running, there was no requirement at Level
3 for the diffractive inclusive trigger. During the 1800 GeV Tevatron running, if
60

the number of the R o m a n Pot X o x Y layers with > 6 hits was larger than 4, the
event was rejected. Events rejected by this requirement are presumably due to
hadron showers produced by beam halo particles interacting at the beam pipe
or the Roman Pot detector wall. Furthermore, during the former part of the
1800 GeV Tevatron run (run < 75678), additional requirements were imposed
on the number of reconstructed vertices. For each event, vertex reconstruction
is performed using primarily the information provided by the Vertex detector
(VTX). The reconstructed vertices are ranked from class 5 to 12 on the basis
of tracks associated with each vertex. In general, the larger the value of the
class, the larger the number of tracks associated with the vertex. Events were
required to have at least one vertex of class > 5 in order to remove empty events
associated with a beam halo particle detected in the Roman Pot spectrometer.
In the meantime, events with more than one vertex of class 12 were rejected to
remove multiple interaction events.
A total of about 1.3 million events were collected with the diffractive trigger at
y/s = 630 GeV in runs 74849-75110 (December 13-21, 1995) at an average instantaneous luminosity of (Cinst) ~ 1-3 x IO30 cnrV1. The 1800 GeV data sample used in

this analysis was collected during the special low luminosity Tevatron running in ru
75644-75738 (January 18-23, 1996). About 3.1 million events were collected at an
average instantaneous luminosity of (Cinst) w 0.16 x IO30 cnrV1. The data collected

at low luminosities are good for diffraction studies because the rate of non-diffrac
overlap background in which non-diffractive pp interactions are superimposed on a
diffractive pp interaction occurring in the same bunch crossing is low. Since par-

ticles produced in the overlapping non-diffractive interactions fill the rapidity ga
associated with diffractive interactions, non-diffractive overlap background events
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triggered data, (b) 1800 G e V R o m a n Pot triggered data, (c) 630 G e V minimum bias
data, and (d) 1800 G e V minimum bias data.

inappropriate for diffraction studies. The instantaneous luminosity distributions fo
the 1800 and 630 GeV data samples are shown in Figure 4.1.

4.1.2 Non-Diffractive Data Samples

In order to compare diffractive events with non-diffractive events, non-diffractive
data samples are also used in this analysis. Non-diffractive inclusive events were
collected with a minimum bias trigger requiring a coincidence between two forward beam-beam counter (BBC) scintillation tile arrays. Approximately 2.5 million minimum bias events were collected with the Tevatron running at y/s = 630
GeV in runs 74606—75110 (December 6-21, 1995) at typical luminosities (Cinst) &
1.2 x IO30 cm_2s_1. The 1800 GeV data sample used in this analysis was collected
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during the special low luminosity Tevatron running in runs 75671-75712 (January
19-21, 1996) at an average instantaneous luminosity of (Cinst) « 0.50 x IO30 cm_2sA
There are approximately 341,000 events in this sample. The instantaneous luminosity distributions for the 1800 and 630 GeV minimum bias data samples are shown in
Figure 4.1.

4.2 Event Selection

4.2.1 Diffractive Inclusive Samples

The diffractive data samples collected with the diffractive trigger contain a fracti
of events which are not appropriate for this analysis, such as events containing a

cosmic-ray particle signal and events triggered by a beam halo particle in lieu of a

quasielastically-scattered leading antiproton. These events are rejected by addition
requirements described below.

Cosmic-Ray Background and Missing ET
First, the COSFLT filter is applied to the data samples to reject background events
mainly due to cosmic-ray particles, main ring splashes and calorimeter phototube
discharges. This filter rejects events containing out-of-time energy in the Central
Hadron calorimeter (CHA) and the EndWall Hadron calorimeter (WHA) above 6
GeV. The out-of-time energy is defined to be the energy outside of the time window
of -20 to 35 ns for the CHA and -20 to 55 ns for the WHA with respect to the
nominal proton-antiproton bunch crossing time. The background sources, such as
cosmic-ray particles, main ring splashes and calorimeter phototube discharges, give

signals to the CDF detector randomly in time; on the other hand, signals from proton-
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Figure 4.2: Missing E T distributions for the (a) 1800 G e V and (b) 630 G e V data
samples. T h e events in the cross-hatched regions are rejected by the selection cut

E r < 20 GeV.

antiproton interactions appear in the CDF detector right after the proton-antiproton
bunch crossing time. Therefore, removing events containing a significant amount of
energy deposited out of time with respect to the nominal proton-antiproton bunch
crossing time reduces background events efficiently.
In-time cosmic-ray background events and background events with only electro-

magnetic energy will survive the COSFLT filter. To further reduce background events,
a selection cut is imposed on missing ET, Ifa, which is defined as the magnitude of
the vector sum of the transverse energy in the calorimeters. Figure 4.2 shows Ifo

distributions for events which survive the COSFLT filter. The figure shows a fractio
of events with large ^ which are presumably background due to, e.g. cosmic-ray
particles and phototube discharges. Only events with ^ < 20 GeV are retained for
further analysis.
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Event Vertex
Figure 4.3 shows distributions of the number of vertices of class > 5 for the 1800
and 630 GeV data samples. There are no events in the zero bin of the left plot of
Figure 4.3(a) because, in runs < 75678 of data taking at y/s = 1800 GeV, events were
required to have at least one vertex of class > 5 at the Level 3 trigger in order to
remove empty events associated with beam halo particles.
In Figure 4.3(b), the fraction of events with zero vertices of class > 5 is substantially reduced in the right plot since a certain amount of energy deposition on the
microplug calorimeter, covering 4.5 < n < 5.5, was required at the Level 1 trigger
in runs > 75000 of data taking at y/s = 630 GeV in order to reject empty events
associated with beam halo particles. We select events with a single vertex of class
> 5 in order to remove events overlapped by non-diffractive events occurring in the
same proton-antiproton bunch crossing and also empty events associated with beam
halo particles.
Figure 4.4 shows zvtx distributions. The zvtx cut, \zvtx\ < 60 cm, is applied to
ensure that the event is well contained within the CDF detector.

Roman Pot Track
ADC count distributions of the Roman Pot trigger counters are shown in Figure 4.5.
Clear peaks are found around 400 ADC counts in the distributions of the individual
trigger counters and around 1200 ADC counts in the total ADC count distributions
of the three trigger counters, which correspond to the signal of a single minimum
ionizing particle (MIP). To select events containing a single MIP detected in the

Roman Pot trigger counters, each of the three Roman Pot trigger counters is required
to have ADC counts greater than or equal to 250, and the total ADC counts of the
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tracks are used in this analysis. For events with two tracks, the track with the smaller
X2 is used to reconstruct f and t values.

three Roman Pot trigger counters is required to be smaller than or equal to 1800.
Figure 4.6 shows reconstructed Roman Pot track multiplicity distributions; 68.3
(62.8) % of events have only one reconstructed Roman Pot track, but 16.6 (19.1) %
of events contain two Roman Pot tracks in the 1800 (630) GeV data sample. As
explained in Appendix C, when two reconstructed tracks are present, one of them is
usually due to optical cross talk in the Roman Pot fiber tracking detector. We select
events with one or two Roman Pot tracks. In the case of events with two Roman Pot
tracks, the track with the smaller x2 is used to reconstruct f and t values. For events
with two Roman Pot tracks in the 630 GeV data sample, the two tracks are required
to be adjacent. More details are provided in Appendix C.
The hit patterns of Roman Pot tracks for the 630 GeV data sample are shown in
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Table 4.1: Dead channels of the R o m a n Pot fiber tracking detectors. All the dead
channels on the Pot 1 X detector were fixed before the 1800 G e V run started.
Run#

Dead channels

(y/s energy)

Pot I X

74849-74978

10-12,16-22,24-28,32-38,40-44

(630 G e V )

48-54,56-64,68-74,76-78

75000-75049

10-12,16-18,24-28

(630 G e V )

40-44,60-64

75109-75110

10-12,24-28

(630 G e V )

40-44,60-64

Pot 1 Y

Pot 2 F

20-22,76-78

10-12

75644-75738
(1800 G e V )
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Figure 4.7: The hit pattern of R o m a n Pot tracks for the 630 G e V data sample.
"3X + 31"' is for tracks which have hits on three R o m a n Pots both in X and Y
directions. "3X + 2 F " ("2X + 3Y") is for tracks which have hits on three R o m a n
Pots in X (Y) and on two R o m a n Pots in Y (X). "2X + 2Y" is for tracks which
have hits only on two R o m a n Pots both in X and Y directions. In the 630 G e V
data sample, in addition to events with a 3 X + 2>Y track, events with a 3 X + 2 Y
(2X + 3Y) track are also retained for further analysis if the track points to one of the
dead channel positions of the R o m a n Potfiberdetector on which the track does not
have a hit. The events in the cross-hatched areas are rejected by these requirements.
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Figure 4.7. In the 630 G e V data sample, approximately 26 % of R o m a n Pot tracks
have hits only on two Roman Pot detectors in the X and/or Y directions. This is
because the Roman Pot fiber tracking detectors had sizable numbers of dead channels
during the 630 GeV run, as shown in Table 4.1 (especially the X detector of Roman
Pot 1). In the 1800 GeV data sample, only events with Roman Pot tracks having
hits on both the X and Y tracking detectors of each of the three Roman Pot stations

are accepted for further analysis. In the 630 GeV data sample, we accept events with
Roman Pot tracks having

(a) hits on three Roman Pot detectors both in X and Y directions, or

(b) hits on three Roman Pot detectors in X (Y) direction and on two detectors in
Y (X) direction.

It is found that a large fraction of tracks with two hits are concentrated in the vi

of the dead channel positions as shown in Figure 4.8; such tracks are most likely du

to real leading antiprotons. On the other hand, tracks not close to dead channels ar
probably due to detector noise and are thus removed from the data sample.
Figure 4.9 shows the 9^f distribution for the 630 GeV data sample, where #fp
is the angle of a reconstructed Roman Pot track with respect to the beam line in
the horizontal direction. When an antiproton is bent toward the inside of the Teva-

tron ring, 9xP is positive. Since quasielastically-scattered leading antiprotons car
slightly less momentum than beam antiprotons, they get bent toward the inside of

the Tevatron ring by the dipole magnets, and are thus expected to have positive 0jp\
Nevertheless, a small peak is found in the negative 0xP region. The west BBC and
forward calorimeter (FCAL) tower multiplicities for events with 9*p > 0 and #£p < 0
are shown in Figure 4.10. Events with 9§p < 0 have much higher multiplicities in the
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Figure 4.8: Distributions of two-hit R o m a n P o t tracks in the fiber detectors in w h i c h
the reconstructed R o m a n P o t track d o e s not h a v e hits. T h e two-hit tracks are concentrated near the d e a d channels. T h e R o m a n P o t tracks in the cross-hatched regions
d o not point to a n y of the d e a d channels a n d are thus rejected since they are m o s t
likely d u e to detector noise.

west BBC and FCAL, indicating that they are dominated by non-diffractive events
associated with beam halo particles. Events with 9xP < 0 are rejected from the
diffractive data samples. This requirement does not remove any events from the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 which is used in the following sections; events with #fp < 0
always have £ < 0.035.

Diffractive Variables f and t
The fractional momentum loss f and four-momentum transfer squared t of the
antiproton are reconstructed from the Roman Pot track, the transport matrix between the Roman Pot spectrometer and the collision point, and zvtx as described
in Appendix A. Distributions of reconstructed f and \t\ are shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.12 shows distributions of inclusive single diffractive events as a function

and |t|. Events with £ and t within 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and |*| < 1.0 GeV2 in the 18
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Figure 4.9: The distribution of the angle 9xP of the reconstructed tracks with respect
to the beam line in the horizontal direction. W h e n the antiproton is bent toward the
inside of the Tevatron ring, 9xP is positive.
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Figure 4.12: Distributions of inclusive single diffractive events as a function of cf and
|*| in the (a) 1800 G e V and (b) 630 G e V data samples.

GeV data sample and within 0.035 < f < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2 in the 630 GeV

data sample are selected for further analysis. The 1800 GeV data sample is restricte
to the region |t| < 0.2 GeV2 when it is compared with the 630 GeV data sample in
Section 5.4. Figure 4.13 shows £ and |*| distributions corrected for the Roman Pot
acceptance.

Non-Diffractive Overlap Background
Despite the single vertex cut applied to both the 1800 and 630 GeV data samples to remove diffractive events overlapped by non-diffractive events occurring in
same bunch crossing, a small fraction of non-diffractive overlap background events
still remains in the data samples. The 630 GeV data sample was collected at higher
instantaneous luminosities than the 1800 GeV data sample and thus contains a larger

fraction of residual non-diffractive overlap background events. The overlapping non-
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Figure 4.14: W e s t B B C multiplicity distributions for the (a) 1800 G e V and (b) 630
G e V data samples. In the 630 G e V data sample, events with west B B C multiplicity
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diffractive interactions spoil the rapidity gap signature expected in the forward region
on the antiproton outgoing side (west side). Figure 4.14 shows west BBC multiplicity
distributions. In 36 % (64 %) of events in the 1800 GeV data sample, two (five) counters of the west BBC and one (four) counter(s) of the east BBC were not read out. In
the 630 GeV data sample, two counters of the west BBC and one counter of the east
BBC were not read out. Therefore, although the west BBC array consists of 16 counters, the number of BBC hits does not reach 16 in Figure 4.14. For the 630 GeV data
sample, in order to reduce the residual non-diffractive overlap background events, we
remove events with west BBC multiplicity > 5. For the 1800 GeV data sample, no
selection cut is imposed on the west BBC multiplicity; however, each diffractive distribution in Chapter 5 is corrected for the residual background events by subtracting
the corresponding non-diffractive distribution normalized to the non-diffractive over-
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lap background fraction estimated from the analysis of the west B B C and forward

calorimeter tower multiplicities in Section 4.3.2. Events which flow through the abo
selection criteria comprise the diffractive inclusive samples.

4.2.2 Non-Diffractive Inclusive Samples

Non-diffractive inclusive data samples collected with the minimum bias trigger
are refined by the COSFLT filter, and the $? and zvtx cuts. Figure 4.15 shows By
distributions for the minimum bias data samples. We select events with $r<20 GeV,
as was done for the diffractive data samples. Figure 4.16 shows zvtx distributions.

zvtx cut, \zvtx\ < 60 cm, is applied to ensure that the event is well contained with

CDF detector. Approximately 0.3 million and 2.1 million events survive the selection
criteria shown above in the 1800 and 630 GeV data samples, respectively. These
events comprise the non-diffractive inclusive samples.

4.2.3 Jet Clustering Algorithm

The standard CDF jet clustering algorithm [64] is an iterative cone algorithm
which uses a cone with a fixed radius in n-(j) space to define a jet. The clustering
is implemented in the standard CDF routine JETCLU. The clustering procedure
consists of three steps: preclustering, clustering, and merging.

Preclustering
The clustering begins with creating a list of calorimeter towers with ET > 1.0 GeV

which are used as seed towers for jets. The seed towers are stored in order of decre
ET. The tower segmentation in azimuthal angle is 5° in the endplug and forward

calorimeters, but it is 15° in the central and endwall calorimeters. Therefore, tower
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minimum

bias data samples. T h e distributions arefittedto the form C • e 5 ^ / f 1 + {z~pin

J ,

where C = P I , zmin = P 2 , oz = P 3 and (3* = P 4 . T h e events in the cross-hatched
region are removed by the selection cut \zvtx\ < 60 c m .
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the endplug and forward regions are grouped together to have the s a m e segmentation
as the central and endwall calorimeters. Preclusters are formed by combining adjacent
seed towers within a cone of radius R in n-(f) space. A seed tower is incorporated into
a precluster if it is within the radius R of a seed tower with higher Et which is already
assigned to the precluster. In this analysis, the radius R is set to 0.7 2.

Clustering
Following the preclustering procedure, jet clustering is performed using the true
tower segmentation. Jet clustering uses the ET weighted centroid of a precluster ylcentroidi *P'centroid)i
En
Vcentroid

E n
,A-

)

E n
ElT(j)1
rU
—
Ycentroid —

i=l
x—vn

• •>

(4 1)
K^'^J

£.=A
where the sums are carried out over all the seed towers in the precluster. The tower
centroid (rf,^1) is obtained by
rpEM^EM , FHA HA
V

=

&Ti Vi

+ ^Ti Vi
ET
tt<EMj,EM , t?HA±HA

JC/pJp

where E%f and Egt are transverse energies deposited in the electromagnetic (EM)
and hadronic (HA) parts of a calorimeter tower with index i. (r)fM,(f)fM) and
(n?A, (f)fA) axe the centroids of the electromagnetic and hadronic components of
tower i, defined by a vector pointing from the event vertex to the center of the
calorimeter tower (calculated at the depth that corresponds to shower maximum).

2In comparisons with results from the UA8 collaboration described in Section 5.7, a cone size o
R = 1.0 is used to correspond to the cone size used by the UA8 collaboration.
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W e use Eq. (4.2) to determine n and 0 of calorimeter towers, because event vertices

are not necessarily positioned at the geometric center of the CDF detector, which is
the position of z = 0 in the CDF coordinate system.
A cone of radius R in n-(f) space is created around the centroid of a cluster. Then,
all the towers with ET > 100 MeV are incorporated into the cluster if the towers are
within the cone. A new cluster centroid is determined from the towers within the
cone using an ET weighted centroid, and a new cone is created using the new cluster
centroid. This process continues until the tower list remains unchanged.

Merging
At the stage of clustering, some towers may be shared by more than one cluster.

If towers of one cluster are completely contained within another cluster, the smalle

cluster is dropped. If two clusters partially overlap, an overlap fraction is comput

summing the ET of the shared towers and dividing it by the ET of the smaller cluster.

If the fraction is above a cutoff value of 0.75, then the two clusters are merged. I

fraction is less than the cut threshold, the clusters are kept unchanged and the sha

towers are assigned to the nearest cluster in n-(f) space. After the towers are assi

uniquely to clusters, the centroid computation and tower shuffling are repeated unti
the tower lists stay unchanged.

4.2.4 Jet Energy Correction

The uncorrected energies of jets identified by the above iterative cone algorithm

are different from the true energies of the partons which initiated the jets for a v
of reasons. Some of them result from physics processes:

• Energy of particles which do not originate from the hard scattering process is
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included in the jet energy if the particles are located within the clustering cone
of the jet. The energy of this source is often referred to as the underlying event
energy.

• Some particles associated with the hard scattering which produced the jet may
deposit energy outside the jet cone. The leaked energy is termed the out-of-cone
energy.

Others are due to limitations in detector performance:

• The calorimeter response to charged pions shows a non-linearity for momenta
below 10 GeV [64].

• Charged particles with pT < 400 MeV curl in the tracking volume due to the
solenoidal magnetic field and do not reach the calorimeters. At slightly higher
pT, the magnetic field may bend particles outside the jet cone.

• Particles which shower in boundary regions between calorimeter modules or
regions between the central, endplug and forward calorimeters yield a smaller
energy response than those in uniform calorimeter regions.

A jet correction function [64, 65] was constructed to take these effects into accoun
This function incorporates the following corrections:

Relative Correction
The relative jet correction takes into account non-uniformities in the calorimeter
response as a function of jet rj. The energies of jets in the endplug and forward

regions are scaled to give the energy of the equivalent jet in the central calorimet

The correction is derived from dijet events with at least one jet in the central reg
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By requiring the pr of the central jet and the pr of the other jet to balance, the
correction factor is obtained as a function of jet pT and n.

Absolute Correction
The absolute jet correction aims at relating as closely as possible the energy of a

clustered jet to the total true energy of particles inside the jet cone. The correct

is derived using the Monte Carlo event generator IS A JET [66], which is based on the
Field-Feynman parametrization of fragmentation [67]. After fragmentation, the generated events are passed through a CDF detector simulation called QFL. The QFL
simulation is tuned to reproduce the response of the CDF calorimeters to individual

particles using test beam results and in situ measurements of isolated pions in mini
mum bias events. After the generated events are processed with the QFL simulation,
jets are reconstructed as if they were real jets in data. The uncorrected jet pT is
compared to the sum of the true pT of all generated particles lying in a cone cen-

tered at the measured jet axis and originating from the primary partons. A quadratic
polynomial fit is used to parametrize the mean jet response as a function of jet ET-

Underlying Event Correction
The underlying event correction takes into account the energy due to the underlying
event, i.e. the energy due to fragmentation of partons which are not associated
with the hard scattering. In order to extract the jet energy originating from the
hard scattering, the contribution of the underlying event to the jet energy must be

subtracted. Since in diffractive events a large fraction of proton-antiproton intera
energy is carried away by the leading proton or antiproton, the underlying event
energy is expected to be lower than in non-diffractive events.
The underlying event energy in dijet events is generally expected to be similar
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Table 4.2: Underlying event E T subtracted from jet E T in this analysis.
Diffractive
Underlying event E T (GeV)

Non-diffractive

1800 G e V

630 G e V

1800 G e V

630 G e V

0.54

0.50

1.16

0.91

to the average energy level in soft interaction events. In this analysis, the underly

ing event ET to be subtracted from the ET of diffractive and non-diffractive jets is
estimated by measuring the ET in a randomly chosen cone with radius R = 0.7 in
the diffractive and non-diffractive inclusive samples, respectively. Then, the ET is
multiplied by a canonical correction factor of 1.6 to account for the non-linearity
the CDF calorimeters in the low ET region. The results are summarized in Table 4.2.

Out-of-Cone Correction
The out-of-cone correction accounts for energy that leaks outside the jet cone due

to fragmentation effects and soft gluon radiation. In order to correct for out-of-co
energy, a small amount of energy which is parametrized as a function of jet pT is
added to the jet. The amount of energy is determined from the Monte Carlo event

generator used to derive the absolute jet energy correction. For jets with radius of
R = 0.7, the out-of-cone ET is approximately 1.6 GeV at jet pT of 7 GeV.

4.2.5 Dijet Event Samples
Events in the diffractive and non-diffractive inclusive samples are passed through

the jet clustering routine JETCLU. Then, the jet correction function is applied to a
the jets reconstructed by JETCLU. Fake jets due to calorimeter noise are removed
using a hot tower filter (HTFLT), which is described in Appendix D. Diffractive and
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non-diffractive dijet candidate event samples are selected from the diffractive and

non-diffractive inclusive samples, respectively, by requiring the corrected ET of th
next-to-leading jet to be larger than 7 GeV. In the comparisons between 1800 GeV
and 630 GeV results described in Section 5.4, an additional cut is imposed on the
average ET of the leading two jets, requiring ET = (EJ^n + EJTet2)/2 > 10 GeV, where
E3^n and E^12 are the transverse energies of the leading and next-to-leading jets,
respectively. Samples of events with two or more jets with ET > 10 or 15 GeV are
also used in this analysis.
These event selections are summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The diffractive dijet
candidate events which pass all the selection requirements comprise the diffractive

dijet samples, although these samples still contains a small fraction of non-diffrac
overlap background events. The non-diffractive dijet candidate events comprise the

non-diffractive dijet samples. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show diffractive dijet candidat
events in the CDF calorimeters and the Roman Pot spectrometer in the 1800 and 630
GeV data samples, respectively.

4.3 Background Fractions and Event Selection Effi-

ciencies

When the single diffractive (SD) dijet samples are normalized to the corresponding

cross section, the following background fractions and selection cut efficiencies mus
be taken into account:

• Beam-gas background.

• Non-diffractive overlap background.
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west B B C multiplicity is one, and the west F C A L tower multiplicity is zero.
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Figure 4.18: A diffractive dijet candidate event in the 630 G e V data sample. In this
event, the reconstructed £ and t are £ = 0.085 and t — -0.09 G e Y 2 , respectively. T h e
west B B C and F C A L tower multiplicities are both zero.
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Table 4.3: N u m b e r of R o m a n Pot triggered events after each selection cut.
N u m b e r of events
1800 G e V data

630 G e V data

Total triggered events

3,114,495

1,079,810

COSFLT

3,114,333

1,079,745

E t < 20 G e V
Single vertex (class > 5) cut

3,114,317

1,079,713

2,479,063
2,290,542

662,228
566,892

1 M I P cuts*

2,144,024

1 or 2 reconstructed tracks

1,819,551

410,315
335,891

Track hit pattern cut

1,758,879

9%p>0

1,750,829

\zvtx\ < 60 c m
For R o m a n Pot track

299,608
272,407

For diffractive variables £ a n d t
1,750,583
1,638,695

271,524

N/A

184,327

For jets
Number of jets > 2

132,971

Hot tower filter

108,680

7,256
7,211

> 2 jets with E T > 7 G e V
(EJTetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 G e V

30,410

1,186

10,945

> 2 jets with E T > 10 G e V

5,508

283
118

> 2 jets with E T > 15 G e V

633

7

£ and t are reconstructed
R o m a n Pot acceptance cut**

210,799

L o w multiplicity cut
West B B C multiplicity < 4

Trigger counter ADC{ > 250, J2i ADC* < 1800, i = 1,2 and 3
0.035 < £ < 0.095, |t| < 1.0 (0.2) GeV2 for the 1800 (630) GeV data sample

• West B B C multiplicity cut efficiency (only for the 630 G e V data).

• Single vertex cut efficiency.

• Hot tower filter efficiency.

These backgrounds and efficiencies are estimated from an analysis of multiplicities
in forward detectors such as the B B C and forward calorimeter (FCAL). The F C A L
tower multiplicity is obtained by counting the number of calorimeter towers with
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Table 4.4: N u m b e r of non-diffractive events after each selection cut.
N u m b e r of events
1800 G e V data

630 G e V data

Total triggered events

340,727

2,513,225

C O S F L T filter

340,698

2,512,895

E t < 20 G e V

340,685

2,512,611

\Zvtx\ < 60 c m
For jets

299,959

2,050,428

Number of jets > 2

91,600

351,825

Hot tower filter

73,189

> 2 jets with E T > 7 G e V

32,629

351,039
104,793

(EJTetl + E]Tet2)/2 > 10 G e V
> 2 jets with E T > 10 G e V

17,134
10,514

> 2 jets with E T > 15 G e V

1,489

34,887
16,866
1,129

E T larger than the following //-dependent thresholds developed in the diffractive W
analysis [18, 68],
( -0.143 x \v\ + 0.579 (2.4 < \n\ < 3.0),
E T (GeV) = {
I -0.0625 x \n\ + 0.3375 (3.0 < M

(4-3)
< 4.2).

4.3.1 Beam-Gas Interaction Background
Figure 4.19 shows the east BBC and FCAL tower multiplicity distributions for
the 1800 and 630 GeV single diffractive (SD) inclusive samples. The east BBC multiplicity distributions show an enhancement in the zero bin which is possibly due
to beam-gas diffractive interactions and/or double pomeron exchange (DPE) interactions. In beam-gas diffractive interactions, an incoming antiproton is scattered
quasielastically not by a beam proton but by a gas particle, and hits the Roman Pot
spectrometer. Such interactions occurring in the downstream antiproton direction
produce no particles hitting the east BBC and FCAL, and thus can provide an explanation for the enhancement in the zero bin of these distributions. The same is
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true for D P E events that have a rapidity gap spanning the east B B C and F C A L . The
beam-gas background fraction is estimated by extrapolating the straight line fitted
at the high multiplicities (2-7) down to 0 and taking the fraction of events in the
excess,

F^-(1800 GeV) = (127.234* ^-02,537*258) = 5.17 ± 0.03(stat) %,

^-(630 GeV) = (10,101*10^5,657*98) = 2.4! * 0.08(stat) %.

In normalizing the data to the SD inclusive cross section, we apply a correction assuming that the enhancement is due to beam-gas interactions. A subsequent
study [69] indicated that the enhancement in the zero bin is most likely due to DPE
events, in which case no correction should have been made. Even if the entire correction factor were used as a systematic uncertainty and added in quadrature to the
normalization uncertainty, the uncertainty would not increase by more than 1 %.

4.3.2 Non-Diffractive Overlap Background

Although a single vertex cut is applied to the single diffractive (SD) samples to

select single interaction events, the samples still contain a certain fraction of no
diffractive (ND) overlap background events, which consist of ND interactions superimposed on a SD interaction. The overlap background fraction can be estimated from
the west BBC multiplicity (NBBC) and FCAL tower multiplicity (NFCAl) distributions, since the SD events we use have a rapidity gap on the antiproton outgoing

side (west side), while the overlapping ND events have particles over the entire phas
space.
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T h e 1800 G e V Diffractive Inclusive S a m p l e
Figure 4.20 shows the west BBC (top) and FCAL tower (bottom) multiplicity
distributions for 1800 GeV SD inclusive events in runs with a maximum number
of west BBC hits of 14 (left) and 11 (right). To estimate the fraction of the ND
overlap background, the west BBC and FCAL tower multiplicity distributions for
the ND inclusive sample3 are normalized to those for the SD inclusive sample at
the maximum BBC bin (NBBC = 14 or 11) and in the region NFCAL > 20, where
the ND overlap background is dominant. The estimated ND overlap background
contributions are shown by the cross-hatched regions. The ND overlap background
fraction can be estimated as
FNDBanfm CpV) = Ngg£S(Max WBBC=14) + Aff£*cf (Max WBBC=11)
sdind K »uu u e v j
jvJ^d(Max W B B C = 1 4 ) + A ^ d ( M a x W B B C = 1 1 )

'
(4.4)

where A^(Max WBBC=14) and A^(Max WBBC=11) are the numbers of diffractive inclusive events, and Ngg^ (Max WBBC=14) and A^*? (Max WBBC=11)
are the estimated numbers of ND overlap background events in runs with a maximum
number of west BBC hits of 14 and 11, respectively. From the BBC and FCAL tower
multiplicity distributions, the ND overlap background fraction in the 1800 GeV SD
inclusive sample is found to be
„nRr N (23,966 ±252)+ (49,317 ±308)
F!Kff(1800 G e V , B B C ) =

589,346 ± l! 049,349

= 4.47 ± 0.02(stat) %,

3 All the 1800 GeV N D inclusive events described in Section 4.1.2 were collected in runs with a
maximum number of west B B C hits of 11. To estimate the N D overlap backgroundfractionin the
SD inclusive sample with a maximum number of west B B C hits of 15, about 428,000 minimum bias
events collected in runs 75632-75643, in which the maximum number of west B B C hits is 15, are
also used in this section.
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FftfJSilSOO G e V , F C A L ) =
5DmciV
;

(14,159* 213)+ (10,698* 177)
589,346 ±1,049,349

= 1.52±0.02(stat)%.

These two numbers are averaged, and the half of their difference is taken as a systematic uncertainty:

^indG(1800 GeV) = 3.0 ± 1.5(syst) %.

T h e 1800 G e V Diffractive Dijet Samples
In the SD dijet samples, the ND overlap background fraction is larger, because the

ND overlap background consists not only of events in which a soft ND event is superimposed on a SD dijet event, but also of events with a soft SD event superimposed
on a ND dijet event. Figure 4.21 shows the west BBC and FCAL tower multiplicity
distributions for the E^11'2 > 7 GeV SD dijet sample. The ND overlap background

contributions, estimated using the E3^t1,2 > 7 GeV ND dijet sample, are indicated by
the cross-hatched regions. The west BBC and FCAL tower multiplicity distributions
for the ND dijet sample are normalized to those for the SD dijet sample at the maximum BBC bin (NBBC = 14 or 11) and in the region NFCal > 20. The ND overlap
background fraction can be estimated as

F|^.fG(1800 G e V ) -

N g g g G(Max W B B C = 1 4 ) + i V ^ f G ( M a x W B B C = 1 1 )
bUn
A^D(Max WBBC=14) ± A^(Max WBBC=11)
(4.5)

where NjJD(Uax WBBC=14) and NJfD(Max. WBBC=11) are the numbers of diffractive dijet events, and Ngg£G(Max WBBC=14) and A^?G(Max WBBC=11) are
the estimated numbers of ND overlap background events in runs with a maximum
number of west BBC hits of 14 and 11, respectively. By averaging the ND overlap
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Figure 4.20: West B B C multiplicity (top) and F C A L tower multiplicity (bottom)
distributions for the 1800 G e V S D inclusive sample (open histograms). Left (right)
plots are for runs with a m a x i m u m west B B C hit = 14 (11). Distributions for the
N D inclusive sample are normalized at the m a x i m u m B B C hit bin of 14 or 11, and
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the estimated N D overlap background fraction.
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background fractions extracted from the B B C and F C A L tower multiplicities, we
obtain a fraction of 7.0 %, to which we assign a 10 % systematic uncertainty:

Fs™f(1800 GeV, BBC) = (^.8 ± 50.9)+ ( 977.9 ±37.9)
"
;
11,605 ±18,805
= 7.2 ± 0.2(stat) %,
FfggG(1800 GeV, FCAL) = (1^08.4 ± 43.1)+ ( 818.7 ± 33.9)
33
'
11,605 ±18,805
=

6.7±0.2(stat)%,

FsDjf G(1800 GeV) = 7.0 ± 0.7(syst) %.
Applying the same procedure to the EJTet1'2 > 10 and E^1'2 > 15 GeV SD dijet
samples, we obtain F^fG = 9.4 ± 0.9(syst) % and 8.5 ± 0.9(syst) %, respectively.

The 630 GeV Diffractive Inclusive Sample
For the 630 GeV data samples, an additional selection cut is imposed on the west
BBC multiplicity requiring it to be < 4 to further reject ND overlap background
events. The west BBC multiplicity cut rejects & 80 % of the residual ND overlap

background events; however, this cut also removes some single interaction events, i.
SD events which are not associated with overlapping ND events. The residual ND
overlap background fraction after the west BBC multiplicity cut and the west BBC

multiplicity cut efficiency, defined as the fraction of single interaction events re
by the west BBC multiplicity cut, are estimated from the west BBC and FCAL tower
multiplicity distributions below.
For the 1800 GeV data, the ND data sample with a single vertex of class > 5
(Nvtx — 1) was used to estimate the ND overlap background contribution to the
single vertex SD data sample; this method is referred to hereafter as method A.
However, in the 630 GeV data, the west BBC multiplicity distribution for the single
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the estimated N D overlap background fraction.
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vertex N D data sample does not match that for the S D data sample very well even
in the region where the ND overlap background is dominant, in the case of the dijet
events. Therefore, we also use the ND data sample with Nvtx > 1 to estimate the ND
overlap background fraction; this method is referred to as method B. The average of
the results from the two methods is then taken as our final result.
Figures 4.22(a-d) show the west BBC and FCAL tower multiplicity distributions
for the SD inclusive sample and the ND overlap background contributions estimated
using the ND inclusive samples with Nvtx = 1 and Nvtx > 1. In order to estimate
the ND overlap background fraction from Figures 4.22(c) and (d), the west BBC

multiplicity < 4 cut is applied to both distributions; the resultant distributions a
shown in Figures 4.22(e) and (f). From Figures 4.22(a) and (e), the residual ND
overlap background fraction after the west BBC multiplicity cut is estimated to be

Fsd 'id (630 GeV, BBC, A) = 3.75 ±0.06(stat) %,

Fsrfindi^O GeV, FCAL, A) = 2.67 ± 0.03(stat) %.
From Figures 4.22(b) and (f),

Fsd™ (630 GeV, BBC, B) = 3.01 ± 0.04(stat) %,

^iifind (630 GeV, FCAL, B) = 2.01 ±0.02(stat) %.
By taking the average of these four numbers, we obtain the ND overlap background

fraction in the 630 GeV SD inclusive sample, and assign to it a systematic uncertain
which covers the four values within la:

Fsd&i(<MQ GeV) = 2.9 ± 0.9(syst) %.
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The west B B C multiplicity cut efficiency is evaluated by dividing the number of S D

inclusive events after the ND overlap background subtraction (i.e., in Figure 4.22(a
and (b), the number of events in the open histogram minus the cross-hatched histogram) with the west BBC multiplicity < 4 cut by that without the west BBC
multiplicity cut. Using the ND inclusive samples with Nvtx = 1 and Nvtx > 1, the
efficiency e^f^S is estimated to be ^fnd = 98.3±0.2(stat) % and 97.5±0.2(stat) %,
respectively. By taking the average of these two results, the west BBC multiplicity
cut efficiency for the 630 GeV SD inclusive sample is obtained, to which one half of
the difference between the two results is assigned as a systematic uncertainty:

« d ( 6 3 0 G e V ) = 97.9 ± 0.4(syst) % .

The 630 GeV Diffractive Dijet Samples
The ND overlap background fraction after the west BBC multiplicity cut and the
west BBC multiplicity cut efficiency for the 630 GeV SD dijet samples are estimated
in the same manner as for the 630 GeV SD inclusive sample. From Figures 4.23(a),
(c) and (e), the residual ND overlap background fraction in the 630 GeV SD dijet
sample of E^1'2 > 7 GeV estimated using the single vertex ND dijet data sample is
101 4 ± 4 1
F^Djf G(630 G e V , B B C , A ) =

x m

' = 8.6 ± 0.3(stat) % ,

^fG(630 GeV, FCAL, A) = j lg ' = 7.7±0.3(stat) %.
From Figures 4.23(b), (d) and (f), the residual ND background fraction estimated
using the Nvtx > 1 ND dijet data sample is
59 6 ± 2 4
F™jf°(630 GeV, B B C , B) =

1 m

= 5.0 ± 0.2(stat) % ,

Fsdjj G(630 GeV, FCAL, B) = ^^ = 4-5 ± 0.2(stat) %.
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By taking the average of these four numbers, we obtain the N D overlap background
fraction Fsrfjf0, and assign to it a systematic uncertainty which covers the four
values within lcr:
FsdjjG{^0 GeV) = 6.4 ± 2.2(syst) %.
The west BBC multiplicity cut efficiency for the 630 GeV SD dijet sample of
£,jeti, •> rj Qey ^g evaiuateci j-^ ^he same procedure as that used for the 630 GeV
SD inclusive sample. Using the ND dijet samples with Nvtx — 1 and Nvtx > 1, the
efficiency e^gjf is estimated to be eggff = 100±0.0(stat) % and 96.1±2.8(stat) %,
respectively. By taking the average of these two results, the west BBC multiplicity

cut efficiency is obtained, to which one half of the difference between the two resu
is assigned as a systematic uncertainty:

e ^ G ( 6 3 0 G e V ) = 98.1 ± 1.9(syst) %.

For the 630 GeV SD dijet sample of EJTet1'2 > 7 GeV and ET = (E3TeU+ ETet2)/2 >
10 GeV, the residual ND overlap background fraction and the west BBC multiplicity
cut efficiency are estimated to be F^fG = 8.3 ± 2.8(syst) % and eggff = 97.4 ±
2.6(syst) %, respectively.

4.3.3 Single Vertex Cut Efficiency

Although the single vertex cut is applied to the single diffractive (SD) samples

to remove events containing multiple interactions or no interaction, it also removes

some single interaction events with multiple vertices or zero vertices due to vertex

reconstruction ambiguities. The single vertex cut efficiency, defined as the fractio

single interaction events retained by the single vertex cut, is evaluated below to t
into account the removed single interaction events.
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T h e 1800 G e V Diffractive Inclusive S a m p l e
To evaluate the single vertex cut efficiency for the 1800 GeV data, we use only
events in runs 75713-75738, which are not affected by vertex cuts at the trigger
level. As shown in Figure 4.24(a), in runs 75713-75738, the numbers of single vertex
events, zero vertex events and multiple vertex events are 722872, 206525 and 65396,
respectively.
The top two plots of Figure 4.24(b) show the east BBC multiplicity distributions
(solid lines) for the zero vertex events in runs with a maximum number of east BBC

hits of 15 (left) and 12 (right). To estimate the fraction of single interaction even
the east BBC multiplicity distributions for the single vertex events, normalized at
maximum BBC bin, are superimposed (dotted lines).
The middle left plot of Figure 4.24(b) shows the east FCAL tower multiplicity
distribution (solid line) for the zero vertex events in runs with a maximum number

of east BBC hits of 15; the distribution for the single vertex events is superimpose

(dotted line). In this case, the two distributions do not match in the high multiplic
region, where single interaction events are dominant; the single vertex events have

higher multiplicities in this region. This is reasonable, since the multiplicities i
single vertex events are generally higher than those in the zero vertex events. (In

the BBC case, because of the low granularity and resultant saturation, this effect i

washed out.) To take into account the different shapes of the single vertex and zero

vertex events, we form the ratio of the single vertex to zero vertex distributions a

fit the distribution of the ratio to a straight line on a logarithmic scale in the r
9 < NFCAL < 28, as shown in the middle right plot of Figure 4.24(b). Then, for each

multiplicity bin, we multiply the number of single vertex events by the value of the
fitted line, including the regions NFCal < 9 and NFCal > 29, in which we use the
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extrapolatedfittedline. The result is shown in the bottom left plot of Figure 4.24(b).
The number of single interaction events in the zero vertex event sample is taken as
the number of events in the dotted line histogram. This number is 14679 ±286 events,
27.0 % of the zero vertex events in runs with a m a x i m u m number of east B B C hits
of 15. The same procedure was applied to events in runs with a m a x i m u m number of
east B B C hits of 12; the result is shown in the bottom right plot of Figure 4.24(b).
Figure 4.24(c) shows the west B B C multiplicity (top) and F C A L tower multiplicity (bottom) distributions for the multiple vertex events (solid lines), and the
distributions for the single vertex events (dotted lines) normalized in the regions
0 < N B B C < 2 and 0 < N F C a l < 3. These distributions are used to estimate the
fraction of single interaction events in the multiple vertex event sample.
From the B B C and F C A L tower multiplicity distributions, the single vertex cut
efficiency for the 1800 G e V S D inclusive sample is estimated to be

47And(1800 G e V )
•\j\vtx
^ S D ind
iVo

Nhfind + ( ^ ( M a x E B B C = 1 5 ) ± ^ ( M a x E B B C = 1 2 ) ) ± N ^ t x '
(4.6)
estindi^OO G e V , B B C )
722,872
722,872 ± ((13,548 ± 227) ± (38,208 ± 291)) ± (47,928 ± 305)
=

87.88 ± 0.05(stat) % ,

4^nd(1800 G e V , F C A L )
722,872
722,872 ± ((14,679 ± 286) ± (41,173 ± 493)) ± (44,805 ± 257)
=

87.77 ± 0.07(stat) % ,

where NhrTind *s trie number of SD inclusive events with Nvtx — 1, N>%/;tx is the
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estimated number of single interaction events in the multiple vertex event sample,
and N$£(Max EBBC=15) and N$£(Max EBBC=12) are the estimated numbers

of single interaction events in the zero vertex event samples collected in runs with
a maximum number of east BBC hits of 15 and 12, respectively. By taking the
average of the single vertex cut efficiencies obtained from the BBC and FCAL tower

multiplicity analyses, we obtain an efficiency of e)?Dxincl = 87.8 %, and to which 1
of (1 — ^Dind) 1S assigned as a systematic uncertainty:

*sd-mcz(1800 G e V ) = 87.8 ± 1.2(syst) %.

T h e 1800 G e V Diffractive Dijet Samples
For the SD dijet samples, we again use events in runs 75713—75738 only, as we did
for the SD inclusive sample. After applying the dijet requirement of E^* ' > 7 GeV,
the numbers of single vertex events and multiple vertex events are 12727 and 8339,

respectively. The single interaction event fraction in dijet events with multiple ve
is found to be 36.7 % and 37.1 % from the BBC and FCAL tower multiplicities, as
shown in Figure 4.25. The single vertex cut efficiency can be estimated as
i\jlvtx
lvtx _
e S D jj —

lySD jj
Mivtx , jwlint '
i y S D j j "r" ls>2vtx

/a ~\
v
'

where N^jj is the number of SD dijet events with Nvtx = 1, and N^tx is the esti-

mated number of single interaction events in dijet events with multiple vertices. Th
single vertex cut efficiencies estimated from the BBC and FCAL tower multiplicities
are
12 727
4 ^ , ( 1 8 0 0 G e V , B B C ) = 12|727+(3|,068.,±7M) = 80.6±0.4(stat) % ,
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6^,,(1800 G e V , F C A L ) = 10 707 , „ '

^ n ^

= 80"4 ± °"4(stat) %'

B y taking the average of these two results, the single vertex cut efficiency is estimated,
to which 10 % of (1 — £lsDind) lSi assigned as a systematic uncertainty:

6 ^ ( 1 8 0 0 G e V ) = 80.5 ± 1.9(syst) %.

Using the same method, the single vertex cut efficiencies for the ETe ' > 10 and
E3Tetl>2 > 15 GeV SD dijet samples are found to be e^ = 77.8 ± 2.2(syst) % and
76.8 ± 2.3(syst) %, respectively.

The 630 GeV Diffractive Inclusive Sample
The single vertex cut efficiency for the 630 GeV SD inclusive sample is evaluated
in a similar way to that used for the 1800 GeV SD inclusive sample. Figures 4.26(a)
and (b) for the 630 GeV SD inclusive sample correspond to Figures 4.24(a) and (b)
for the 1800 GeV SD inclusive sample, respectively. In the case of the 630 GeV SD
inclusive sample, about 43 % of the zero vertex events are estimated to be single
interaction events.
The fraction of single interaction events in the multiple vertex event sample for

the 630 GeV data is estimated a little differently than for the 1800 GeV data. The t

left plot of Figure 4.26(c) shows the west BBC multiplicity distribution for multipl

vertex events. To estimate the number of multiple interaction events in the zero bin
a straight line is fitted in the region 7 < NBBC < 12 and extrapolated down to the

zero bin. Then, the distribution for single vertex events, normalized in the zero bi

to the solid line histogram minus the fitted (dashed) line, is superimposed to estim
the fraction of single interaction events in multiple vertex events.
The top right plot of Figure 4.26(c) shows the west FCAL tower multiplicity
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Figure 4.25: West BBC multiplicity (top) and FCAL tower multiplicity (bottom)
distributions for multiple vertex events in the 1800 G e V S D dijet sample of E^1'2 > 7
G e V (solid lines), and those for the single vertex events normalized in the regions
0 < N B B C < 2, and 0 < N F C A L < 3 (dotted lines). The percentage in each plot is
the estimated single interaction event fraction in the multiple vertex events.
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Figure 4.26: (a) Vertex multiplicity distribution for the 630 G e V S D inclusive sample.
(b) East B B C and F C A L tower multiplicity distributions for zero vertex events in the
630 G e V data (solid lines), and the single interaction event contributions estimated
from the distributions for the single vertex events (dotted lines), (c) West B B C and
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areas). The percentages are the estimated single interaction event fractions in the
zero vertex or multiple vertex events.
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distribution for the multiple vertex S D inclusive sample. To estimate the contribu-

tion of multiple interaction events, the distribution for the Nvtx > 1 non-diffracti
(ND) inclusive sample is superimposed. However, the two distributions do not quite

match at the high multiplicity region where multiple interaction events are dominant

Therefore, we form the ratio of the distribution for the multiple vertex SD inclusiv
sample to that for the Nvtx > 1 ND inclusive sample, and fit the ratio distribution
to a straight line in the region 10 < NFCAL < 30 as shown in the bottom left plot of
Figure 4.26(c). Then, for each multiplicity bin, we multiply the number of multiple
vertex events by the value of the fitted line, including the regions NFCAL < 9 and
NFcal > 31, in which we use the extrapolated fitted line. The result is shown in the
bottom right plot of Figure 4.26(c). The solid line histogram minus the dotted line
histogram is estimated to be due to single interaction events.
Combining the above results, we obtain a single vertex cut efficiency for the 630
GeV SD inclusive sample of elsDinci = 88.4 %. This is the average of the values
88.1 % and 88.6 % obtained from the BBC and FCAL tower multiplicity distributions,
respectively. To the single vertex cut efficiency €1sv^)xincl, 10 % of (1 —e^md) IS
as a systematic uncertainty:

4^d(630 GeV) = 88.4 ± 1.2(syst) %.

The 630 GeV Diffractive Dijet Samples
The single vertex cut efficiency for the 630 GeV SD dijet sample is evaluated in a
similar way to that used for the 1800 GeV SD dijet sample. After applying the dijet
requirement of ETet1,2 > 7 GeV, the numbers of single vertex events and multiple
vertex events, for which the west BBC multiplicity < 4 cut is not applied, are 2058
4466 events, respectively. Figures 4.27(a) and (c) show the west BBC and FCAL tower
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multiplicity distributions for the multiple vertex S D dijet sample; the distributions for
the N^x > 1 ND dijet sample are normalized to the SD distributions at 9 < NBBC <

14 and NFCal > 10 to estimate the contribution of multiple interaction events in the

multiple vertex SD dijet sample. In the zero bins, the fraction of multiple interact
events (dotted line histogram) seems to be small. In Figures 4.27(b) and (d), the
west BBC and FCAL tower multiplicity distributions for the single vertex SD dijet
sample with NWBBC < 4 are normalized in the zero bins to the solid line histograms
minus the dotted line histograms shown in Figures 4.27(a) and (c) to estimate the
fraction of single interaction events in the multiple vertex SD dijet sample. Using
Eq. (4.7), the single vertex cut efficiency is estimated from the BBC and FCAL tower
multiplicities to be

^,(630 <**, BBC) = M86 +^ ±15.7) = 8T'5 ± "^ %'

4^,(630 GeV, FCAL) = 1|lg6 + )^5±140) = 88-5 ± 0.9(stat) %.
By taking the average of these two values and assigning 10 % of (1 - z's'djj) as a

systematic uncertainty to it, the single vertex cut efficiency for the 630 GeV SD di
events with E^n'2 > 7 GeV is estimated to be
jt
6 ^ ( 6 3 0 G e V ) = 88.0 ± 1.2(syst) %.

For the 630 GeV SD dijet sample of E3?1'2 > 7 GeV and ET = (EJTetl + E3Tet2)/2 >
10 GeV, the single vertex cut efficiency is estimated to be e^j - 87.4 ± 1.3(syst)
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4.4

Cross

Sections

4.4.1 Diffractive Inclusive Samples

In this analysis, the diffractive data samples are normalized to the previouslymeasured single diffractive cross section; we do not attempt to derive an absolute

cross section directly from our data, since it is very difficult to take into accoun
kinds of backgrounds, efficiencies, prescaling factors and so on.

Cross Sections from the CDF 1988-1989 Data
The CDF collaboration reported a measurement of differential cross sections of

single diffractive dissociation at y/s = 1800 and 546 GeV in Ref. [30]. Distribution

x (= 1—£) were fitted to those for events generated by a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
which took into account the detector acceptance and the momentum resolution of the
Roman Pot spectrometer. As an input to the MC simulation, the following formula
was used:
j2 ind
T)
lAg£_ = J^eOo-2a'.„e)t + j ^ ^

(4 g)

where the first and second terms on the right side represent the pomeron exchange
cross section aP and the reggeon/pion exchange cross section4 ojr, respectively. The
slope of the pomeron trajectory a' was set to the value a' = 0.25 GeV-2 in the fits.
The remaining six parameters were determined from the fits.
Using Eq. (4.8)5, we obtain for the single diffractive cross section at y/s — 1800
4In Ref. [30], the second term of Eq. (4.8) is called "non-diffractive". In this analysis, we refer
to "diffractive" as the cross section associated with a quasielastically-scattered antiproton (proton)
and a forward rapidity gap. Therefore, the sum of the first and second terms of Eq. (4.8) is used to
evaluate the diffractive inclusive cross section.
5We divide Eq. (4.8) by a factor of 2, since we are interested only in the cross section for p + p ->
X + p, while in Ref. [30] both p + p -> p + X and p + p-> X + p were taken into account.

Ill

G e V integrated over 0.035 < f < 0.095 and \t\ < 1.0 GeV2,

48D°inGdV(CDF fit) = 0.78 ± 0.08(stat) mb

(aP = 0.29 mb, o-jr - 0.49 mb).
The integration was performed with the VEGAS program [70]. The 10 % statistical uncertainty in a™0^1'(CDF fit) is estimated from the number of events within
0.035 < £ < 0.095 in Figure 15 of Ref. [30].
We extract the diffractive inclusive cross section at y/s = 630 GeV integrated over
0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2 by interpolating the CDF fit results for aP
Ojr at y/s = 1800 and 546 GeV to y/s = 630 GeV. In the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095
and |t| < 0.2 GeV2, Eq. (4.8) yields ap = 0.199 (0.220) mb and aR = 0.372 (0.185)
mb at y/s — 1800 (546) GeV. Interpolating them to y/s = 630 GeV by a power law in
5, we obtain aP = 0.22 mb and aK = 0.20 mb, resulting in ^^(CDF fit) = 0.42

mb. The diffractive inclusive cross section of 0.42 mb is mainly determined by the 5
GeV data which have about 600 events in the £ region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 in Figure 13

of Ref. [30]. Therefore, we assign to this cross section a 4 % (« V600/600) statisti
uncertainty:
crfofndiCBF fit) = 0.42 ± 0.02(stat) mb
(aP = 0.22 mb, ap = 0.20 mb).

Cross Sections from a Global Analysis of Hadronic Diffraction
As a cross check of the diffractive inclusive cross sections obtained from CDF
data [30], we extract the diffractive inclusive cross section at y/s = 1800 and 630

GeV from Ref. [71], in which a global analysis of hadronic diffraction was performed

In the global analysis, the following empirical expression is fitted to the Fermilab
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fixed target, ISR and C D F 1988—1989 results at each energy:
j2 in.cl
- £ ? £ - = f N ( U ) 4 P ( s O + /./P(£,tKP(<>,

(4-9)

where ./>(£, t) is the renormalized pomeron flux factor, a!^p(s^) is the Pp total cr

section, fn/p(ii,t) is the "reggeized" pion flux factor, and aTp(st;) is the 7rp tot

section. The first and second terms on the right hand side of Eq. (4.9) are identifi
with the pomeron exchange cross section ap and the pion exchange cross section an,
respectively. The exact forms of these terms are

f(c+, \ fr/piM HN(s)<l,
[ fF,P(Z,t)/N(8)

f IC +\ - ^Pp(t) c\-2aF{t) _ PlPppi0) Fi(t)
JP/pKS,t) 167r ?
~

if7V(s)>l,

167r

£l+2e+2a't'

t4-11)

/x 4ml-2M ( 1 \2 .
™

= - i ^ T

N(s) =

(i-,/(o.nG.V))

/ /P/P(e, t)d£dt « 0.41s2£,
•1 (.min J-OO

of"(X) = / W ° ) » ( ° ) W

= o f K)«.

(4'12)
(4.13)

(4.14)

MM = &lT^M'^m< (4'15)
aTp(st) = h(x*+p + a*~p) = 10.83K)0104 + 27.13(sO~°"32 mb, (4.16)
,,

2.3 G e V 2 - m 2 %

G'W =

2.3 G e V ' A '

. „.
("7)

where /zp/p(£, t) is the standard pomeron flux factor, (3ppp(t) is the coupling of the
pomeron to the proton, aP(t) =

1 + e + a't is the pomeron trajectory, Fx(t) is

the isoscalar electromagnetic form factor of the proton, £min = 1.5 GeV2/s is the
effective diffractive threshold, £max = 0.1, g(t) is the triple-pomeron coupling, gvpp
is the on mass-shell coupling of the pion to the proton with glpp/4it « 14.6 GeV-2,
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an(t) = 0.9 G e V 21 is the pion trajectory, and Gx(t) is a pion form factor introduced
to account for off mass-shell corrections. In Eqs. (4.13), (4.14) and (4.16), s is in
units of GeV2. Only g(0) is treated as a free parameter in the fit. With e = 0.104,
a' = 0.25 GeV"2 and (3ppp(0) = 6.57 GeV-1, the fit yields g(0) = 1.1 GeV-1, and
thus afp = pPpp(0)g(0) = 2.8 mb.
From the global fit result, we obtain

^sTindV(global fit) = 0.59 ± 0.06(syst) mb
(aF = 0.32 mb, a% = 0.27 mb)

for the diffractive inclusive cross section at y/s = 1800 GeV integrated over 0.035
£ < 0.095 and |i| < 1.0 GeV2, and

^SD?nd (global fit) = 0.41 ±0.04(syst) mb
(aP = 0.24 mb, a„ = 0.17 mb)
at y/s = 630 GeV for the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2.

Summary of Diffractive Inclusive Cross Section
The value of cr^^Af^ (global fit) obtained from the global fit is lower than that
of VsD°indV(CVF fit) obtained from the CDF fit by 2.4 a. However, we note that
(a) the cross section from the CDF fit at y/s = 1800 GeV could have a sizable

systematic uncertainty due to the relatively large background subtraction (see Table
1 of Ref. [30]), and (b) the global fit prediction agrees within a few % with the
measured CDF cross section at y/s = 546 GeV, where the subtracted background

is substantially lower. With these considerations, we use the cross section from the
CDF fit, but assign to it an overall 20 % uncertainty:

vfDinf (0-035 < £ < 0.095, \t\ < 1.0 GeV2) = 0.78 ± 0.16 mb.
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At y/s = 630 G e V , we obtain af£geJ (globalfit)= 0.41±0.04(syst) m b of diffrac-

tive inclusive cross section for the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2, wh
is comparable to af3^ ^(CDF fit) = 0.42 ± 0.02(stat) mb. Again, we use the cross
section of 0.42 mb from the CDF fit and assign to it an uncertainty of 0.04 mb:

^SD?nd (0-035 < i < 0.095, |t| < 0.2 GeV"2) = 0.42 ± 0.04 mb.

4.4.2 Diffractive Dijet Samples

The selected diffractive dijet events must be normalized to the corresponding

cross sections when we evaluate the ratio of diffractive dijet to non-diffractive di

production rates in Chapter 5. The diffractive dijet cross section is evaluated from

the ratio of the number of diffractive dijet events to the number of diffractive inc
events whose cross section was obtained in Section 4.4.1.

Diffractive Dijet Cross Sections at v^= 1800 GeV
For the 1800 GeV data sample, the cross section a3s3D is obtained as

o»D = R ? £ _ x o $ g ,
incl

(4.18)

ND BG\ ATind /i tt<ND BG\ /-, jpGAS
NJ3D • (1 - F s % f G )
N & • (1 - F ™ » G ) • (1 - FGASind)
T>SD _
(4.19)
CHTFLT
Avtx
'
Avtx
ri jj —
tSD jj
C5D jj
SD incl
incl
where aftf is the diffractive inclusive cross section, N f ^ anc* N3S3D are the numbers of

diffractive inclusive and diffractive dijet events, F%£sincl is the beam-gas backgro
fraction in the diffractive inclusive sample, Fgg^ and Fg/?jBG are the fractions

of non-diffractive overlap background in the diffractive inclusive and diffractive d
samples, e^md and esVDjj are the single vertex cut efficiencies (fraction of single
interaction events retained by the single vertex cut) for the diffractive inclusive and
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Table 4.5: N u m b e r of events, efficiencies and background fractions for the 1800 G e V
diffractive dijet and diffractive inclusive samples.
Arind
iV5D

S D inclusive events
after R P acceptance correction

1,638,695 ±1,280
2,086,088 ±1,726

jpND BG
r SDind
jpGAS
r SDind
Avtx
N33 incl
tSD

N D overlap background fraction
Beam-gas background fraction
Single vertex cut efficiency
S D dijet events (E3Tet1'2 > 7 G e V )

3.0 ± 1 . 5 %
5.2%
87.8 ± 1 . 2 %
30,410 ±174.4
38,138.7 ±230.5

after R P acceptance correction
N D overlap background fraction
Single vertex cut efficiency
Hot towerfilterefficiency
S D dijet events (E3Ten>2 > 10 G e V )

-pND BG
rSD jj
Avtx
eSD jj
CHTFLT
"s'd
€SDjj

7.0 ± 0.7 %
80.5 ± 1.9 %
97.1 ± 0.5 %
5,508 ±74.2
6,854.5 ±97.2

after R P acceptance correction
N D overlap background fraction
Single vertex cut efficiency
Hot tower filter efficiency
S D dijet events (E3Tetl>2 > 15 G e V )

t?ND BG
PSD jj
Avtx
eSD jj
CHTFLT
N3s3d
6SDjj

9.4 ± 0.9 %
77.8 ± 2.2 %
97.1 ± 0 . 5 %
633 ± 25.2
805.0 ±33.8

after R P acceptance correction
N D overlap background fraction
Single vertex cut efficiency
Hot towerfilterefficiency

jpND BG
*SDjj
Avtx
tSD jj
MTFLT
6SD jj

8.5 ± 0.9 %
76.8 ± 2.3 %
97.1 ± 0 . 5 %

diffractive dijet samples, and ef^i/'T is tne not towerfilterefficiency. All values
needed to evaluate R^£t_ from Eq. (4.19) are summarized in Table 4.5. First, ignoring
jj
the difference in the R o m a n Pot acceptance between the diffractive inclusive and dijet

samples, we obtain a cross section of 16.5 ± O.l(stat) pb for diffractive dijet even
with E3Tetl>2 > 7 GeV.
The R o m a n Pot acceptance for the 1800 G e V data sample is shown in Figure 3.16
as a function of £ and t in steps of A£ = 0.005 and At = 0.10 GeV2. In order to

correct the number of diffractive inclusive and diffractive dijet events for the Rom
Pot acceptance, each event is weighted by 1/A(&,t;), where A(&,tj) is the Roman
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Pot acceptance for the £-t bin of the event, and the statistical error is evaluated as
^/ElTUMte.**-))2- This procedure yields Ni$ = 2086088 ± 1726 and Njs3D =

38138.7 ± 230.5 for diffractive inclusive events and for diffractive dijet events wi
ETet ' > 7 GeV. From these numbers, a cross section of 16.3±0.1(stat) pb is obtained

for diffractive dijet events with ETet1'2 > 7 GeV. Similarly, cross sections of 2.95

0.04(stat) pb and 0.355 ±0.015(stat) pb are obtained for diffractive dijet events w
E3Tet1'2 > 10 and 15 GeV, respectively.

Diffractive Dijet Cross Sections at y/s = 630 GeV
For the 630 GeV data sample, an additional cut is imposed on the west BBC
multiplicity. Therefore, the efficiencies of the west BBC multiplicity cut, ^sj-fff
^sBfndi nave to be taken into account to get the ratio Rs® . The hot tower filter
incl
efficiency is set to 100 % in the 630 GeV data analysis, as described in Appendix D.2,
and thus can be ignored. The ratio RsJ/_ is given by

N3S3D • (1 - F j f t f G )
JVgff • (1 - F j % f f ) (1 - FGASind)
r>SD _
Avtx
AVBBC
I
Avtx
. AVBBC
j]
€SD jj ' 6SD jj 6SD ind ' €SD ind

(4.20)

All values needed in E q . (4.20) are s u m m a r i z e d in Table 4.6. W h e n the difference
in the Roman Pot acceptance between the diffractive inclusive and dijet samples
is ignored, a cross section of 2.67 ± 0.08(stat) pb is obtained for diffractive dijet
events with E^1'2 > 7 GeV, and 0.63 ± 0.04(stat) pb for diffractive dijet events with
E3Tet1'2 > 7 GeV and ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV.
When the Roman Pot acceptance is taken into account on an event-by-event basis,
a cross section of 2.54 ± 0.08(stat) pb is obtained for diffractive dijet events with
Ejeti,2 > 7 Gey^ and q 60 _j_ o.04(stat) pb for diffractive dijet events with E3Tet1'2 > 7
GeV and ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV.
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Table 4.6: Number of events, efficiencies and background fractions for the 630 G e V
diffractive dijet and diffractive inclusive samples.
n.Hnd
^SD

S D inclusive events
after R P acceptance correction

184,327 ± 4 2 9
304,117 ± 7 7 1

Beam-gas background fraction
N D overlap background fraction
West B B C multiplicity cut efficiency
Single vertex cut efficiency
S D dijet events (E3Tet1'2 > 7 G e V )
after R P acceptance correction
N D overlap background fraction
West B B C multiplicity cut efficiency
Single vertex cut efficiency
S D dijet events ((E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 G e V )

pGAS
rSD ind
rpND BG
rSDind
CWBBC
tSD ind
N33
Avtx
tSD ind
tt>ND BG
?SD jj
J/VBBC
eSD jj
Avtx
Ns3d
eSDjj

after R P acceptance correction

2.4%
2.9 ± 0.9 %
97.9 ± 0.4 %
88.4 ± 1 . 2 %
1,186 ±34.4
1,860.3 ±57.8
6.4 ± 2.2 %
98.1 ± 1 . 9 %
88.0 ±1.2 %
283 ±16.8
443.2 ± 28.5

N D overlap background fraction
West B B C multiplicity cut efficiency
Single vertex cut efficiency

r?ND BG
PSD jj
WBBC
eSD jj
Avtx
€SD jj

8.3 ± 2.8 %
97.4 ± 2.6 %
87.4 ± 1 . 3 %

The diffractive dijet cross sections and the non-diffractive dijet cross sections dis-

cussed in Section 4.4.3 have a sizable systematic uncertainty mainly due to jet ener

calibration and jet energy resolution effects, since the jet ET distributions for bo

diffractive dijet and non-diffractive dijet events are falling sharply with increasi
jet ET, as shown later in Figure 4.29. The systematic uncertainties in the absolute

cross sections for diffractive dijet and non-diffractive dijet events are not quoted

this dissertation. These uncertainties cancel out to some extent in the ratio of the

diffractive dijet to non-diffractive dijet cross sections, since the jet ET distribu

for diffractive dijet and non-diffractive dijet events are very similar. The systema

uncertainties in the ratio of diffractive dijet to non-diffractive dijet event rates
discussed in Section 4.4.4.
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4.4.3

N o n - D i f f r a c t i v e Dijet S a m p l e s

The selected non-diffractive dijet events are normalized to the corresponding cross
sections as
N33
a N D = Nind (N\ fzvtx • aBBC,
lyND ' Vv/ ' eND

(4.21)

where N 1 ^ and N3^D are the numbers of non-diffractive inclusive and non-diffractive
dijet events, respectively, (N) is the average number of interactions in each minimum
bias ( M B ) event, ez^g is the efficiency of the cut \zvtx\ < 60 cm, and aBBC is the
effective B B C cross section. The effective B B C cross section is aBBC = 51.15 ± 1.60
m b at y/s = 1800 G e V [59], and aBBC = 39.9 ± 1.2 m b at y/>3 = 630 G e V [60]. For
the non-diffractive inclusive events, the zvtx cut is not applied in this case in order to
retain events without a reconstructed vertex due to vertex reconstruction ambiguities.
The value of (N) is obtained as follows. The average number of minimum bias
interactions per bunch crossing during the 1800 and 630 G e V runs is given by
£inst " aBBC ' Cacc(Cinst)
n =

(4.22)

/o
where /0 = 286.278 kHz is the frequency of bunch crossings at the Tevatron, £inst
is the instantaneous luminosity in units of IO30 cm_2s_1, and Cacc(Cinst) is a correction factor for £inst due to accidental B B C east-west coincidences This factor is
Cacc(£inst) = 1 - 0.002704 • Cinst for the 1800 G e V data, and is set to Cacc(Cinst) = 1
for the 630 G e V data. The number of minimum bias interactions per bunch crossing obeys Poisson statistics, i.e. P(i) = e"nnl/i\. Therefore, the average number of
minimum bias interactions in each minimum bias event triggered by a B B C east-west
coincidence is given by
Y°°,P(i)-i

n

w = h ^ t r n - = r ^ 119

,

N

(4'23)

B y taking the average of Eq. (4.23) weighted over the entire data sample, (N) = 1.045
(1.074) is obtained for the 1800 (630) GeV data.
The value of e^g is evaluated as follows. The zvtx distribution in minimum bias
events fits the form:
dC -A /( (z-zmin)2\ , N
-

a

e

^

l

+ L - ^ L ) ,

(4.24)

where zmin is the mean of the zvtx distribution, ft* is the Tevatron (3 parameter, a
az is the longitudinal beam bunch length. Results of fits in the region \zvtx\ < 60
cm are shown in Figure 4.16. The efficiency can be evaluated by calculating e^g =
I-eocm Cdzl S-oo Cdz- This calculation yields the value e^£ = 95.7 (86.1) % for the
1800 (630) GeV data, to which we assign a 2 % uncertainty [72, 73].
Using Eq. (4.21), non-diffractive dijet cross sections of 5.04±0.03(stat) mb, 1.63±
0.02(stat) mb and 0.230±0.006(stat) mb are obtained for dijet events with E3Tetl'2
10 and 15 GeV, respectively, and 2.65±0.02(stat) mb for dijet events with E3Tet ' >
GeV and ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV, all at y/s = 1800 GeV.
Similarly, at v^ = 630 GeV, non-diffractive dijet cross sections of 1.800 ±

0.006(stat) mb are obtained for dijet events with E3Tet1'2 > 7, and 0.599 ± 0.003(s
mb for dijet events with E3Tet1'2 > 7 GeV and ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV.

4.4.4 Ratio of Diffractive Dijet to Non-Diffractive Dijet Cross
Sections

From the single diffractive (SD) dijet and non-diffractive (ND) dijet cross sections
obtained in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, the ratio of the SD dijet to ND dijet cross

sections (event rates) can be obtained. The systematic uncertainties associated with
the normalization of this ratio are discussed below.
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Uncertainty d u e to Jet E n e r g y Scale
In addition to the uncertainties associated with the background fractions and the

selection cut efficiencies, which have already been discussed, the uncertainty due t

the jet energy scale has to be considered. The jet energy scale uncertainty is estim
to be [74, 75]
± 5 . 6 % fli^l < 2.4),
8E3Tet

±6.1 % (\rfet\ > 2.4)
for the dijet event samples of E^11,2 > 7 and 10 GeV, and

SE? = I "-1 % w"i < 2-4>>
[ ±4.8 %

(\rjjet\ > 2.4)

for the dijet event samples of E3^ ' > 15 GeV.
B y changing the jet E T scale by ± 5 E T in the 1800 G e V S D dijet and N D dijet

event samples simultaneously, we observe a variation of lg3, l^;3, and 1|;2 % in the
SD/ND ratio for the dijet event samples of E3Tet1'2 > 7, E3Tet1'2 > 10 and E3Tetl'2

GeV, respectively. In a conservative approach, we choose the larger of the two values
yielding uncertainties in the SD/ND dijet event ratio of ±8.2 %, ±5.3 % and ±6.0 %

for the 1800 GeV dijet event samples of E3Tet1'2 > 7, E3Tetl'2 > 10 and E3Tetl>2 > 15
GeV. Similarly, the uncertainties in the SD/ND dijet event ratio are estimated to
be ±10 % for the 630 GeV dijet event samples of E3Tet1'2 > 7 GeV and ±12 % for
4rt1'2 > 7 GeV and ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV

Uncertainty due to Underlying Event Correction
The uncertainty due to the underlying event subtraction is mainly due to the
uncertainty in the difference in underlying event ET between SD and ND events.
Changing the underlying event ET to be subtracted from ND (SD) jet ET by ±
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30 % results in a variation of t\H % (-9.V % ) in the S D / N D ratio for the dijet
event samples of E3^1'2 > 7 GeV. For the E3Tet1'2 > 10 GeV dijet event samples, the
resulting variation is t\l'l % (tlj, %), and for the ET > 15 GeV dijet event samples

-\t'l % (-6^8 %)• Again, by conservatively choosing the larger of the two values, the
uncertainty in the SD/ND dijet event ratio is estimated to be 14 %, 16 % and 15 %
for the 1800 GeV dijet event samples of E3Tetl>2 > 7, E3Tetl>2 > 10 and E3?1'2 > 15
respectively. Similarly, for the 630 GeV data, the uncertainty in the SD/ND dijet
event ratio is estimated to be 18 % for the 630 GeV dijet event samples of E3^tl'2 >
GeV, and of E3Tet1'2 > 7 GeV and ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV.

Summary of the SD/ND Ratio
These uncertainties are added in quadrature to the uncertainty in the SD/ND
dijet event ratio stemming from the separate uncertainties in the SD and ND data

samples. The systematic uncertainties associated with the normalization of the ratio
are summarized in Table 4.7 for the 1800 GeV data and in Table 4.8 for the 630 GeV
data. The overall systematic uncertainty in the SD/ND dijet event ratio is 26 %,
27 % and 26 % for the 1800 GeV dijet event samples of E3Tet1'2 > 7, ETea'2 > 10 and

ETet1'2 > 15 GeV, respectively. Including systematic uncertainties, the ratios of th

SD dijet to ND dijet cross sections in the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 1.0 GeV
for 1800 GeV dijet events with E3Tet1'2 > 7, 10 and 15 GeV are
^ijsoo GeV(EJeti,2 > ? GeV) = Q 323 ± 0.003(stat) ± 0.085(syst) %,
ND
^ijooGeV,EJet\-2 > 1Q GeV) = Q lg2 ± 0.003(stat) ± 0.048(syst) %,
ND
^ijsoo GeV,EJeti,2 > ^ QeV) = 0 154 ± 0.008(stat) ± 0.040(syst) %.
•VjD
The overall systematic uncertainty in the SD/ND dijet event ratio is 23 % and
24 % for the 630 GeV dijet event samples of jE^*1,2 > 7 GeV and of E3Tet1'2 > 7 GeV
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and E T = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 G e V , respectively. The ratio of the S D dijet to N D

dijet cross sections in the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2 for 630 GeV
dijet events with E3Tetl'2 > 7 GeV is

R6sZGeV(E3Tet1'2 > 7 GeV) = 0.141 ± 0.004(stat) ± 0.014(syst) %,
and for dijet events with E3Tet1'2 > 7 GeV and ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV,
R™Gev,EJeti,2 > 7 GeV> E. > 1Q GeV) = 0 100 ± 0 006(stat) ± O.Oll(syst) %.

The measured ratios at y/s = 1800 GeV are smaller than the ratio R1^ GeV(E3Tet1'2 >
ND
20 GeV) = 0.75 ± (stat) ± 0.09(syst) % from a previous measurement by the CDF
collaboration for dijet events with E3Tet1'2 > 20 GeV, 1.8 < \rfetl'2\ < 3.5 and
r]jetlrr>et2 > 0 collected at y/s = 1800 GeV [19]. This is expected from the difference in the jet 77 range used in the two measurements. In this analysis, all CDF
calorimeters covering —4.2 < 77 < 4.2 are used, while in the previous CDF measure-

ment, the two leading jets in an event are restricted to the region 1.8 < \rfetl'2\ <
Since jets in SD events are shifted toward the forward direction on the opposite side

of the rapidity gap and/or the quasielastically-scattered particles, while jets in ND
events are symmetric with respect to r] = 0 as shown later in Figure 4.31, the ratio
of SD dijet to ND dijet events is expected to be higher in the forward direction than
in the whole 77 region.

4.5 Comparison of Diffractive Inclusive and Diffrac-

tive Dijet Event Kinematics

The top two plots of Figures 4.28(a) and (b) show £ and t distributions for the
diffractive inclusive and diffractive dijet samples collected at y/s = 1800 and 630
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Table 4.7: Systematic uncertainties in the normalization of the single diffractive (SD)
dijet to non-diffractive ( N D ) dijet cross section ratio at y/s = 1800 GeV.

Source

Systematic uncertainty (%)

S D sample
inclusive
Jind
°SD
•pND BG

20%
1.5%

1SDind
Avtx
t S D ind
dijets

1.4%
E3Tetl'2 threshold

jpND BG
rSDjj
Avtx
€SD jj
CHTFLT
Total
in S D
€SD jj
N D sample

7 GeV

10 G e V

15 G e V

0.7%

0.9%

0.9%

2.4%

2.8%

3.0%

2.0 % *

2.0 % *

2.0 % *

20.4 %

20.4 %

20.4 %

3.1%

a™1/), effective B B C cross section
(N), average number of interactions

1.0%

per M B event
,-Zvtx
t N D incl

2.1%
3.9%

Total in N D
S D / N D uncertainty from jet energy
Absolute jet energy scale

8.2%

5.3%

6.0%

Underlying event subtraction

14%

16%

15%

26%

27%

26%

Total in S D / N D

* A 2 % systematic uncertainty is .assigned to account for a possible difference in the hot
tower filter efficiency between diffractive and non-diffractive events.
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Table 4.8: Systematic uncertainties in the normalization of the single diffractive ( S D )
dijet to non-diffractive ( N D ) dijet cross section ratio at y/s = 630 G e V .

Source

Systematic uncertainty

S D sample
inclusive
-.ind
aSD
jpND B G
r SD incl
Avtx
tSD incl
AVBBC
dijet
tSD ind
tt<ND B G
r S D jj
Avtx
eSD jj

9.5%
0.9%
1.4%
0.4%
E3Tet1'2 > 7 G e V

+ E T > 1 0 GeV

2.4 %
1.4 %
2.0 %
10.2 %

3.1 %
1.5 %
2.7 %
10.6 %

WBBC
eSD jj
Total
in S D
N D sample

3.0%

c^D) effective B B C cross section
(N), average number of interactions

0.9%
2.3%

per M B event
~zvtx
t N D incl

3.9%

Total in N D
S D / N D uncertainty from jet energy
Absolute jet energy scale
Underlying event subtraction
Total in S D / N D
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10 %
18 %

12 %
18 %

23 %

24 %

|t|£1.0GeV2

: <1>

•5 io -

(2) 0.035 <; £ £ 0.095
— Inclusive
• Dijet

(2)

0.035 £ E, & 0.095
Indush/e
Dijet

i ..i ...i. .
0.04

0.06

0.08

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.04

0.06

0.08

(b) 630 GeV

(a) 1800 GeV

Figure 4.28: Distributions of (1) £ and (2) |i| for the diffractive inclusive (histograms)
and diffractive dijet (points) data samples, and the ratio of diffractive dijet events to
diffractive inclusive events as a function of (3) £ and (4) \t\ for the (a) 1800 G e V and
(b) 630 G e V data samples. The dijet data samples are selected by requiring at least
two jets with E T > 7 G e V in an event.

GeV The ratio of diffractive dijet events to diffractive inclusive events is shown a
function of £ and t in the bottom two plots of Figures 4.28(a) and (b).
The distributions for the 1800 and 630 GeV data samples show similar trends,
which are summarized below.

• The diffractive dijet events favor larger £ values relative to the diffractive inc
sive events.

• The ratio of diffractive dijet events to diffractive inclusive events has an appro
imately flat t-dependence.
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4.6

C o m p a r i s o n of Diffractive Dijet a n d

Non-Diffractive

Dijet Kinematics

In this section, jet kinematic properties are compared between diffractive dijet
and non-diffractive dijet events. Figure 4.29 shows distributions of ET of the leading
two jets and of the mean ET of the leading two jets, ET = (E^11 + ETst2)/2, for
the ETetl' > 7 GeV diffractive dijet and non-diffractive dijet samples collected at
y/s = 1800 and 630 GeV. It is found that jet ET distributions for diffractive dijet

events are similar to, but somewhat steeper than those for non-diffractive dijet events
The steeper jet ET spectrum of diffractive dijet events may indicate that the xdependence of the diffractive structure function of the antiproton is steeper than
that of the usual non-diffractive one. The x-dependence of the diffractive structure
function relative to the non-diffractive one is studied in Chapter 5. At high ET
(ET > 15 GeV), the ET spectra for diffractive jets and non-diffractive jets become
similar, as shown in Figure 4.30. This result is consistent with results from a study
of diffractive dijet production by the D0 collaboration [20].
Figure 4.31 shows distributions of the pseudorapidity 77 of the leading two jets

and of the mean 77 of the leading two jets, 77* = (r]jetl + rfet2)/2, for the E^1'2 > 7
GeV diffractive dijet and non-diffractive dijet samples collected at y/s = 1800 and

630 GeV. It is seen that the 77 of jets in diffractive dijet events is boosted toward t
proton outgoing (positive 77) direction.
Figure 4.32 shows distributions of the azimuthal angle difference A(f)jj between the

leading two jets for diffractive dijet and non-diffractive dijet events with ETet1'2 >
GeV. The A(f>jj distributions show a back-to-back structure; however, they have a
relatively long tail toward A(f)jj = 0, which may be due to either the contribution of
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Figure 4.29: Distributions of (1) the leading jet E T (E3Tetl), (2) the next-to-leading jet
E T (E3Tet\ and (3) the m e a n E T of the leading two jets, E T = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2, for
the ETetl' > 7 G e V diffractive dijet (points) and non-diffractive dijet (histograms)
samples collected at (a) v ^ = 1800 G e V and (b) yfs = 630 G e V .
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Figure 4.30: Distributions of (1) the leading jet ET (E3Tetl), (2) the next-to-leadin
E T (E3Tet2), and (3) the mean E T of the leading two jets, E T = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2, for
the E3^1' > 7 G e V diffractive dijet (points) and non-diffractive dijet (histograms)
samples collected at (a) y/s = 1800 G e V and (b) y/s = 630 GeV. The non-diffractive
distributions are normalized to the diffractive distributions at high E T (ET > 15

GeV).
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Figure 4.31: Distributions of (1) the leading jet 77 (rj3etl), (2) the next-to-leading
jet rj (7?je*2), a n d (3) the m e a n 77 of the leading t w o jets, 77* =

(r]jetl + r]3et2)/2, for

the E3?11,2 > 7 G e V diffractive dijet (points) a n d non-diffractive dijet (histograms)
samples collected at (a) y/s = 1 8 0 0 G e V a n d (b) y/s = 6 3 0 G e V .

higher order QCD processes, or the interference of the underlying event fluctuation.
Figure 4.33 shows A^ distributions for dijet events with higher jet ET values. It is
seen that the A^ distribution is more back-to-back for dijet events with higher jet
ET values.
Diffractive dijets are found to be more back-to-back than non-diffractive dijets in
both the 1800 and 630 GeV data samples. This feature may be due to the reduced
energy available for diffractive dijet events relative to that for non-diffractive dijet
events.
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(histograms) samples collected at (a) y/s = 1800 G e V and (b) y/s = 630 GeV.
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Figure 4.33: Distributions of the azimuthal angle difference A ^ between the leading
two jets for diffractive dijet (points) and non-diffractive dijet (histograms) events with
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collected at y/s = 1800 GeV.
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C h a p t e r

5

M e a s u r e m e n t

S t r u c t u r e

o f

t h e

D i f f r a c t i v e

F u n c t i o n

In this chapter, a measurement of the diffractive structure function Ffi

is pre-

sented based on the ratio Rsd_ of single diffractive (SD) dijet to non-diffractive (ND)

dijet event rates. Section 5.1 presents the ratio Rsd_(xp) of SD dijet to ND dijet e
rates as a function of x-Bjorken of the antiproton xp, measured using the 1800 GeV
data samples for SD events with a quasielastically-scattered leading antiproton. In

Section 5.2, based on the measured Rsd_(xp), the diffractive structure function Ffj(

of the antiproton is extracted as a function of (3 = xp/£,, where £ is the fractiona
mentum loss of the antiproton. The dependence of Rsd_(xp) and Fjj((3) on £ is also
discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. Then, several comparisons are made

test QCD factorization in diffraction processes. In Section 5.3, the measured Ffj(f3

is compared with expectations based on results obtained in diffractive deep inelasti
1 T h e diffractive structure function F f and the non-diffractive structure function Fjj referred to
in this chapter are effective structure functions defined in Section 2.3.3. For simplicity, the word
"effective" is mostly omitted in this chapter.
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scattering experiments at H E R A [9, 12]. Section 5.4 presents results on Rsd_(x6) and
ND f
Ff(l3) obtained from the 630 GeV data samples, and compares them with results
from the 1800 GeV data samples. In Section 5.5, comparisons are made between
RsD.(xp) and Rdpe(xp), the ratio of the dijet production rate by double pomeron
exchange (DPE) to the SD dijet production rate as a function of x-Bjorken of the
proton xp. In Section 5.6, results on SD dijet production obtained in this analysis
compared with results from a previous analysis of SD J/ip production [22], in which
SD events are identified using the signature of a forward rapidity gap instead of a

quasielastically-scattered leading particle. Finally, results on SD dijet production
pp collisions at y/s = 630 GeV and the pomeron structure function obtained by the
UA8 collaboration [4] are compared with results from our 630 GeV SD dijet data.

5.1 Ratio of Diffractive Dijet to Non-Diffractive Di-

jet Rates : Rsd

In this section, a measurement of the ratio of single diffractive (SD) dijet to non-

diffractive (ND) dijet event rates as a function of x-Bjorken xp of the antiproton i
presented, using the 1800 GeV data samples for SD events with a quasielasticallyscattered leading antiproton. For each event, xp is evaluated from the ET and 77 of
the jets using the equation

where ET and 77* are the ET and 77 of the i-th highest ET jet in an event. The sum is

carried out over the two leading jets plus the next highest ET jet if there is one w
ET > 5 GeV.
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Measuring the ratio of S D dijet to N D dijet event rates as a function of xp has
advantages from both physics and experimental points of view.

• From a physics point of view, the ratio is important because, in leading order
QCD, it is approximately equal to the ratio of the diffractive structure function
Ff to the non-diffractive structure function Fjj of the antiproton as a function
of xp. This was discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.3.

• From an experimental point of view, systematic uncertainties due to jet energy
reconstruction and detector effects are likely to cancel out in the ratio, because,
for a fixed xp, jets of the same ET come from similar 77 regions for both SD and
ND events, and thus calorimeter non-uniformity effects are reduced.

Figure 5.1(a) shows xp distributions, on a logarithmic scale2 with a bin width of
A(logXp) = 0.1, for SD dijet events with E3Tet1'2 > 7 GeV, 0.035 < f < 0.095 and
\t\ < 1.0 GeV2, along with the estimated ND overlap background contribution. The

SD distribution is corrected for the Roman Pot acceptance by weighting each event by

l/Afe, U), where A(&, tt) is the Roman Pot acceptance in the A* Din of the event. The

statistical error on the SD distribution in each bin is evaluated as \J2\Zi (1M(^ ti
where the sum is carried out over the SD dijet events in the bin. The ND overlap

background contribution is obtained from the distribution for the ND dijet sample by

normalizing it to the background fraction estimated in Section 4.3.2. The statistica
error on the ND overlap background distribution is evaluated as the square-root of

the number of events after the distribution is normalized to the background fraction
of the SD dijet sample. The xp distribution for ND dijet events with the same jet ET
cut is shown in Figure 5.1(b). The shape of the xp distribution is compared between
2Distributions shown as a function of xp, xp or /3 are plotted versus \ogxp, logzp or log/3 and
shown versus xp, xp or ;3 on a logarithmic scale, unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Distributions of xp for t h e ETet1'2 >

7 G e V S D dijet s a m p l e a n d

the estimated ND overlap background contribution, (b) The xp distribution for the
_gtfeti,2 ^ y Qey j^-q cjjje^ sampie. (c) Shape comparison of xp distributions for the
SD dijet and ND dijet samples, (d) The ratio of SD to ND event rates for dijet events
w i t h E3/;t1,2 > 7 G e V as a function of xp.

the S D and N D

data samples in Figure 5.1(c). In this figure, the estimated

ND

overlap background contribution is subtracted from the distribution for the SD dijet
data sample. Figure 5.1(d) shows the ratio Rsd(xp) of the SD to ND distributions as
a function of xp. The SD and ND distributions were normalized to the corresponding
event rates prior to forming the Rsp_ (xp) distribution. It is seen that the ratio of SD
dijet to ND dijet events increases with decreasing xp.
Figure 5.2 is the same as Figure 5.1(d), i.e. shows the ratio of SD to ND event
rates for dijet events with ETet1'2 > 7 GeV as a function of xp for SD events with
a leading antiproton in the region 0.035 < f < 0.095 and \t\ < 1.0 GeV2. In the
region of xp between 0.001 and 0.5 x £min = 0.0175, the distribution is well fit by
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Figure 5.2: The ratio of S D to N D event rates for dijet events with E3?1'2 > 7 G e V
as a function of xp for S D events in the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 1.0 GeV2.
The distribution isfittedto the power law form Rsd_(xp) = R0(xp/0.0065)~r in the
indicated region.

a power law, where £min denotes the minimum value of the £ range used to make

the distribution. Note that, for xp < 0.001, the jets tend to be close to the detect

edge on the high positive 77 side, and therefore this region is excluded from the fi

avoid detector bias. The "drop-off" of the ratio in the region xp > £min is expected
since only events with f > xp contribute to the the ratio at a given xp. The fit to
the power law form Rsd_(xp) = .Ro(zp/0.0065)~r in the region -3.0 < logxp < -1.8
(0.001 < xp < 0.0175) yields Ro = (6.1 ± 0.1) x 10~3 and r = 0.45 ± 0.02 with a
reduced x2 of y/2/d.o.f. = 0.76. The value of 0.0065 in the power law form used in

fit was chosen to correspond to the center of the xp distribution in order to reduc
the correlation between the two fit parameters Rq and r.
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Table 5.1: Fit parameters Rq and r, and x2/d.o.f'. for different event samples and
different numbers of jets included in the xp determination.

Event sample : number of jets R0 r y//d.o.f.
All dijet events :
only leading two jets

(4.8 ± 0.1) x 10-3

0.33 ± 0.02

1.21

up to three jets with E T > 5 G e V

(6.1 ± 0.1) x IO-3

0.45 ± 0.02

0.76

up to four jets with E T > 5 G e V

(7.0 ± 0.1) x IO-3

0.48 ± 0.02

0.74

(9.6 ± 0.2) x IO-3

0.31 ± 0.03

1.18

Dijet events with Eft™ < 5 G e V :
only leading two jets

D e p e n d e n c e o n N u m b e r of Jets U s e d in Evaluating xp

For each event, xp is evaluated from the ET and 77 of jets in the event using Eq. (5.
Therefore, the value of xp depends on the number of jets in the event over which the
sum is carried out. In this analysis, unless otherwise stated, xp is determined by
summing over the two leading jets plus the next highest ET jet if there is one with
ET > 5 GeV. To study the sensitivity of our results to the number of jets included
in the determination of xp, we also quote results obtained by determining xp using

only the two leading jets, and by using the two leading jets plus up to two extra jet
with ET > 5 GeV. Results are presented in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1. The power r
varies by ±q°{1 and the normalization parameter RQ by tH % when the number of jets

included in the determination of xp is changed. Results obtained from dijet exclusiv
events with E^11'2 > 7 GeV and Et/:tz < 5 GeV are also presented in Figure 5.3 and
Table 5.1.

Dependence on Jet ET Threshold

Figure 5.4 is similar to Figures 5.1 and 5.2, but is for dijet events with ETet1, > 1
and 15 GeV. The figures on the right side of Figure 5.4 show the ratio Rsd(xp) for

dijet events with E^11,2 > 10 and 15 GeV. Fits of these distributions to the power l
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Figure 5.3: Ratios of S D to N D event rates for dijet events with EJ/tL > 7 G e X as a
function of xp, in which up to three jets with E T > 5 G e Y are used in evaluating xp
(filled circles), only the leading two jets are used (upward triangles), up to four jets
with E T > 5 G e V are used (downward triangles), and only the leading two jets are
used for dijet exclusive events with E T m < 5 G e V (open circles). All distributions
arefittedto the power law form Rsd. (xp) = R0(xp/0.006b)~r in the indicated regions.
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Table 5.2: Fit parameters Rq and r and x2/d.o.f. for the dijet samples of ETet1'2 > 7,
10 and 15 G e V in the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095.

~Ejfu''2 threshold Rp r X2/d.o.f.
7 GeV

(6.1 ±0.1) x IO"3

0.45 ±0.02

0.76

10 G e V

(4.1 ±0.1) x IO"3

0.48 ±0.05

2.16

15 G e V

(4.6 ±0.4) xlO"3

0.54 ±0.16

0.87

form Rsd_(xp) = Ro(xp/0.0065)~r yield the parameters Rq and r listed in Table 5.2,

where they are compared with the parameters obtained from the fit to the distributio
for dijet events with Eij/r*1'2 > 7 GeV. In Figure 5.5, the ratios Rsd_(xp) for the
event samples of ETet2 > 7, 10 and 15 GeV are superimposed. Figure 5.5(a) is for all
dijet events, and Figure 5.5(b) is for events with no third jet with ET > 5 GeV.
It is seen that the shape of the jR sd (xs) distribution does not depend on the
r
NDK v'
jet E T threshold. For all three jet E T thresholds, the power r is consistent within

the quoted statistical errors. As for the normalization of the distribution, the dat
of E^1'2 > 7 GeV lie above the higher ET data samples when no third jet ET
requirement is imposed, while for events selected with the ET < 5 GeV requirement
on a third jet, the data of all three jet ET thresholds fall on top of one another.

Dependence on £
In soft single diffraction, in addition to pomeron exchange, contributions from
reggeon exchange are also expected in the £ region of the data samples used in this
analysis, i.e. 0.035 < £ < 0.095. According to the result of a global fit to the
pp and pp SD cross sections [71], the fraction of the cross section due to reggeon
exchange at y/s = 1800 GeV varies from « 20 % at £ = 0.04 to w 60 % at f = 0.09.
In hard diffraction, if the pomeron had a different structure than the reggeon, a
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Figure 5.4: Distributions of x p for the S D dijet s a m p l e , N D overlap b a c k g r o u n d
events, and ND dijet sample (top two plots in the left side sets), shape comparison
of xp distributions for the SD dijet and ND dijet samples (bottom left plot in the
left side sets), and the ratio of SD dijet to ND dijet event rates as a function of xp
(bottom right plot in the left side sets and enlarged versions in the right side plots) for
the dijet samples of (a) E3Tetl'2 > 10 GeV and (b) E3Tet1'2 > 15 GeV. In the right side
plots, the distributions are fitted to the power law form Rsd(xp) = R0(xp/0.0065)'"r
in the indicated regions.
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Figure 5.5: T h e ratio of S D to N D event rates as a function of xp for the dijet samples
of three jet ET thresholds, E3Tetia > 7 (circles), 10 (squares) and 15 (triangles) GeV
(a) without a requirement on the third jet and (b) with a E ^ 3 < 5 G e V requirement.

change in the relative contribution between the pomeron and reggeon would lead to
a change in the shape of the SD dijet to ND dijet event ratio as a function of xp.
Figure 5.6 shows the ratio Rs_d(xp) in the region xp > 0.001 for six cf intervals of
width A£ = 0.01 centered at 0.04 to 0.09. The lines represent fits of the power law
form Rsd_(xp) = RQ(xp/0.0065)~r performed in the region 0.001 < xp < 0.5 x £min,
where £,min is the lower value of the £ interval. The results of the fits are presented
in Table 5.3, where the errors quoted are statistical only. No significant dependence
on cf is observed, either in shape or in normalization.
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Figure 5.6: The ratio of S D to N D event rates for dijet events with E T ' > 7 G e V
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centered at 0.04 to 0.09. The distributions arefittedto the power law form R sd_ (xfi) =
nd y
jR0(Xp/0.0065Ar in the indicated regions. For presentation purposes, the ratios are
multiplied by the factors indicated in the figure.

Table 5.3: Fit parameters ^ 0 and r and \2/d.o.f. for six cf intervals.
(0
0.04

Ro
(0.95 ± 0.03) x IO"3

r

X2/d.o.f.

0.53 ± 0 . 0 4

0.30

0.05

(1.01 ± 0 . 0 2 ) x IO"3

0.47 ± 0 . 0 2

0.88

0.06

(0.97 ± 0 . 0 2 ) x IO-3

0.45 ± 0 . 0 2

1.18

0.07

(1.04 ± 0 . 0 2 ) x IO"3

0.49 ± 0 . 0 2

0.42

0.08

(1.01 ± 0 . 0 2 ) x 10"3

0.44 ± 0 . 0 2

1.21

0.09

(1.10 ± 0 . 0 2 ) x IO-3

0.47 ± 0 . 0 2

1.16
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5.2

M e a s u r e m e n t

of t h e Diffractive S t r u c t u r e

Func-

tion : Fjj

5.2.1 Definition of F?

In the approximation leading to an effective subprocess matrix element in leading
order (LO) Q C D [38], the single diffractive (SD) dijet to non-diffractive (ND) dijet
production ratio is equal to the ratio of the corresponding effective structure functions
of the antiproton,
«

^

«

= W

'

(5'2)

where the incoming antiproton is assumed to be scattered quasielastically in S D dijet
events. The structure functions Ffj and Fjj are defined in Section 2.3.3. The Q,2
dependence of the structure functions is ignored in Eq. (5.2). In this analysis, the S D
dijet event rate is always integrated over a certain t region, and so is the diffractive
structure function Ffj. The diffractive structure function F f can be evaluated by
multiplying the ratio of S D dijet to N D dijet event rates by the non-diffractive proton
structure function Fjj,

Ffj(xp,fl = Rsd (xp,fl x Fjj(xp). (5.3)

Evaluated in terms of the variables f3 = Xp/cf and cf, the diffractive structure fun
tion of the antiproton Ffj({3,£) m a y lead to the effective structure function of the
exchanged object (pomeron and/or reggeon).
The parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the proton are determined from global
fits to experimental data from a variety of hard scattering processes in different kinematic ranges. A variety of P D F s of the proton are presently available. For the results
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Figure 5.7: The distribution of Fjj(x) evaluated using G R V 9 8 L O at Q2 = 75 GeV2.

presented in this dissertation, the GRV98LO [40] PDF set is used. The Fjj(x) function derived from the G R V 9 8 L O P D F set at Q 2 = 75 GeV2 is shown in Figure 5.7.
The Fjj(x) distribution shows a behavior similar to a power law in the x region mostly
considered in this analysis, i.e. 0.001 < x < 0.02. Choosing different P D F sets results
in small differences in the resultant Ff(P) distribution, as shown in Figure 5.8.
For the S D dijet sample of E3Tetl'2 > 7 G e V , the scaling variable Q2 is set to
75 G e V 2 which approximately corresponds to the average value of (E3^)2. Figure 5.9
shows distributions of (ET)2 = ((E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2)2 for the S D dijet and N D dijet
samples of E3?*1'2 > 7 GeV. Changing Q2 from 49 to 150 G e V 2 results in small
differences in the resultant Ff(f3) distribution, as shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.8: Distributions of Ff(il) extracted from dijet events with E J / n j > 7 G e V
using the G R V 9 8 L O [40] (circles), C T E Q 5 L [41] (squares) and M R S T 9 8 L O [42] (triangles) P D F

sets.

T h e distributions are fitted to the power law form F f { 3 )

B0(P/0.1)-n.
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=

(E;>2 = ((Ef+Ef)/2)2(GeV2)

(E;)2 = ((Ef+ElTel2)/2)2(GeV2)
Figure

5.9:

Distributions of the leading t w o jet m e a n

ET

squared,

(ET)2

=

{(E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2)2, for (a) S D dijet a n d (b) N D dijet events w i t h E3Tetl'2 > 7 G e V .

The arrows point at the median values of 86 and 103 GeV2 for the S D and N D events.
respectively, which are the values of (ET)2 dividing the event samples into two halves
with equal numbers of events.

Figure 5.10: Distributions of Ff((3) extracted from dijet events with ETe ' > 7 G e V
using the non-diffractive structure function F}j evaluated at Q2 = 49 (filled circles),
75 (squares), 100 (triangles), and 150 GeV2 (open circles). The distributions are
fitted to the power law form Ff{f3) = BQ{(3/0.l)-n.
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5.2.2

E x t r a c t i o n o f Fjj

The following procedure is used to extract Ff((3) integrated over a certain f region
Implementing this procedure separately for several cf intervals leads to Ff(P,^).

1. Obtain xp and (3 = Xp/cf values using Eq. (5.1).

2. Form histograms versus logXp of the number of SD dijet events with a leading
antiproton in a given cf-t region, the ND overlap background contribution in
the SD dijet events, and ND dijet events. The number of SD dijet events,
N3s3D(xp), is corrected for the Roman Pot acceptance by weighting each event
by 1/A(^i,ti), where A^U) is the Roman Pot acceptance in the <f-t bin of the
event. These histograms are then normalized to the corresponding event rates.

3. Evaluate the ratio Rsd(xb) of SD dijet to ND dijet event rates versus logx*,
ND x F'
as shown in Figure 5.2. The ND overlap background contribution is subtracted
from the SD dijet events when the distribution Rsd_(xp) is formed.

4. Form a histogram of the non-diffractive structure function Fjj(xp) versus logXp
using a chosen PDF set.

5. Form a histogram of the diffractive structure function Ffj(xp) versus logx? by
multiplying the ratio R sd (xp) obtained in step 3 by the non-diffractive structure
function Fjj(xp) obtained in step 4.

6. For each SD dijet event, which is assigned index i, evaluate a weight factor

W(xp£ = Fj3^ , (5.4)
^SD\XP,i)
where N3s3D(xp^ and Ffj(xPti) axe the number of SD dijet events and the value
of the diffractive structure function Ff in the logxp bin corresponding to the
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Xp value of the event %, respectively. Recall that N3s3D(xp) obtained in step 2 is
corrected for the Roman Pot acceptance.

7. Fill a histogram versus log/? with the weight W(xPti)/A(£i, t{), where A(&,£;)
the Roman Pot acceptance in the £-t bin of the event i. The result represents
Fjj([3) on a logarithmic (3 scale.

8. Divide the Ff((3) distribution by the used cf range in order to obtain the Ff(f
distribution per unit cf.

9. The statistical error on Ff((3) in a log/3 bin of index k, 8Ffj((3k), is given b

6Ffj(Pk)=

H U M ,w(
s,2 N*r»in
£
( 4 ^ y ) + E
(NiWk,xpd)SW(xpJ))2,

(5.5)

where the first sum is carried out over the SD dijet events, N3s3D((3k), in the log/
bin of index k, and the second sum is carried out over all the xp bins, NXp^bin.
The number of SD dijet events in the log/5 bin of index k and in the logxp
bin of index j is denoted by N3s3D(Pk,xpj), and 5W(xpj) denotes the error on
W(xp) in the logXp bin of index j contributed by the statistical errors of the
ND dijet events and the ND overlap background events. Thus, the first sum in
the square-root of Eq. (5.5) represents the error due to the statistical error of
SD dijet events, and the second term represents the error due to the statistical
error of ND dijet events and the error of the ND overlap background events.

10. To obtain the Ff(0) distribution on a linear (3 scale, in steps 7-9 multiply th
factor W(xPti)/A(^,ti) by d(3/d(logf3) = /Jin 10, and fill a histogram versus p.
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5.2.3

Fjj a s a F u n c t i o n o f (3

Recalling that Ffj(xp) exhibits a power law dependence on xp, and noting that
the non-diffractive proton structure shows a behavior similar to a power law in the
Xp range considered here, a power law dependence on (3 is also expected for Ff(/3):

Rsd(xp,0<xI/xp

and

Fjj(xp) oc l/xkp

=*

F?(Xp, fl oc l/xp+fc,

f3 = xp/f => Ff(P,0 oc i/(3™r+k . i/r-^.
Figure 5.11 displays the Ff(i3) distribution on a logarithmic (3 scale, extracted
from dijet events with E3Teth2 > 7 GeV for the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and |t| <
1.0 GeV2, and Figure 5.12 displays it on a linear (3 scale. As expected, a power
law is observed in the kinematic region of [3 < 0.5. A fit to the power law form
Fg(p) = B0(f3/0.1)~n in the region -1.5 < log/? < -0.3 (0.03 < (3 < 0.5) in
Figure 5.11 yields BQ = 1.12 ± 0.01 and n = 1.08 ± 0.01 with X2/d.o.f. = 1.7. The
value of 0.1 in the power law form used in the fit corresponds approximately to
the center of the Ff(f3) distribution on a logarithmic scale in order to reduce the
correlation between the two fit parameters B0 and n.
The interesting question as to whether Ff(f3) drops to zero at (3 = 1, as expected

for real particles, is difficult to answer conclusively from these results, since th

tracted Ff(f3) distributions are, in the region near f3 = 1, sensitive to systematic
uncertainties and resolution effects in ETei', rfet and f3.

As in the case of the Rsd. (xs) distribution, one of the main uncertainties in the
ND V F
F-((3) distribution comes from the number of jets used in evaluating xp and (3 - xp
This is studied in Figure 5.13. Results of power law fits to Ff(f3) distributions
obtained with various requirements on jets are presented in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.11: The distribution of Ff(f3) on a logarithmic scale extracted from dijet
events with E3Tet1'2 > 7 G e V for the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and \t\ < 1.0 GeV2
normalized per unit cf. The distribution isfittedto the power law form Ff(f3) =
B0(p/0.1)~n in the region -1.5 < log/? < -0.3.
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Figure 5.12: The distribution of Ff(f3) on a linear scale extracted from dijet event
with E3Tet1'2 > 7 G e V for the region 0.035 < f < 0.095 and |t| < 1.0 GeV2 normalized
per unit cf. The two points in the lowest /? bin are evaluated using events with
x- > 0.001 and 0.0003, respectively. The inset is a close-up view of the region
0.4 < /? < 1.0.
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Figure 5.13: Distributions of F f (/?) extracted from dijet events with ETet ' > 7 GeV,
in which up to three jets with E T > 5 G e V are used in evaluating 3 (filled circles),
only the leading two jets are used (upward triangles), up to four jets with E T > 5
G e V are used (downward triangles), and only the leading two jets are used for dijet
exclusive events with E3/a < 5 G e V (open circles). All distributions arefittedto the
power law form Ff((3) = BQ((3/0.1)~n
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Table 5.4: Fit parameters BQ and n, and x2/d.o.f. for different event samples and
different numbers of jets included in the /? determination.

Event sample : number of jets B0 n x21 d.o.f.
All dijet events :
only leading two jets

0.85 ± 0.01

0.96 ± 0.01

3.9

up to three jets with E T > 5 G e V

1.12 ±0.01

1.08 ±0.01

1.7

up to four jets with E T > 5 G e V

1.29 ±0.01

1.11 ±0.01

1.8

1.74 ±0.03

0.92 ± 0.02

1.0

Dijet events with E3Tet3 < 5 G e V :
only leading two jets

Table 5.5: Fit parameters B0 and n, and x2 /d.o.f. for six cf intervals.

H O

5.2.4

B0

n

X2/d.oJ.

0.04

1.64 ±0.05

1.07 ±0.04

0.3

0.05

1.33 ±0.03

1.02 ±0.02

1.6

0.06

1.05 ±0.02

1.04 ±0.02

1.6

0.07

0.96 ±0.02

1.08 ±0.02

1.8

0.08

0.82 ±0.01

1.02 ±0.02

1.7

0.09

0.79 ±0.01

1.05 ±0.02

2.1

F ^ a s a F u n c t i o n o f (5 a n d f

Figure 5.14 shows Ff(P) distributions for six f intervals. The lines in the region
0.001/cfmin < P < 0.5 represent fits to the power law form Ffj((3) = B0(f3/0.iyn,

where £„,,-„ is the lower value of the cf interval. The results of the fits are pres
in Table 5.5.
The exponent n is almost constant over the measured f region. This is displayed
in Figure 5.15(a), which shows the exponents n determined by the fits as a function

of cf. A one-parameter fit to the six exponents n in this plot indicated by the das
line yields
n = 1.04±0.01(stat)

with x2/d-o.f. = 1-6. This observed /?-£ factorization of the diffractive structure
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Figure 5.14: Distributions of Ff(/j) extracted from dijet events with E3Tetl'2 > 7 G e V
for six f intervals of width A f = 0.1. Each distribution is normalized per unit f and
fitted to the power law form Ff(f3) = B0{(3/0.1)~n. For presentation purposes, the
distributions are multiplied by the factors indicated in the figure.
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function Fjj in terms of the variables (3 and cf in the region 0.001/cf < /? < 0.5 is in
contradiction with models in which two exchanges, such as the pomeron and reggeon,

with different structure function (/?-dependence) and flux-factor (cf-dependence) co
tribute to Fjj(P).

Figure 5.15(b) displays the values of B0 = Fjj(P,£)\p=01 for six cf intervals. A fit
of B0 = Fjj(P,£)\p=0A to the power law form Ccf_m yields

m = 0.92 ± 0.02(stat)

with x2/d.o.f. = 4.1. The fitted curve displays a steeper dependence than the cfdependence of the SD inclusive events.

Systematic Uncertainties in n and ra
The errors in n and ra quoted above were obtained from the power law fits to the
values of n and B0 shown in Table 5.5. The errors in n and B0 in this table are from
the power law fits of the Fjj(P) distributions shown in Figure 5.14; in those fits,
the statistical errors on the Fjj(P) distributions are taken into account. Thus, the
errors in n and ra quoted above are statistical.
To estimate the systematic uncertainties in n and ra, we studied the sensitivity of

n and ra to the number of jets used in evaluating /? and the requirement on extra jet

in an event. The results are shown in Table 5.6. Based on these results, we assign to
both n and ra a systematic uncertainty of 0.1, which spans all values in Table 5.6:

n = 1.0 ±0.1,
ra = 0.9 ±0.1,

and the diffractive structure function Ff(P, fl measured in the region 0.001/cf < /?
0.5, 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and |t| < 1.0 GeV2 at y/s = 1800 GeV is well represented by
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Table 5.6: Fit parameters n and ra for different event samples and different numbers
of jets included in the /? determination.

Event sample : number of jets n (x2 /d.o.f.) m (x2 /d.o.f.)
All dijet events :
only leading two jets

0.94 ± 0.01 (1.8) 0.80 ± 0.02 (3.3)

up to three jets with E T > 5 G e V

1.04 ± 0.01 (1.6)

up to four jets with E T > 5 G e V

1.07 ± 0.01 (4.4) 0.95 ± 0.01 (14.)

0.92 ± 0.02 (4.1)

Dijet events with E3^3 < 5 G e V :
only leading two jets

0.89 ± 0.01 (0.8) 0.86 ±0.04 (0.9)

the form:
^^0«^i.o±0.1^0.9±Q.l-

^6)

Figure 5.16 is similar to Figure 5.14, but shows the Ff(P) distributions over a

wider /? region, including the unphysical region of /? > 1. The data at /? > 1 are d

systematic uncertainties and resolution effects in the /? reconstruction. The observ

overflows are relatively small and are neglected in the other figures presented in t

dissertation. The region /? < 0.001/cf, which is equivalent to xp < 0.001, is sensit

to detector edge effects and, for this reason, data points in the region /? < 0.001/
are also not shown in the other figures.

Dependence of Fjj on cf at High /?
In the region 0.001/cf < p < 0.5, 0.035 < f < 0.095 and \t\ < 1.0 GeV2 at y/s' =
1800 GeV, the measured diffractive structure function Fjj(p,£) is well represented
by the form of Eq. (5.6). Another subject of interest is the cf-dependence of Fjj
at /? > 0.5, where the measured Fjj does not exhibit a power law behavior in p.
Figure 5.17 shows the F.g(fl distributions fitted to the power law form Cf"m in the

eight log/? intervals of width A(log/?) = 0.2 centered at -1.5 to -0.1. The values o
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figure.
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ra obtained from thesefitsare shown in Figure 5.17 and presented as a function of/?
in Figure 5.18. We observe that:

• The average value of ra is approximately 1.

• m shows a rise at the high /? region.

These features are consistent with results obtained in the analysis of diffractive d
inelastic scattering by the HI collaboration [76].

5.3 Comparison with HERA Results

5.3.1 Results from the HI 1994 Data

The HI collaboration reported [9] a measurement of the diffractive deep inelastic

scattering (DIS) cross section and the differential diffractive F2 structure functio

the proton, F2D (P, Q2, £), over the kinematic region of 4.5 < Q2 < 75 GeV2, based on
the data of an integrated luminosity ^ 2.0 pb-1 collected in 1994. In the HI analysis, the ^-dependence of F2D(P,Q2,C) was found to depend on /?, which contradicts
the Regge factorization assumption given by Eq. (2.30) with a leading pomeron exchange only. This finding was accommodated in Ref. [9] by introducing a subleading

reggeon (p, cu, /, A2 etc.) exchange, which has a different cf-dependence than pomer
exchange. With the subleading reggeon exchange, Ff(P,Q2,^) can be expressed as

Ff(P,Q2,0 = fP/p(0F2F(P,Q2) + fiR/P(0F2R(P,Q2), (5.7)

where P and R denote the pomeron and reggeon, fp/p(C) and /jR/p(fl are the
pomeron and reggeon flux factors, and F2F(P, Q2) and F2R(P, Q2) may be interpreted
as the F2 structure functions of the pomeron and reggeon, respectively. In Eq. (5.7),
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a possible interference between the pomeron exchange and the reggeon exchange is
ignored. Since the extracted F2F(p,Q2) was found to evolve with Q2 as expected in
the DGLAP evolution equations, QCD fits were performed to F2F(P,Q2) to extract
the parton distribution functions of the pomeron. The results showed that the fraction of the pomeron momentum carried by gluons is Ff « 0.9 at Q2 = 4.5 GeV2 and
Ff « 0.8 at Q2 = 75 GeV2.
In Figure 5.19, the Ff(P) distribution extracted in this analysis is compared
with expectations from the HI results [9]. The expectations from the HI results are
obtained using the following form for the diffractive structure function Fjj(P):
rt=tmin H=0.095

F£(P)=Y,

/

fi/piMFJtfWdt,

(5.8)

i=pp Jt=-l.O GeV2 J £=0.035
where -tmin « ra2cf2/(l - cf) 3 is the minimum kinematically allowed value of -t,
and Ffj(P) and Ffj(p) denote the effective structure functions of the pomeron and
reggeon, respectively. For the pomeron, we use parton distributions from the HI

fits4 [77], and for the reggeon, we use the Owens pion structure function [78] multi

by a coefficient of Cp = 16.0 (15.9) [79] for the HI fit 2 (fit 3), as was done by th
HI collaboration. For the flux factors, we use the form:

with aF(t) = 1.20 + 0.26t, aR(t) = 0.57 + 0.9*, bP = 4.6 GeV"2, and bp = 2.0
GeV"2 [9].

3The value of tmin is very close to 0 (tmin « -0.001 GeV2 at £ = 0.035, and tmin « at cf = 0.095). Therefore, it is usually omitted throughout this dissertation.
4In Refs. [9, 77], the parton distribution functions of the pomeron are normalized such that
they represent f times the parton distribution functions multiplied by the pomeronfluxfactor at
£ = 0 003 integrated over t in the region -1.0 GeV2 < t < tmin. Therefore, these distributions
must be multiplied by 1/ (0.003 • fP/p(€ = 0.003)) = 0.746 to obtain the "true" diffractive parton
distributions.
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Figure 5.19: The distribution of FJj(P) (points) extracted from dijet events with
E3Tet1'2 > 7 G e V for the region 0.035 < f < 0.095 and |t| < 1.0 GeV2, compared
with expectations from the diffractive parton distributions in the proton extracted
from diffractive deep inelastic scattering by the H I collaboration [9]. The solid line
is afitto the data of the power law form Ff(p) = B0(p/0.1)-n. The lower (upper)
boundary of thefilledband represents the Fjj(P) distribution obtained using only
the leading two jets (up to four jets of E T > 5 G e V ) in evaluating p. The dashed
(dotted) curve is the expectation from the H Ifit2 (fit 3). The systematic uncertainty
in the normalization of the measured Fjj(P) distribution is ±26 % (see Table 4.7).
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T h e F f ( p ) determined from the H I fit 2 and fit 3 of the p o m e r o n structure disagree with our results both in normalization and shape. To quantify the discrepancy
in normalization, we define a discrepancy factor D as the ratio of the integral over /?
from P = IO-1'4 ps 0.04 to 1 of our measurement divided by the expectation from the
HI results:
/•/3=1 /-log/3=0

/

Ff(p; C D F ) d p

j~. _ ^fl=10-14«0.04
•//9=10-1-4si0.04
—
rP=l
/
Ffj(p;rll)dp
.//3=10-1-4«0.04

/

Ffj(P;CDF)(plnlO)d(logP)

_ Jlog3=-lA
J log -3
~
/-log/3=0
/
Fg(/?;Hl)(/?lnlOMlog/?)
«/log/3=-1.4
(5.10)

From the data and curves presented in Figure 5.19, the discrepancy factor is found
to be D = 0.06 ± 0.02 and 0.05 ± 0.02 for the HI fit 2 and fit 3, respectively.
The actual determination of D is performed as follows. For the 14 CDF data
points above /? = 0.04 5, we multiply the value of each point by the Jacobian of
dP/d(logP) = /?lnl0 and sum up the results. The same operation is performed for
the HI fit 2 and fit 3 expectations in steps of A(log/?) = 0.04, and the factor D is
determined as the ratio of the CDF to HI results. The ratio D is sensitive to the
number of jets used in evaluating p. Using the Fjj(P) distributions obtained with
only the leading two jets or up to four jets of ET > 5 GeV, which are shown in
Figure 5.19, results in a variation of t\l % in D. The uncertainty of 26 % in the
ratio of single diffractive (SD) dijet to non-diffractive (ND) dijet event rates shown
in Table 4.7 also contributes to the uncertainty in D. Adding these two uncertainties
in quadrature, the resulting uncertainty in D is ±0.02 for both the HI fit 2 and fit 3
5 W e do not use the C D F point below /3 = 0.04, since the HI results are applicable only above
P = 0.04 [9, 77].
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comparisons:
{ 0 . 0 6 ± 0.02

for the H I fit-2,

0.05 ± 0.02

for the H I fit-3.

The disagreement between the F f ( P ) extracted in this analysis and expectations
from the H I results on diffractive DIS indicates a breakdown of Q C D factorization
in diffraction processes. Note that a similar discrepancy was observed previously in
the comparison between the S D W , dijet and 6-quark production rates measured by
the C D F collaboration [18, 19, 21] and expectations based on results obtained by the
Z E U S collaboration from diffractive DIS and dijet photoproduction at H E R A [5, 15].

5.3.2 Results from the HI 1997 Data

Recently, the HI collaboration reported [12] new results obtained from a data set
of an integrated luminosity 10.6 pb-1 collected in 1997, which is about a factor of five
larger than the data set used in the previous H I analysis [9]. For data in the kinematic
region of 6.5 < Q 2 < 120 GeV2, 0.01 < /? < 0.9 and 0.0001 < cf < 0.05, Q C Dfitswere
performed to extract the diffractive parton distribution functions, and an assessment
of the experimental and theoretical uncertainties on the resulting diffractive parton
distributions was made. In Figure 5.20, the Fjj(p) distribution extracted in this
analysis is compared with expectations from the recent [12] and previous [9] leading
order Q C D fits by the H I collaboration. It is found that the expectations from the
recent H I analysis are closer to the distribution extracted in this analysis in shape
than the expectations from the previous H I analysis; however, a large discrepancy
of approximately one order of magnitude in normalization still remains, indicating a
breakdown of Q C D factorization in normalization. It m a y be worth mentioning that,
in the recent H I results, the fraction of the pomeron m o m e n t u m carried by gluons is
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estimated to be F f = 0.75 ±0.15 at Q2 = 10 GeV2. which is closer to F f = 0 . 5 4 + ^
obtained in the SD IV, dijet and 6-quark analyses [18, 19, 21] than the previous HI
result of F f « 0.9 (0.8) at Q 2 = 4.5 (75) G e A
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Figure 5.20: T h e distribution of Fjj(p) extracted from dijet events with E3Tet 2 > 7
G e V in this analysis for the region 0.035 < f < 0.095 and |t| < 1.0 GeV2 compared
with predictions from the recent (2002) [12] and previous [9] leading order Q C D fits
by the H I collaboration. Thisfigureis adapted from Figure 20 in Ref. [12].
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5.4

Comparison

between

J s =

630 a n d

1800

G e V

In this section, the ratio Rsd(xp) of single diffractive (SD) dijet to non-diffractive

(ND) dijet event rates as a function of xp and the diffractive structure function Fj
extracted from the 630 GeV data samples are presented and compared with results
from the 1800 GeV data samples. In the 630 GeV SD data sample, the range in t is
restricted to \t\ < 0.2 GeV2, as discussed in Section 4.2.1. To make comparisons in
the same £-t region between y/s = 630 and 1800 GeV, the 1800 GeV SD data sample

is also restricted to the region \t\ < 0.2 GeV2 in this section. Also, for compariso
between y/s = 630 and 1800 GeV, in addition to the jet requirement of E3^11'2 > 7
GeV used mainly in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, another cut is imposed on the average ET
of the leading two jets requiring ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV. The numbers of

events, background fractions, and selection cut efficiencies are estimated with thes
new requirements. The results are summarized in Table 5.4.
Table 5.7: Number of events, efficiencies and background fractions for the 1800 GeV
S D dijet and inclusive samples in the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and |i| < 0.2 GeV2
N ind
SD

S D inclusive events

1,010,335 ±1,005
1,237,210 ±1,312

after R P acceptance correction
rpND BG
rSD incl
jpGAS

ND overlap background
Beam-gas background

r SDind
Single vertex cut efficiency
Avtx
S D dijet events ((E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 G e V ) ^SD
* & incl

3.3 ±1.7%
5.1%
87.9 ±1.2 %
6,719 ±82.0
8031.2 ±103.5

after R P acceptance correction
tt<ND B G
rSDjj
Avtx
€SD jj
^HTFLT
eSD jj

N D overlap background
Single vertex cut efficiency
Hot towerfilterefficiency
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9.7 ± 1 . 0 %
76.8 ± 2.3 %
97.1 ± 0.5 %

5.4.1

C o m p a r i s o n in T e r m s of R s d
ND

Figure 5.21 is similar to Figure 5.1, but is for the 630 G e V S D dijet and N D dijet
samples of E3Tetl>2 > 7 GeV and ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV; the SD events
are in the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2. For the 630 GeV data
sample, an additional selection cut requiring the west BBC multiplicity to be equal
to or less than 4 is imposed to reduce the ND overlap background; therefore, the SD
distribution is corrected for the residual ND overlap background contribution after
the west BBC multiplicity cut is applied. Figure 5.21(d) shows that the ratio of SD

dijet to ND dijet event rates increases with decreasing xp, which is consistent with
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Figure 5.21: (a) Distributions of xp for the 6 3 0 G e V S D dijet s a m p l e of E3Tet1'2 > 7
G e V a n d E T = (E3Tetl+E3Tet2)/2 > 1 0 G e V , a n d the estimated N D overlap b a c k g r o u n d
contribution, (b) T h e xp distribution for the N D dijet s a m p l e , (c) S h a p e c o m p a r i s o n
of xp distributions for the S D dijet a n d N D dijet s a m p l e s , (d) T h e ratio of the S D
dijet to N D dijet event rates as a function of xp.
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In Figure 5.22, the measured ratio Rsd_(xp) is compared between y/s = 630 and
1800 GeV. In this figure, the leading two jets plus the next highest ET jet is used
in evaluating xp if there is one with ET > 5 GeV. The shape of the distribution at
y/s = 630 GeV is very similar to that at y/s = 1800 GeV. However, the 630 GeV
data points lie consistently above the 1800 GeV ones. This result implies that the

normalization of the diffractive structure function Fjj(P) measured in pp collisions
at y/s = 630 is higher than that at y/s — 1800 GeV, since the ratio Rsd_(xp) is,
ND
in leading order QCD, approximately equal to the ratio of the diffractive to non-

diffractive effective structure functions, and the effective non-diffractive structu

function does not depend on the s value at which the structure function is measured.

N u m b e r of Jets U s e d in Evaluating xp

An uncertainty in the Rsd_ (xp) distribution arises from the sensitivity of the rati
Rsd_(xp) to the number of jets used in evaluating the value of xp. The Rsd (xp)

distributions in which different numbers of jets are used in evaluating xp are shown

Figures 5.23(a) and (b) for y/s = 630 and 1800 GeV, respectively. Also, the Rsd.(xp)
distribution is compared between y/s = 630 and 1800 GeV in Figures 5.24(a) and

(b), in which only the leading two jets are used in evaluating xp and the leading tw
jets plus up to two extra jets with ET > 5 GeV are included in the xp evaluation,
respectively. In all cases, the Rsp_(xp) distribution is falling with increasing xp
both y/s = 630 and 1800 GeV. Also, the 630 GeV data points lie above the 1800 GeV
points or the 630 and 1800 GeV data points lie almost on top of each other. The
ratio of the 630 to 1800 GeV data is quantitatively evaluated in Section 5.4.2.
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Figure 5.22: The ratio of S D dijet to N D dijet event rates as a function of xp measured
at y/s = 630 (filled circles) and 1800 G e V (open circles), in the region 0.035 < f <
0 095 and \t\ < 0.2 G e V 2 for the S D data sample. Dijet events are selected by
requiring E3Tet1'2 > 7 G e V and E T = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV. U p to three jets
with E T > 5 G e V are used in evaluating xp.
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Figure 5.23: The ratio of S D dijet to N D dijet event rates as a function xp measured
at (a) y/s = 630 G e V and (b) y/s = 1800 GeV; in evaluating xp, up to three jets
with E T > 5 G e V are used (circles), only the leading two jets are used (upward
triangles), and up to four jets with E T > 5 G e V are included (downward triangles).
For presentation purposes, the upward and downward triangles in (a) are shifted to
the right and left, respectively, by A(log:Tp) = 0.03.

5.4.2 Comparison in Terms of Fjj

Figure 5.25 shows the Fjj(P) distributions, normalized per unit cf, for the 630
and 1800 GeV data samples. The distributions are fitted to the power law form
Fjj(P) = Bl(p/0.S)~n in the region -1.0 < log/? < -0.2 (0.1 < ,3 < 0.6). The
value of 0.3 in the power law form corresponds approximately to the center of the
Fjj(P) distribution obtained at y/s = 630 GeV on a logarithmic scale. The lower

P limit is imposed to avoid detector (calorimeter) edge effects in the 630 GeV data.
The upper limit of P = 0.6 is the value below which the Fjj(p) distributions follow
a power law. The fit of the Fjj(P) distributions to the form Fjj(p) = £1OJ/0.3)-n
yields B1 = 0.262 ± 0.030 and n = 1.4 ± 0.2 with \2/d.o.f. = 1.6 at v^ = 630 GeV,
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Figure 5.24: The ratio of SD dijet to ND dijet event rates as a function of xp measured
at y/s — 6 3 0 (filled circles) a n d 1 8 0 0 G e V (open circles), in the region 0.035 < cf <
0.095 a n d \t\ < 0.2 G e V 2 for the S D data samples.

and Bx = 0.193 ± 0.005 and n = 1.2 ± 0.04 with x2'/d.o.f. = 1.9 at y/s = 1800 GeV,
respectively. Since the power n is consistent between the two energies, the Fjj(P)
distributions are fitted with the same n value at both energies in order to evaluate
the ratio of the normalization factor of Fjj(P) between the two energies. Fitting the
630 GeV distribution with the power n = 1.2 obtained from the fit of the higher
statistics 1800 GeV data yields Bl = 0.255 ± 0.029 with x21 d.o.f. = 1.4. Therefore,
the ratio of 630 to 1800 GeV in the parameter Bx is found to be
0.255 ± 0.029
Rfm

=

0.193 ± 0 . 0 0 5

= 1.32±0.15(stat).

T h e systematic uncertainty in the ratio jR_63o_ is discussed below
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F i g u r e 5.25: D i s t r i b u t i o n s o f F j j ( P ) e x t r a c t e d f r o m dijet e v e n t s w i t h E3Tetl'2 >

7

G e V and E T = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 G e V for the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and
\t\ < 0.2 G e V 2 at y/s = 630 (filled circles) and 1800 G e V (open circles). T h e leading
two jets plus the next highest E T jet are used in evaluating P if there is a third jet with
E T > 5 G e V . Each distribution isfittedto the power law form Fjj(P) = B^p/O.?,)'71.

Systematic Uncertainties in the Ratio R 630
1800
The dominant systematic uncertainties in the ratio Re3o_ are due to
°
1800
• the sensitivity of the ratio Re3o_ to the number of jets used in evaluating xp and
P = xp/C, and

• uncertainties in the SD inclusive cross section a1^ and the BBC cross section
°~BBC-

The uncertainty arising from each source is discussed below.

N u m b e r of Jets U s e d in Evaluating P
The F-(P) distributions vary when different numbers of jets are included in the
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Figure 5.26: Distributions of FJj(P) extracted from dijet events with ETet1'2 > 7
GeV and ET = (E3Tetl + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV for the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and
|i| < 0.2 GeV2 at y^ = 630 (filled circles) and 1800 GeV (open circles). Each
distribution is fitted to the power law form FJj(P) = Bx(P/0.Z)-n. The 630 GeV
distributions are fitted with the n value obtained from the fit of the corresponding
1800 GeV distributions.

evaluation of p. In Figure 5.25, up to three jets with ET > 5 GeV are used in
evaluating xp and p, while in Figures 5.26(a) and (b), only the leading two jets
are used in evaluating p and up to four jets with ET > 5 GeV are included in the
evaluation of p, respectively. In these three cases, the ratio # mo_ is,

1.32 ± 0.15(stat) up to three jets with ET > 5 GeV,
R 630 = <only leading two jets,
1.05 ± O.ll(stat)
1800
1.20 ± 0.14(stat) up to four jets with ET > 5 GeV.
We use the ratio R_63<l obtained using up to three jets, and assign to it an asymmetric
1800
uncertainty so that all the ratios shown above are included within la:
-

• W+0-00

1.32"
R 630 — l.O/i_0
271800
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Uncertainty in Normalization
In the comparison between 630 and 1800 GeV results, four different data sets are
used: (a) SD inclusive data collected at y/s = 630 and (b) 1800 GeV, (c) minimum
bias data collected at y/s = 630 and (d) 1800 GeV. The normalization of the SD
dijet sample which is selected from the SD inclusive data is obtained from the SD
inclusive cross section a%sff, as shown in Eq. (4.18). The normalization of the ND
dijet sample which is selected from the minimum bias data is determined from the
effective BBC cross section aBBC, as shown in Eq. (4.21). The SD inclusive cross
section at y/s = 630 GeV in the region 0.035 < f < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2, which

was evaluated in Section 4.4.1, and the effective BBC cross sections at y/s = 630 an
1800 GeV are

^£^(0-035 < cf < 0.095, |*| < 0.2 GeV2) = 0.42 ± 0.02 mb,

afQBSeV = 39.9 ± 1.2 mb,

aBTcGeV = 51-15 ± 1.60 mb.
We evaluate the SD inclusive cross section at y/s = 1800 GeV in the region
0.035 < cf < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2 in a similar manner to that used for the SD
inclusive cross section at y/s = 1800 GeV in the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and |t|
1.0 GeV2, as documented in Section 4.4.1. Using Eq. (4.8) from Ref. [30], we obtain
for the SD cross section at y/s = 1800 GeV integrated over 0.035 < f < 0.095 and
\t\ < 0.2 GeV2, a^°Af (CDF fit) = 0.57 ± 0.03(stat) mb (aP = 0.29 mb, op = 0.49

mb). From the result of a global fit to the pp and pp SD cross sections [71], we obt
os^jfff (global fit) = 0.40 ± 0.04(syst) mb (aP = 0.19 mb, aw = 0.21 mb). We
use the CDF-measured value of as^i^Vi.CDF fit)> but assiSn to [t an asvmmetric
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systematic uncertainty so that the —lcr value reaches the value of a g 8 ^ ^ (global fit):

ofoinf (0-035 < cf < 0.095, |i| < 0.2 GeV2) = 0.57 ± 0.03(stat) ± +o;??(syst) mb
= 0.5718;?? mb.

The uncertainties in af£GneJ, af£\Gf, af^eV and aB8^cGeV are propagated to the
uncertainty in the ratio .R_63o_ using the standard error propagation formula, yielding
D i qo _l_ n r\A Z"^-630 GeV\ , n nA ^^1800 GeV\ , n nc / 630 GeV\+0.40/ 1800 GeV\

R™.

=

1.32±0.04(ctbbc.

)±0.04(aBBC

) ±0.0b(aSDind )_007(aSDind )

_ i OO+0-41
— r.oz_010,
where the symbols in the parentheses show the source of the uncertainty.

Summary of the Ratio #630
1800
Adding these uncertainties in quadrature, the ratio i?_63o_ is estimated to be

jRmo. = 1.3±0.2(stat)t[}.3(syst).

Although the ratio is consistent with unity within the error, its central value is higher
than unity, which may indicate a breakdown of factorization.

Comparison with Predictions from Phenomenological Models
Several phenomenological models which explain the suppression of the diffractive
structure function measured at the Tevatron relative to that obtained at HERA, such
as the pomeron flux renormalization model [31], the soft color exchange model [48],
and the rapidity gap survival probability model [43, 44], predict that the normal-

ization factor of the diffractive structure function is higher at y/s = 630 GeV than
at y/s = 1800 GeV. With a pomeron intercept of aF(0) = 1.104 [27], the pomeron
flux renormalization model predicts R™_ = (1800/630)4^(0)-1} = 1.55. The rapidity gap survival probability model predicts # «o_ = 1.8 [80]. The measured ratio
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(a)

jet jet

Figure 5.27: Illustrations of (a) event topology in pseudorapidity r? and (b) diagram
for dijet production in double pomeron exchange.

•Re3o = 1.3 ± 0.2(stat)!o;3(syst) is compatible with the factorization expectation of
unity, but also with predictions from the pomeron flux renormalization model and
the rapidity gap survival probability model.

5.5 Comparison with Results from Double Pomeron

Exchange Dijet Events

Double pomeron exchange (DPE) events are characterized by quasielastically-

scattered leading proton and antiproton, which are separated from the diffractive ma
system X by large rapidity gaps. The first observation of dijet production by DPE
was reported by the CDF collaboration in pp collisions at y/s = 1800 GeV [25]. The
process of dijet production in events with a DPE event topology is shown schematically in Figure 5.27.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, the ratio Rsd(xp) of single diffractive (SD) dijet
ND r
to non-diffractive (ND) dijet production rates as a function of xp is, in leading order
QCD, approximately equal to the ratio of the diffractive structure function Ff to the
non-diffractive structure function Fjj of the antiproton. Assuming QCD factorization
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for diffraction processes, the cross section for D P E dijet production can be expressed

in terms of the diffractive parton distribution functions of the proton and antiprot
as

dxpdxpdCdlpdtPdtpdi - E / 5 p ( * p . ^ ^ g A y ^ Q 2 , ^ , * , ) - ^ .

(5.11)

The variables cfp and cfp are the fractional momentum loss of the proton and antipro
and tp and tp are the four-momentum transfer at the IPp and IPp vertices. Using the
diffractive structure function Ff(x,Q2,£,t) of the proton or antiproton defined by
Eq. (2.43), the DPE dijet cross section is given by
d7rrjj FD(r O2 f t ) FD-(r- O2 f- t-) da
DPE

dxpdxpdiipd^pdtpdtpdi

JJ Vxp> ^j i 'sP' hp)

xp

JJ V P> ^

'gg^>jj
i S>pi bPJ UlUi

xp

(5.12)

dt

From Eqs. (2.44) and (5.12), the ratio of DPE dijet to SD dijet production rates is

RDZM(xp,€p,tp)
/j fA fA f jS:Fjj{xpiQ >sp)*p) rjj(Xp,Q ,c]p,tp) dagg^jj
« J ^ J X' 2 D ,Xf 7^ (5.13)
/j f jt f jj. f j* iirP'** )rjj\xp->Q Api^p) dogg_Ljj
dXp J dtp J dtp J dt

^ -

_ Fjj (xp, cfp, tp) (5.14)
r jj[xp)
where the Q2-dependence of the structure functions is ignored. When the ratio
RDPE(xp,tp,tp) is integrated over cfp and tp, the ratio Rdpe is given by

Rdpe(xp) = Ffj(xp)/F3](xp). (5.15)

Therefore, QCD factorization can be tested by comparing the ratios Rsd(xp) and
Rdpe(x„).
SD v H/
Dijet events with a DPE event topology have been studied at y/s = 1800 GeV by
the CDF collaboration [25] using the same data sample as that used for the single
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diffractive dijet analysis described in this dissertation. The events were collected
by triggering on a leading antiproton detected in the Roman Pot spectrometer. In
the SD data sample, a DPE signal is searched for by requiring a rapidity gap in
the forward calorimeter and BBC on the proton outgoing side (positive n in the CDF

coordinate system). Since the quasielastically scattered leading proton is not detect
the fractional momentum loss of the proton fp is determined from the information of
final state particles in the diffractive mass system X, based on the formula [81]:

£p = ^J>TeA (5.16)

In practice, the sum is carried out over all hits in the BBCs and calorimeter towers
above noise level. The cfp value reconstructed by this method is calibrated by com-

paring the value of cfp obtained by the above procedure6 with that determined by the
Roman Pot spectrometer. Events without hits in the forward calorimeter and BBC
on the proton outgoing side are concentrated in the region 0.01 < cfp < 0.03.
To test QCD factorization in diffraction processes, the ratio Rdpe (xp) is compared

with the ratio Rsd_(x~) as a function of x (= x„ = aA in Figure 5.28, where the ratio
ND F
Rdpe(x„) and Rsd_(xb) are normalized per unit f. For this comparison, the data are
SD V F/
ND V F/
restricted to the regions 7 < E3Tet1'2 < 10 GeV, \tp\ < 1 GeV2, 0.035 < cfp < 0.095,
and for DPE 0.01 < £p < 0.03. In the chosen cfp region of 0.01 < fp < 0.03, the
SD background in the DPE candidate event sample is negligibly small. The vertical
dashed lines mark the DPE kinematic boundary (left) and the value of x = ^min =
0.01 (right), where cfP]min is the minimum value of the cfp range used. The weighted
average of the Rdpe (xp) and Rsd (xp) data points in the region between the vertical
SD
6The sign in the exponent of Eq. (5.16) should be reversed for £_p.
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Figure 5.28: Ratios of D P E to S D (SD to N D ) dijet event rates per unit cf, shown
as open (filled) circles, as a function of x-Bjorken of the struck parton in the pro
(antiproton). The errors are statistical only. The SD/ND ratio has a normalization
uncertainty of ±20 %. The inset shows R(x) per unit cf versus cf, where the tilde ov
the R indicates the weighted average of the R(x) points in the region of x within th
vertical dashed lines. This figure is adapted from Figure 4 in Ref. [25].

dashed lines is
Rdpe = 0.80 ± 0.26,
SD
Rsd =0.14 ±0.01,
ND
where the tilde over R indicates the weighted average of the points in the region of x
within the vertical dashed lines in the main figure of Figure 5.28. The ratios Rdpe
SD
and Rsd. have to be compared in the same cf regions to test factorization. However,
ND
the A region where Rdpe is evaluated is 0.01 < cf„ < 0.03, which does not overlap
r
SD
F
with the fp region of 0.035 < cfp < 0.095 where Rdpe is evaluated. The cf-dependence
of the ratios Rdpe(£„) and Rsd_(£s) is examined in the inset in Figure 5.28. The ratio
SD S y
ND F
Rsd_(£p) is approximately flat in cfp. The extrapolation of a straight line fit to the six
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R s d ratios to A = 0.02 yields
~ND

^p

J

Rsd =0.15 ±0.02.
ND
The double ratio of Rsd_ to R d p e is found to be
ND
SD
D = Rsd_/Rdpe = 0.19 ± 0.07.
WD '

SD

The deviation of D from unity indicates a breakdown of QCD factorization in diffraction processes.

5.6 Comparison with Results from Hard Single Diffrac-

tion with Rapidity Gaps

In the analysis described in this dissertation, single diffractive (SD) events are
identified by detecting a leading antiproton. However, the CDF collaboration has
previously studied hard SD processes, such as SD W [18], dijet [19], 6-quark [21] and
J/ip production [22], by identifying SD events using a rapidity gap signature in the
forward detectors, such as the forward calorimeters and BBCs.
In the analysis of SD J/ip production by the CDF collaboration, J/ip events
associated with at least one jet were studied in terms of the x-Bjorken of the struck
parton in the proton or antiproton associated with the detected rapidity gap, in a

similar manner to that used in the SD dijet analysis described in this dissertation. I

events containing a J/ip meson associated with at least one jet, the values of x-Bjor

of partons in the proton (xp) and antiproton (xp) participating in J/ip production can
be evaluated based on the formula:

x = 7= , (5.17)
y/s
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where the + (-) sign in the exponents is for xp (xp). In practice, since the E T of
the leading jet is expected to be balanced by the ET of the J/ip, and pT/xp is more

accurately measured by the tracking detectors than ETet measured by the calorimeters
p^. is used instead of ETet in the determination of x,

x = Pr^"U^) (518)

The fractional momentum loss cf of the proton or antiproton associated with the
detected rapidity gap is determined as is done in the analysis of DPE dijet events
described in Section 5.5.
The ratio of SD to ND event rates for J/ip production Rj$(x), normalized per
~ND
unit cf, is compared with that for dijet production R3jD (x) as a function of x in
ND
Figure 5.29. The ratio R/d_(x) is divided by a factor of 2 when it is compared with
ND
the ratio R3£D (x) from the analysis of SD dijet events with a leading antiproton,
ND
since in the J/ip case, rapidity gaps on both the positive and negative rj sides are

considered. The ratio is evaluated in the region 0.01 < cf < 0.03 for J/ip productio

and in the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 for dijet production. The vertical dashed line
in Figure 5.29 show the kinematic boundaries. The upper bound corresponds to the
minimum cf value £min of the SD J/ip event sample and ensures that all f values

within 0.01 < cf < 0.03 contribute to the x distribution, while the lower bound xmin

imposed to avoid detector edge effects. Both the J/ip and dijet distributions exhibi
similar behavior.

As shown in Eq. (2.44), the ratio R3£D (x) of the SD dijet event rate in a certain
ND
cf-t region to the ND dijet event rate as a function of x-Bjorken of the particle wh

is scattered quasielastically in the SD event is related to the diffractive and usua
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Figure 5.29: Ratios of S D to N D J/ip (circles) and dijet (triangles) event rates per
unit cf as a function of x-Bjorken of the struck parton in the proton (antiproton)
associated with the rapidity gap. Thisfigureis adapted from Figure 4 in Ref. [22].

non-diffractive parton distribution functions as

/ »
RjL(x)

where C F =

4/3 and C a —

C
+ t
c A? E (/£(*) + /£(*))

c
/.(*) + t ^ E

(5.19)
(/*(*)+a. (*))

3 are color factors and the Q2-dependence of the

parton distribution functions is ignored. The diffractive parton distribution functions are integrated over the given £-t region. For simplicity, hereafter we denote
the sum of the diffractive quark distribution functions and the sum of the usual
non-diffractive quark distribution functions by ff (x) = ]A (ff(x) + ff(x)) and

fq(x) = J2i (fqi(x) + f<ii(x))i respectively. In high energy pp collisions, J/ip mes
are produced dominantly by gluon-gluon interactions. Therefore, the ratio R/£(x)
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of S D to N D J/ip event rates m a y be approximated as

A f W
ND

-

'-*$.

(5.20)

From Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20), the ratio of R3L(x) to RJJl(x) is given by
ND
ND

R3L(x) 1 + 97^7xT
_jvd__ _ _ _ A A A A

(ko,\

RJllix)~ 1 + 4^)' ( }
vn

J- ~T~9/*(*)
„ „ ,

Evaluating this ratio of ratios by integrating the R3^(x) and RJit(x) distributions
ND
ND
in the region 0.004 < x < 0.01 in Figure 5.29 yields

R 3 L / RlSD
J H = 1.17 ± 0.27(stat) ± 0.13(syst),
ND
ND
where the systematic uncertainty includes in quadrature only the uncertainties associated with the J/ip measurement.
It is worth mentioning here that the f region in the SD J/ip measurement does
not overlap with that in the SD dijet measurement. However, since no significant
cf-dependence of the ratio R3£D (x) is observed in the region 0.035 < f < 0.095, as
ND
described in Section 5.1, we assume that Rsd(x) does not depend on cf down to
NDK '
^
cf = 0.01. Also, the t region is different between the SD J/ip measurement and the
SD dijet measurement. In the J/ip analysis, the value of t is not measured, and the

measurement is integrated over all t values, while the dijet analysis is performed i
the region \t\ < 1.0 GeV2. Since the t distribution falls very rapidly, as shown in

Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) and in Figure 4.13, the difference in the t region between th
J/ip measurement and the dijet measurement is ignored in the following argument.
Using, in Eq. (5.21), the measured value of the ratio R3jD /R Jo = 1.17 ±
ND
ND
0.27(stat) ± 0.13(syst) and the ratio of fq(x)/fg(x) = 0.274 at x = 0.0063 and
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Q2 = 36 G e V 2 extracted from the G R V 9 8 L O P D F set, the gluon fraction in the
diffractive exchange Ff = ff/(ff + ff) is found to be7

Ff = 0.59±0.24(stat)±0.11(syst)
= 0.59 ±0.26,

where the quoted systematic uncertainty is due to only the uncertainties associated
with the J/ip measurement. The measured value of Ff = 0.59 ± 0.26 is consistent
with the gluon fraction of Ff = 0.54lo:u obtained by combining results on SD W,
dijet and 6-quark production [18, 19, 21].
As presented in Section 5.1, one of the main uncertainties in the normalization

of the ratio R3£D (x) for dijet production, which arises from the sensitivity of the
~ND
ratio R3£D (x) to the number of jets included in the x determination, is about tH %•
ND
Another uncertainty, which is due to the uncertainty in the normalization of the SD
data sample, is about ±26 % as shown in Table 4.7. These uncertainties in the ratio
Rsd_(x) contribute an additional uncertainty to Ff of ^o.3i-

5.7 Comparison with UA8 Results

5.7.1 Summary of UA8 Results

The UA8 collaboration has studied single diffractive (SD) dijet production in pp
collisions at y/s = 630 GeV using data from the 1988-1989 SppS collider run [4]. In
Ref. [4], an intensive study of the structure of the pomeron is made using mainly a

variable x(2-jet) which is, in the absence of gluon radiation, jet-clustering and de
7In Ref. 1221, the errors in the ratio R32D /R3L. were not fully propagated to the errors in
1 '
TTd
nd
gluon fraction F D . The errors shown here are corrected errors, which are larger than those in
Ref. [22] by a factor of about 1.7.
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effects, related to the parton momenta in the pomeron and proton by
x(2-jet) = P-xp, (5.22)

where the antiproton is assumed to be scattered quasielastically. Figure 5.30(a) (Fi

ure 4(a) of Ref. [4]) shows the x(2-jet) distribution observed in the UA8 data toget
with Monte Carlo predictions based on hard and soft pomeron structure functions.
The hard and soft pomeron structure functions are defined as Pf(P) = 6/3(1 - P) and
Pf(P) — 6(1 — P)5, respectively, where /(/?) is the parton distribution function of
pomeron. It was found that the data distribution has a component at high x(2-jet),

which is harder than the prediction from the hard pomeron structure function. Therefore, a super-hard pomeron structure function of the form Pf(P) = 5(P — 1) was introduced, in which all the momentum of the pomeron enters into the hard scattering.
The x(2-jet) distribution expected for the super-hard pomeron structure function is

shown in Figure 5.30(b) (Figure 4(b) of Ref. [4]). A fit of the data x(2-jet) distri
bution to a sum of predictions for the soft, hard and super-hard pomeron structure
functions yielded a pomeron structure function consisting of
5(P - 1) (super-hard) 30 %,
Pf(P) = I 6/5(1 - P) (hard) 57 %,
^ 6(1 - Pf (soft) 13 %.

5.7.2 Comparing Data

In this section, we re-analyze our CDF 630 GeV SD data a la UA8, and compare
the x(2-jet) distribution between the UA8 and CDF data. The following changes
are made from our original CDF 630 GeV data analysis described in the preceding
sections:
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Figure 5.30: (a) Observed x(2-jet) distribution for the U A 8 data in the region 0.04 <
cf < 0.10. The two curves show the expected distributions for the hard and soft
structure functions with arbitrary normalizations, (b) Results of x(2-jet) calculation
in P Y T H I A for cf = 0.07, assuming the entire m o m e n t u m of the pomeron participates
in the hard scattering. The solid line is the scattered parton distribution before
hadronization. The dashed curve is after hadronization and assuming an idealized
calorimeter. The dotted curve shows the result of a full detector simulation. This
figure is adapted from Figure 4 in Ref. [4].

• 0.04 < f < 0.10. (<- 0.035 < f < 0.095.)

• Jet cone radius R = 1.0. (+- R = 0.7.)

• Neither underlying event nor out-of-cone corrections are applied. (<— Both
corrections are applied.)

E3?1'2 > 8 GeV. (<- E3Tetl'2 > 7 GeV.)

\rfetl>2\ < 2. (<- No restriction.)

• A(pjj > 135°.

(<- N o restriction.)
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2.5
3
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between the leading two jets for

the U A 8 (points) and C D F (histogram) data samples.

The descriptions in the parentheses are the ones used originally in the preceding
sections.
In Figure 5.31, the distribution of the azimuthal angle difference Atpjj between the
leading two jets to which the A(f)jj > 135° cut has not yet been applied is compared
between the U A 8 and C D F data. It is found that the C D F distribution is broader and
has a longer tail toward smaller A(pjj values than the U A 8 distribution. However, the
x(2-jet) distribution is almost the s a m e for events with A ^ - > 135° and A 0 ^ < 135°,
as s h o w n in Figure 5.32. Therefore, w e ignore the difference in the Atfijj distribution
and apply the A < ^ > 135° cut to both the U A 8 and C D F data.

Figure 5.33 shows

a comparison of the x(2-jet) distributions for the U A 8 and C D F data. T h e

CDF

x(2-jet) distribution is similar to, but has a s o m e w h a t larger soft component than
the U A 8 distribution. This m a y be explained by the difference in the cf distribution;
the U A 8 data have m o r e events in the low cf region than the C D F data, as s h o w n in
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Figure 5.32: Distributions of x(2-jet) for S D dijet events w i t h A ^

> 1 3 5 ° (solid line)

and A(pjj < 135° (dashed line) in the C D F data.

Table 5.8. Figure 5.34(a) shows that events with low cf values favor higher x(2-jet)
values as expected from kinematics: when a pomeron is emitted with low momentum,
the event is required to have a higher x(2-jet) value in order to produce jets. By

weighting events in the CDF data so that the cf distribution becomes similar to that
for the UA8 data, we obtain the x(2-jet) distribution shown in Figure 5.34(b). This
figure shows good agreement between the UA8 and CDF distributions. From this
result, we conclude that the x(2-jet) distributions for the CDF and UA8 data are
compatible.
Table 5.8: Number of events in the UA8 and CDF data samples in three cf intervals.
f-ranges
Experiment

0.04-0.06

0.06-0.08

0.08-0.10

Total

UA8

86

86

77

249

CDF

150

286

214

650
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Figure 5.34: (a) Distributions of x(2-jet) for S D dijet events with 0.04 < f < 0.06
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Although the U A 8 and C D F data samples look consistent, the interpretations in
terms of the structure function of the pomeron are very different. What is causing
the difference? Since the UA2 calorimeter used in the UA8 experiment had a pseu-

dorapidity coverage of |r/| < 3, a cut was imposed on jet r\ requiring |?^en'2| < 2 i
the UA8 analysis, and the cut was used also for the CDF data in the above comparisons. The CDF calorimeter has a pseudorapidity coverage of \rj\ < 4.2, which is

much wider than the UA2 calorimeter coverage of |r/| < 3. The x(2-jet) distributions

for the CDF data with and without the |77jen'2| < 2 cut are shown in Figure 5.35. It

found that events removed by the |?^etl,2| < 2 cut have lower x(2-jet) values relati
to events with l^'6*1'2! < 2, indicating that the CDF data are more sensitive to the
low x(2-jet) region and consequently to the low /? region of the pomeron structure
function. Presumably, the UA8 data were not sensitive to the "low-/? peak" of the
pomeron structure function found in the CDF data.
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C h a p t e r

S u m m a r y

6

a n d

C o n c l u s i o n s

In this dissertation, a measurement of the effective diffractive structure function
Ff of the antiproton was presented. The Ff was measured using single diffractive
dijet events produced in association with a leading antiproton in pp collisions at
y/s = 1800 and 630 GeV at the Fermilab Tevatron. To test QCD factorization

in diffraction processes, i.e. universality of the diffractive structure function, t
measured Ff was compared between y/s = 1800 and 630 GeV, and with expectations

based on results from diffractive deep inelastic scattering studies at HERA [9, 12],
as well as with results from a study of dijet production in double pomeron exchange
events at the Tevatron [25].

6.1 Measurement of Ff-

The measurement is based on two inclusive event samples: single diffractive events,

pA-p _). X+p, collected by triggering on a quasielastically-scattered leading antipr
detected in a Roman Pot spectrometer, and non-diffractive events collected with
a minimum bias trigger requiring a coincidence between two forward beam-beam
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counter arrays. Using events containing two or more jets in these samples, the ratio

R so (xp) of single diffractive dijet to non-diffractive dijet event rates was measu

as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable of the struck parton in the antiproton
xp. The ratio Rsd_(xp) was found to decrease with increasing xp.
Based on the measured ratio Rsd, an effective leading order diffractive structure
ND
°
function Fjj of the antiproton was extracted. In the kinematic region of antiproton fractional momentum loss 0.035 < cf < 0.095, four-momentum transfer squared
|t| < 1.0 GeV2 and p = xp/{ < 0.5, Ff(P, cf), measured at yfs = 1800 GeV using dijet

events with E3Tetl'2 > 7 GeV, was found to have the form Ff(P, cf) oc ^-i-o±o.i^-o.9
The observed cf-dependence of Fjj shows that pomeron-exchange-like behavior of

2 1/f extends to relatively high cf values, where the cf-dependence of soft single d

tion is rather flat due to a reggeon exchange contribution of °S cf [71] in addition
the pomeron exchange contribution.

6.2 Comparison with HERA Results

To address the question of QCD factorization in diffraction processes, several
comparisons were made on the measured Ff. Compared to expectations based on
results obtained by the HI collaboration at HERA from studies of diffractive deep
inelastic scattering [9, 12], e + p -> e + X + p, Fjj measured in this analysis was
found to be smaller than the expectations by approximately an order of magnitude,

indicating a breakdown of QCD factorization in diffraction processes. This result is

similar to that previously found in the comparison between the single diffractive W,
dijet and 6-quark production rates measured by the CDF collaboration [18, 19, 21]

and expectations based on results obtained by the ZEUS collaboration from diffractiv
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DIS and dijet photoproduction at H E R A [5, 15].

6.3

Comparison

between

J~s =

630 a n d

1800

G e V

Some phenomenological models [31, 43, 44, 48] attribute the breakdown of Q C D
factorization observed in comparisons between Tevatron and HERA diffraction results

to a suppression of the diffractive cross section at the Tevatron resulting from par

exchanges, in addition to the diffractive exchange, which spoil the diffractive sign

of rapidity gaps. These models also predict that the hadron-hadron diffraction cross

section is more suppressed at higher collision energies, i.e. the normalization of t
diffractive structure function measured at y/s = 630 GeV is higher than that at
y/s = 1800 GeV. In this dissertation, comparisons were made between results on Ff,
extracted from dijet events with ETet1'2 > 7 GeV and average ET of the leading two
jets ET = (Ei/a + E3Tet2)/2 > 10 GeV produced in pp collisions at y/s = 630 and

1800 GeV with a leading antiproton in the kinematic region of 0.035 < cf < 0.095 an
|i| < 0.2 GeV2. The /^-dependence of Ff measured at y/s = 630 GeV was found to
be in general agreement with that at y/s = 1800 GeV. The ratio of Ff measured at
^i = 630 GeV to that at y/s = 1800 GeV in the region 0.1 < p < 0.6 was found to be

i?63Q = 1.3±0.2(stat)lo'3(syst)- While this ratio is compatible with the predictions
1800
1.55 and 1.8 of the pomeron flux renormalization model [31] and rapidity gap survival
probability model [44, 80], it is also compatible within errors with the factorization
expectation of unity, so that no firm conclusions about QCD factorization can be
drawn from this comparison alone.
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6.4

C o m p a r i s o n with Results from D o u b l e

P o m e r o n

Exchange Dijet Events

Comparisons were also made with results from a study of dijet production in
double pomeron exchange events, p + p ->• p + X + p , obtained by the C D F collaboration
at y/s = 1800 G e V [25]. The ratio Rsd(xp) was compared with the ratio Rdpe(xp)
of dijet production in double pomeron exchange events to that in single diffractive
events associated with a leading antiproton as a function of the x-Bjorken. The ratio
of Rsp_ to R d p e was found to be D = 0.19 ±0.07. The deviation of the ratio D from
nd
sd
unity also indicates a breakdown of Q C D factorization in diffraction processes. The
normalization of the diffractive structure function measured in dijet events by double
pomeron exchange is larger than that measured in single diffractive dijet events by
approximately a factor of 5. Thus, in double pomeron exchange events, the diffractive
structure function is not as suppressed as in single diffractive events. A plausible
reason for this is that, when the proton or antiproton scatters quasielastically in pp
collisions, there is no additional partonic exchange, so that the other incoming particle
escapes intact from the collision more easily.

6.5 Comparison with Results from Single Diffractive

J/ip Events

Results on single diffractive dijet production were also compared with results
obtained by the C D F collaboration [22] from a study of single diffractive events containing a J/ip meson, which is dominantly produced by gluon-gluon interactions. B y
combining these results, the gluon fraction of the diffractive exchange was found to be
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F f = 0.59±0.26 \ which is compatible with (a) F f = 0.54+°;^ obtained by the C D F

collaboration by combining results on single diffractive W, dijet and 6-quark produc

tion [18, 19, 21], (b) Ff = 0.3-0.8 obtained by the ZEUS collaboration by combining
results on diffractive deep inelastic scattering and dijet photoproduction [5, 15],
(c) Ff = 0.75 ± 0.15 at Q2 = 10 GeV2 obtained by the Hi collaboration from scal-

ing violations observed in diffractive deep inelastic scattering [12]. This agreemen

indicates that, although the diffractive structure function measured at the Tevatron
is different from that measured at HERA in normalization, the gluon fraction of the
diffractive exchange at the Tevatron is approximately the same as that at HERA.

6.6 Comparison with UA8 Results

Comparisons with results on single diffractive dijet events obtained by the UA8
collaboration in pp collisions at y/s = 630 GeV [4] were also presented. Using the
same selection cuts for the CDF 630 GeV data as those used in the UA8 analysis,
the distribution of x(2-jet) (= p — xp) for the CDF data becomes compatible with
the x(2-jet) distribution obtained in the UA8 analysis. The CDF data are more

sensitive to low P and low x(2-jet) values because of the wider acceptance of the CD
calorimeters than the calorimeters used by the UA8 collaboration.

6.7 Suggestions for the Future

The CDF collaboration is presently collecting data from pp collisions at y/s = 1960
GeV using the upgraded CDF II detector [82] at the Tevatron. The upgraded detector
^ h e systematic uncertainties in the ratio of single diffractive dijet to non-diffractive dijet event
rates yield a n additional uncertainty of __Q'31-
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contains, in addition to the R o m a n Pot spectrometer used during the 1995-1996 run,
two very forward MiniPlug calorimeters [83] and two beam shower counter (BSC)
arrays, covering the pseudorapidity regions of 5.5 < |n| < 7.5 and 3.6 < \r)\ < 5.1,

respectively. These new detectors are crucial for extending diffraction studies into
the areas discussed below.

6.7.1 Q2-Dependence of Fjj

In some analyses of diffractive deep inelastic scattering at HERA [9, 12], the
diffractive parton distribution functions of the proton were extracted based on the
dependence of the diffractive F2 structure function using the DGLAP equations [37].
The validity of the DGLAP evolution in diffraction processes is a subject of great

interest, so that checking it at the Tevatron would provide valuable information. In
the analysis described in this dissertation, dijet events with ETe ' > 7 GeV were

mainly used to extract Fjj. Due to the limited statistics of diffractive dijet event
high ET values in the data used, the dependence of Fjj on jet ET, which is related
to the (^-dependence of Ff, could not be studied in detail. Such a study would be
feasible using the higher statistics Run 2 data.

6.7.2 FP- at Low f

In this analysis, Fjj was measured in the cf region of 0.035 < <f < 0.095, where in

soft single diffraction there are contributions from reggeon exchange in addition to
pomeron exchange according to Regge theory. It would be interesting to measure Fjj
over a wider cf range, especially in the region of cf < 0.035 not accessible in the
measurement, where pomeron exchange is expected to become more dominant. Single
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diffractive events with low f (cf < 0.035) can be collected by triggering on events which
have no hit in the BSC arrays on the proton or antiproton outgoing side. In such
events, the value of cf could be evaluated in a similar manner to that used in the
analyses of dijet production by double pomeron exchange [25] and single diffractive
J/ip production [22] by using information from calorimetry including the MiniPlug
calorimeters.

6.7.3 Dijet Production by Double Pomeron Exchange

The results from a study of dijet production by double pomeron exchange [25],

which were compared with results on single diffractive dijet production in Section 5
were based on about 100 double pomeron exchange dijet events and thus had sizable

statistical uncertainties in the ratio Rdpe of double pomeron exchange dijet to sing

diffractive dijet event rates. It would be interesting to study double pomeron excha
dijet events using the higher statistics Run 2 data, which will allow us to better
understand the mechanism of production of events with multiple rapidity gaps.
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Roman Pot Track

For single diffractive events containing a quasielastically-scattered leading antiproton detected in the Roman Pot (RP) spectrometer, the antiproton fractional momentum loss cf and four-momentum transfer squared t can be determined from (a) the
position and angle of the leading antiproton detected in the Roman Pot spectrometer
relative to the beam line, (b) the position of the pp interaction point, and (c) the
transport matrix between the interaction point and the Roman Pot spectrometer.
The position of a pp interaction in the Z direction is evaluated based on the Zposition of a vertex reconstructed using primarily the information provided by the
Vertex detector (VTX). The beam transport matrix is obtained from information on
accelerator elements. The accelerator elements between the CDF nominal collision
point and the Roman Pot detector stations are shown in Table A.l. In this analysis, the beam transport matrix was calculated up to next-to-leading order using the
TRANSPORT program [84]. An arbitrary charged particle can be represented by a
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five-dimensional vector X ,

X = (X,dX,Y,dY,-0,

where X (Y) is the position and dX (dY) are the angle of the particle relative to the
beam line in the X (Y) direction. The variable f is the fractional difference of the
momentum of the particle to that of the beam, i.e. <f = (pbeam - pparticle)/'pbeam. The
five-dimensional vector X of a leading recoil antiproton at the Roman Pot position is
related to that of the leading recoil antiproton at the interaction point by the beam
transport matrix,
X recoil p < j -v-recoil p /i i\
CDF

~ MRP-tCDF-A-RP

i

(A1.!

where XT^DmF p (XrRPm p) is the five-dimensional vector X for the quasielasticallyscattered recoil antiproton at the interaction point (Roman Pot position), and
Mrp^cdf is the transport matrix from the Roman Pot position to the interaction
point at CDF. Four elements of Eq. (A.l) can be expressed as

vrecoil p j-i / -w-recoil p i yrecoil p xrrecoil p j\/-recoil p j-\ / \ n \

ACDF

~

-^llARP

'«ARP

> *RP

'aXRP

'Sj>

i vrecoil p rp I \rrecoil p i vrecoil p vrecoil p ,vrecoil p c\ ( A °>V.\
aACDF
~
P2K^RP
j«A#P
' rRP
ialRP
'Sj,

I^.Zdj
(A.ZDJ

yrrecoil p r-i ( -yrecoil p 1 -yrecoil p -trrecoil p jyyrecoil p c\ ( A On\
YCDF
—
P3\ARP
jaA~RP
^RP
ialRP
iSj/i
(A.ZCJ
lyyrecoil p 77 / -v-recoil p lyy-recoilp vrecoil p jVrecoil p a\ /a oj\

dYCDF

~

^^\ARP

idARP

ArP

i«rRP

>U-

l^A./Oj

The functions F\, F2, F3 and F4 can be determined from the transport matrix
Mrp^cdf- The variables XrRe™lp, dXRe^0llp, Y™C0llp and dYTRePC0llp are measured
by the Roman Pot spectrometer. The variable Xrc%°pp (Y^lp) is the same as
Xcdf (Ycdf)i which is the position of the antiproton beam at the interaction point
in the X (Y) direction. The average position and angle of the beam in the X and
Y directions are measured by the Silicon Vertex detector (SVX). Given the values of
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yrecoilp yrecoil p ,yrecoilp vrecoil p
, ,vrecoil p t? / a o \ •
ac j-U
^•cdf ' a r p
j aA-RP
> r/jp
and "IA3
, Eq. (A.2a) is an equation of the

variable cf. The value of cf is obtained by solving this equation, which is generall
quartic equation of cf.
The value of the four-momentum transfer squared t can be reconstructed using
the formula:
t — Zm,p — ZhibeamErecoil p + 2pbeamPrecoil p cos v, (A-3)
COS0
yjl + ( d l S p - dXbc^)2 + (dY^f p - dYgffiY'

where 9 is the angle between the initial beam antiproton and quasielastically-scatte

recoil antiproton, mp is the antiproton mass, and Ebeam (Erecoilp) and pbeam (precoi
are the energy and momentum of the initial beam antiproton (recoil antiproton),
respectively. The values of dX™pF p and dY^p p axe determined using Eqs. (A.2b),
(A.2c) and (A.2d). The values of dXbcefJ^ and dY^ were measured by the SVX
detector on a run-by-run basis, and can be extracted from the SVXBPO database.
The value of t is determined by inserting these values into Eq. (A.3).
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Table A.l: Tevatron configuration from the C D F nominal collision point (B0) to the
position of the R o m a n Pot detector stations. "Drift" is a free space, "Quad" is a
quadrupole magnet, "Dipole" is a dipole magnet which bends beam particles toward
the inside of the Tevatron ring, and "Vsep" and "Hsep" are vertical and horizontal beam separators, respectively. In the "Parameters" column, "Grad" means the
gradient of the quadrupole magnet, "Volt" and "Dist" are the voltage and distance
between the electrode plates of the beam separator, respectively, and "Angle" means
the angle at which the beam line is bent by the dipole magnet. The quadrupole magnets with positive (negative) gradient focus antiprotons in the horizontal (vertical)
direction. The vertical beam separators bend antiprotons upward, and the horizontal
beam separator bends antiprotons toward the outside of the Tevatron ring.
Effective length (m)
Elements

(Distance from B 0 )

Drift

7.633 (0.)

Quad (QI)

3.353 (7.633)

Drift

0.876 (10.986)

Quad (Q2)

5.893 (11.863)

Drift

0.876 (17.755)

Quad (Q3)

3.353 (18.632)

Drift

1.413 (21.984)

Vsep (VS1)

2.572 (23.397)

Drift

0.187 (25.969)

Vsep (VS2)

2.572 (26.156)

Drift

0.187 (28.728)

Hsep (HS)

2.572 (28.915)

Drift

0.847 (31.487)

Dipole (CD)

0.762 (32.334)

Drift

0.847 (33.096)

Quad (Q4)

1.402 (33.943)

Drift

0.307 (35.345)

Dipole (Dl)

6.121 (35.652)

Drift

0.279 (41.773)

Dipole (D2)

6.121 (42.052)

Drift

0.279 (48.174)

Dipole (D3)

6.121 (48.453)

Drift

2.186 (54.575)

RP1

0. (56.761)

Parameters
630 G e V run

1800 G e V run

Grad = 437.5224

Grad = 1255.1807

(kGauss/m)
Grad = -433.2981

Grad = -1241.3511

Grad = 437.5224

Grad = 1255.1807

Volt = 107.216 (kV)

Volt = 129.834

Dist = 0.05 (m)
Volt = 107.216

Volt = 129.834

Volt = 117.726

Volt = 140.27

X : 5.761 x IO""5 (rad)

3.3408 x IO-5 (rad)

Y: 1.1522 x IO"5 (rad)

2.88 x IO-5 (rad)

Grad = -8.1884

Grad = -24.9062

Angle = 0.00811781 (rad)
Angle = 0.00811781
Angle = 0.00811781
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To evaluate the acceptance of the R o m a n Pot spectrometer, a Monte Carlo simu-

lation was used which generates single diffractive events according to the previousl

measured cf and t distributions and projects quasielastically-scattered recoil antip
tons from the interaction point at CDF to the position of the Roman Pot detector
stations. The Monte Carlo simulation program was originally written by H. Nakada
for the study of the Roman Pot triggered data collected at y/s = 1800 GeV [75], and

was subsequently modified to generate single diffractive events also at y/s = 630 Ge

The Roman Pot acceptance is evaluated from the fraction of single diffractive events

with a recoil antiproton which does not collide with the beam pipe and electrostatic
beam separators and passes through the Roman Pot fiducial region. The Roman Pot
acceptance study for the 1800 GeV data is described in detail elsewhere [75]. This
appendix describes the acceptance evaluation only for the 630 GeV data.
Before evaluating the Roman Pot acceptance, distributions of the position and

angle of Roman Pot tracks, reconstructed cf, t and the azimuthal angle (pp of recoil
antiprotons are compared between data and Monte Carlo simulation to ensure that
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the Monte Carlo simulation is reliable.

B.l Antiproton Beam Characteristics

In this section, the spatial spread and angular spread of the antiproton beam are

studied. This information is used as input to the Monte Carlo simulation. First, dis-

tributions of reconstructed primary vertices with respect to the average beam positi
are measured using tracks in the Silicon Vertex detector (SVX), and the transverse
profile of the antiproton beam is estimated.
The following selection cuts are used for vertex reconstruction:
• Number of three-dimensional tracks for vertex reconstruction > 3.

• y2 of vertex fit < 20.

• pT of each SVX track > 0.6 GeV.

• Number of hits in the SVX for each SVX track > 4.

Figure B.l shows distributions of reconstructed vertices on the X-Y plane with respe
to the average beam position for diffractive events in run 75020. The measured

position variation of reconstructed vertices is gaussian and circular, indicating th

profile of the proton and antiproton beams is also gaussian and circular. Figure B.2

shows the standard deviation a of the vertex distribution as a function of run numbe
for the diffractive and non-diffractive data. The spread of vertices is very stable

during the runs used in this analysis. The diffractive and non-diffractive data show
consistent results.
When a proton beam with spatial spread of <Jp.beam collides with an antiproton

beam with spatial spread of ap.bearn, the spread of interaction points, which is pre
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sumably similar to the spread of reconstructed vertices avtx, is related to <7p_6eam and
Op-beam by (^) = (^^) + (a^l) ' AsSUminS that the °p-beam and G^beam

are the same, (Jp_beam = avtx x y/2 ph 37.8 pm. The spatial spread of a beam a can be
written as

" = f ' - W Y

(R1)

where /?* is the Tevatron P parameter, e is the 95 % normalized emittance, and /A
(= p/mp) is the relativistic momentum of the beam. In the 630 GeV run, /?* = 0.44
m and P^y = 315/mp = 335.7, resulting in an emittance of e = 5.97 x IO-6 (7r-m-rad).
The angular spread of a beam aang is given by

°-ang = J-ftt/P*- (B-2)
Therefore, the angular spread of the antiproton beam is estimated to be a=ang
b\
earn
0.0859 mrad.

B.2

Comparison

between

D a t a

and

M o n t e

Carlo

Simulation

In this section, distributions of the position and angle of Roman Pot tracks, recon-

structed cf, t, and the azimuthal angle (pp of recoil antiprotons are compared betwe
data and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to check the reliability of the MC simulation. The algorithm of the MC simulation is described in Ref. [75]. For the study

of the 630 GeV data, the cf and t distributions obtained in the global fit of hadron
diffraction [71] are used as inputs to the MC simulation. During the 630 GeV run,
the Roman Pot tracking detectors had many dead channels, as shown in Table 4.1.
Those Roman Pot channels were also assumed to be dead in the MC simulation.
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For the data, events in the diffractive inclusive sample with a R o m a n Pot track
having three hits in both X and Y directions are used. The Roman Pot acceptance
cuts of 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2 are not applied to these events.
For the MC simulation, three separate sets of events are generated; one is for runs
74849-74978, another for runs 75000-75049, and the other for runs 75109-75110,
since the number of Roman Pot dead channels is different among these three sets
of runs, resulting in different distributions of the position and angle of Roman Pot
tracks and so on.
Figures B.3—B.9 show distributions of the position and angle of Roman Pot tracks,
reconstructed cf, t and <pp for the data and the MC simulation. Data distributions
are shown separately for the 17 runs used in this analysis; the corresponding MC
distributions are superimposed. Distributions for the data and the MC simulation
are in general agreement. Figure B.10 shows distributions of the Roman Pot hit
pattern for the data and the MC simulation. In these distributions, events which
have hits only in two Roman Pot tracking detectors in either the X or Y direction
are also included. "Class=0" is for tracks which have hits in three Roman Pots both

in X and Y directions, and "Class=l (2)" is for tracks which have hits in three Roman
Pots in X (Y) and in two Roman Pots in Y (X). The data have a smaller fraction of
events with a Roman Pot track of class=l and 2 than the MC simulation, which is
probably because some Roman Pot tracks of class=l and 2 are spoiled due to noise
hits in the data. The ratios of the data to the MC simulation in the class=l and
2 bins can be considered as the efficiencies for the reconstruction of class=l and 2
Roman Pot tracks. The ratios of the data to the MC simulation in the class=l and
2 bins are shown in Figure B.ll as a function of run number. Fits of a constant

number to the distributions in Figure B.ll yield efficiencies of 45 % and 75 % for t
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Figure B.3: Distributions of the position X R P of reconstructed R o m a n Pot tracks in
the horizontal direction relative to the center of the beam pipe for the data (points)
and the M C simulation (histogram) for each run.
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A n g l e 9^

(mrad)

Figure B.4: Distributions of the angle O Y of reconstructed R o m a n Pot tracks in the
horizontal direction with respect to the beam line for the data (points) and the M C
simulation (histogram) for each run. W h e n a R o m a n Pot track is running toward the
inside of the Tevatron ring, 0fp is positive.
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Figure B.5: Distributions of the position Y R P of reconstructed R o m a n Pot tracks in
the vertical direction relative to the center of the beam pipe for the data (points) and
the M C simulation (histogram) for each run. W h e n a R o m a n Pot track is above the
center of the beam pipe, yilp is positive.
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Figure B.8: Reconstructed \t\ distributions for the data (points) and the M C simulation (histogram) for each run.
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Figure B.9: Distributions of the azimuthal angle (pp of quasielastically-scattered recoil
antiprotons for the data (points) and the M C simulation (histogram) for each run.
W h e n an antiproton is scattered toward the inside of the Tevatron ring, (pp = 0 (rad),
and when an antiproton is scattered downward, 4>p = 7r/2 (rad).
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class=l and 2 tracks, respectively. The higher efficiency for the class=2 R o m a n Pot
tracks than that for the class=l Roman Pot tracks can be explained by the fact that
the Roman Pot tracking detectors have more noise in the Y detector than in the X

detector. This is probably because the Y detector, which was closer to the interacti
point than the X detector, absorbs junk particles before they reach the X detector.
When the Roman Pot acceptance and resolutions in £ and t axe evaluated using
this MC simulation, these efficiencies are taken into account.

B.3 Roman Pot Acceptance Evaluation

The acceptance of the Roman Pot spectrometer is evaluated from the ratio of

events with a quasielastically-scattered recoil antiproton which does not collide wi
the beam pipe and electrostatic beam separators and passes through the Roman Pot
fiducial region, to all the Monte Carlo generated events as a function of cf and t.

results are shown for the three sets of Monte Carlo events separately in Figure B.12
The Roman Pot acceptance for the 630 GeV data shown in Figure 3.16(b) is the
average of the three sets of results shown in Figure B.12. The Roman Pot acceptance

is on average 59 % in the region 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and \t\ < 0.2 GeV2 at y/s = 630
GeV; this f-i region is used in this analysis.

B.4 Resolutions in £ and t

Using the Monte Carlo simulation, resolutions in cf and t can be estimated by tak-

ing the differences between the cf and t values initially generated by the Monte Car
simulation and the cf and t values determined from a Roman Pot track reconstructed
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Figure B.12: The R o m a n Pot acceptance as a function of f and \t\ for the three sets
of Monte Carlo event samples; (a) for runs 74849-74978, (b) for runs 75000-75049,
and (c) for runs 75109-75110.
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in the Monte Carlo simulation, which takes into account the spread of the antiproton
beam and the fiber structure of the Roman Pot tracking detectors. The results are
shown in Figures B.13 and B.14 for events with 0.035 < £ < 0.095 and |i| < 0.2 GeV2

From these results, the resolutions in cf and t are estimated to be a(£) = 0.0015 an
a(t) = 0.02 GeV2 for the region 0.035 < cf < 0.095 and |t| < 0.2 GeV2 at y/s = 630
GeV.
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A n event with two reconstructed R o m a n Pot tracks has one track in X (Y) and
two tracks in Y (X). If two particles pass through the Roman Pot detectors in an
event, the event should have two reconstructed tracks in both X and Y, and four
Roman Pot tracks in total. Therefore, in events with two Roman Pot tracks, one of

the two reconstructed tracks is probably a fake track. In approximately 90 % of even
with two Roman Pot tracks, two tracks in X or Y axe reconstructed from the same
hits in two Roman Pot fiber detectors and have different hits only in one Roman
Pot fiber detector. Figure C.l shows the difference in the Roman Pot hit channel
between two tracks for the 630 GeV diffractive data. The hit channel difference is
concentrated at 2, 4 and 5. The hit channel difference becomes 2, 4 and 5, when
the Roman Pot fiber detector has hit patterns shown in Figure C.2, which are most
likely due to optical cross talk between fiber ribbons. For events with two Roman
Pot tracks in the 630 GeV diffractive data, only the events in which two tracks are
reconstructed from the same hits on two Roman Pot detectors and the hit channel
difference is 2, 4 or 5 on the other Roman Pot detector are accepted; the best y2
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track is used for further analysis.
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Figure C l : The hit channel differences between two reconstructed R o m a n Pot tracks
on the (a,b) R o m a n Pot 1 X and Y detectors, (c,d) R o m a n Pot 2 X and Y detectors,
and (e,f) R o m a n Pot 3 X and Y detectors for the 630 G e V diffractive data. The
events in the cross-hatched region are removed from our 630 G e V diffractive data
samples.
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T h e hit channels are indicated by

A p p e n d i x

C a l o r i m e t e r

D

H o t

T o w e r s

This appendix presents a study of fake jets due to calorimeter noise. In both
the 1800 GeV and 630 GeV data samples used in this analysis, jets emerging with

an anomalously high rate from some specific r}-(p spots in certain runs were found i

both the diffractive dijet and non-diffractive dijet samples. Such jets were found t
have an unusual and unique distribution of EM fraction, defined as the ratio of the
electromagnetic to total (electromagnetic and hadronic) energy of a jet. Therefore,
they were identified as fake jets and were removed from the data samples by a hot
tower filter (HTFLT), which imposes cuts on the position and EM fraction of a jet.
Details are described below.

D.l The 1800 GeV Data

Figures D.l and D.2 show distributions of jets in detector-77 (r)det) versus </> for
diffractive dijet and non-diffractive dijet events with at least two jets with ET >
GeV. In runs 75644—75713, several "hot spots" appeared in the plug and forward
calorimeter regions. In runs 75714—75738, most of the hot spots disappeared, but
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still some noisy spots remained. Figure D.3 shows distributions of E M fraction for
jets found within the hot spots and outside the hot spots. The distributions of EM

fraction for jets found within the hot spots are very different from the distributio

for jets outside the hot spots. The characteristics of the five categories of hot sp
are summarized in Table D.l.
In the 1800 GeV data analysis, jets in the hot spots with EM fraction in the
ranges written in Table D.l are removed by the HTFLT, regardless of run number,

to simplify the analysis, as was done in Refs. [74, 85]. Figure D.l shows distributi
of jets on the r\-<p plane after the HTFLT cut is applied.
The HTFLT used in this analysis is the same as that used in the study of dijet production by double pomeron exchange [25, 74, 85]. The efficiency ^oFfT of
the HTFLT, defined as the fraction of real dijet events retained by the HTFLT, is
estimated to be e^f/T = 97.1 ± 0.5 %
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F i g u r e D . l : Distributions of leading jets o n the plane of detector-?] versus 4> for
1 8 0 0 G e V diffractive dijet events w i t h at least t w o jets w i t h E T > 7 G e V in runs
7 5 6 4 4 - 7 5 7 1 3 (left) a n d 7 5 7 1 4 - 7 5 7 3 8 (right). T h e five categories of hot spots listed
in T a b l e D . l are indicated b y b o x e s in the b o t t o m t w o plots.
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Run : 75671 -75712. Jet1

Run 75671 -75712, Jet2

Run : 75671 -75712, Jet1
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Figure D.2: Distributions of leading (left) and next-to-leading (right) jets on the plane
of detector-77 versus <f) for 1800 G e V non-diffractive dijet events with at least two jets
with E T > 7 GeV. The five categories of hot spots listed in Table D.l are indicated
by boxes in the bottom two plots.

D.2

T h e

630

G e V

D a t a

Figures D.5 and D.6 show distributions of jets on the 77A plane for diffractive

dijet and non-diffractive dijet events with at least two jets with ET > 7 GeY In run

74919—74959, jets are concentrated around the area of detector-77 « 2.6 and 4> « 255
The EM fraction distribution for jets which appeared around this hot spot is shown

in Figure D.7(a), which is seen to be different from the normal distribution shown i
Figure D.7(b). Since the jets which appeared around the hot spot with EM fraction

of about 0.7 are presumably due to calorimeter noise, jets which satisfy the followi
conditions are rejected from the 630 GeV data by the HTFLT:
• 74919 < run < 74959.

2.4 < detector-77jei < 2.8.
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Figure D.3: Distributions of E M fraction of jets in thefivecategories of hot spots
and outside the hot spots for the 1800 G e V diffractive dijet sample. Jets in the
cross-hatched regions are rejected by the hot tower filter.
Table D.l: Summary of hot towers in the 1800 GeV data samples.
Hot tower spot

Detector-77jet

(fPet (rad)

E M fraction

-1.8 < rfet < -1.2

0.7 < ^et < 1.3

<0.3

(Run # )
Spot 1

1.4 < &et < 1.7

(75644-75713)

4.0 < (f?et < 6.3
Spot 2

•1.7 < r]jet < -1.4

(75644-75713)
Spot 3

(fpet < 1.5

<0.35

4.8 < (fPet < 5.5
1.3 < 77je* < 1.8

(75644-75713)

1.0 < (f>>et < 1.8

<0.3

2.4 < (jPet < 5.0
5.4 < &et < 6.0

Spot 4

2.6 < rfet < 3.0

2.8 < ftet < 3.2

>0.8

1.3 < rfet < 1.8

4.6 < (fPet < 5.1

< 0.25

(75644-75738)
Spot 5
(75714-75738)
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Figure D.4: Distributions of leading (left) and next-to-leading (right) jets on the
plane of detector-77 versus <f) for 1800 G e V diffractive dijet (top) and non-diffractive
dijet (bottom) events with at least two jets with E T > 7 G e V which survive the hot
towerfilterrequirements.

• 240° < (f?et < 270°.

• 0.55 < EM fraction < 0.80.

The HTFLT is applied only to events in runs 74919-74959, which are only 19 (16) %
of the total 630 GeV diffractive (non-diffractive) data sample. After applying the

HTFLT consisting of the above conditions, reasonable jet distributions are obtained,
as shown in Figures D.5(c) and D.6(c).
The efficiency efp5fT of the HTFLT was estimated by applying the HTFLT to

both the diffractive dijet and non-diffractive dijet samples collected in runs < 749

or > 74959, in which there is no distinct noisy spot, and evaluating the fraction of
the surviving events. The fraction was found to be larger than 99 % for both the

diffractive and non-diffractive data samples. Since the fraction is very close to 10
and also the HTFLT is applied only to less than 20 % of the total data samples, the
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Run:74919-74959

Other Runs

Run:74919-74959, after HTFLT
(0)

Figure D.5: Distributions of the leading two jets on the plane of detector-77 versus (f>
for 630 G e V diffractive dijet events with at least two jets with E T > 7 G e V (a) in
runs 74919—74959 and (b) in the other runs before the hot towerfilteris applied, and
(c) in runs 74919—74959 after the hot towerfilteris applied.

Run:74919-74959

Other Runs

Run:74919-74959, after HTFLT

Figure D.6: Distributions of the leading two jets on the plane of detector-77 versus c/>
for 630 G e V non-diffractive dijet events with at least two jets with E T > 7 G e V (a)
in runs 74919—74959 and (b) in the other runs before the hot towerfilteris applied,
and (c) in runs 74919—74959 after the hot towerfilteris applied.
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Figure D.7: Distributions of E M fraction of the leading two jets in 630 G e V
non-diffractive dijet events with at least two jets with E T > 7 G e V (a) in runs
74919—74959 in the hot spot and (b) in the other runs for the entire r)-(f> plane, and
(c) in runs 74919—74959 for the entire 77-^ plane after the hot towerfilteris applied.

HTFLT efficiency is set to 100 % in the analysis.
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